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Chapter 1
General Introduction

Chapter 1

Influenza A viruses (IAVs) are pathogens of birds and mammals, including humans. They
cause a huge economic burden and major public health problems. In humans, IAVs cause
seasonal epidemics and occasional pandemics. The pandemics are caused by animal
viruses that managed to cross the host species barrier and to adapt to humans. Pandemic
viruses infect a large proportion of the world population and can have devastating effects
(1, 2).
Influenza viruses belong to the Orthomyxoviridae family (3). They are enveloped viruses
containing negative-sense, segmented RNA genomes (4). Influenza viruses are classified
according to antigenic differences in their nucleoprotein and matrix protein into four
genera: IAV, influenza B virus (IBV), influenza C virus (ICV) and influenza D virus (IDV) (5).
While IAVs infect many different animal species besides humans, IBVs only circulate
among humans (6). ICVs can infect both humans and pigs but infections are generally mild
and are rarely reported (7). IDVs, which are closely related to ICVs, infect cattle and pigs
(8). IAVs are classified further into different subtypes according to the particular
combination of hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) surface glycoproteins that
they contain. Sixteen HA (H1-16) and nine NA (N1-9) subtypes have been identified (9), all
of which are found in viruses from aquatic birds (4). In addition, two HA- and NA-like
proteins have been found in bat IAVs (10, 11). Aquatic birds are considered the natural
IAV reservoir (4). IAVs from aquatic birds may adapt to other host species, including
domestic poultry and different mammals (Figure 1) (2, 12).

I. IAV host species
I.a. IAV in avian species
So far, IAVs have been isolated from more than 100 different species of wild birds (2).
Infected birds can shed IAVs in their saliva, nasal secretions, and feces. Susceptible birds
become infected when they have contact with infected birds or through contact with
virus-contaminated surfaces or water. Also domesticated birds (chickens, turkeys, etc.)
may become infected with IAVs (2, 13). Disease signs associated with IAV infections in
avian species vary considerably with the strain of virus. Infections with most strains are
asymptomatic or only cause mild disease. These viruses are considered low pathogenic (LP)
IAVs (14). In contrast, some IAVs of the H5 and H7 subtype are considered highly
pathogenic (HP) as they cause an extremely contagious and aggressive disease that causes
rapid systemic illness and high mortality, particularly in poultry (15). Both HP AIVs and LP
AIVs can spread rapidly through flocks of poultry. HP AIV infection in poultry can cause
disease that affects multiple internal organs with mortality up to 90% to 100%, often
within 48 hours (15). HPAI viruses are not normally present in wild bird host reservoirs
(16). The first reported cases of HPAI were reported in 1878 in chickens in northern Italy,
which were followed by geographically dispersed outbreaks in Europe, Asia, Africa, and
2
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North and South America (17). Most previous HPAI virus epizootics have been
geographically limited, and the HPAI virus did not circulate in wild birds. However, an
H5N1 HPAI virus was detected in 1996 in a domestic goose in Guangdong China causing
deaths in wild birds, poultry, and humans and has spread to over 80 countries in Asia,
Europe, Africa, and North America. (18, 19) This virus has evolved into distinct virus clades
and multiple subclades (20). Since 2008, HPAI subtypes H5N2, H5N5, and H5N8 bearing
the genetic backbone of the goose lineage H5 clade 2.3.4 have been identified in domestic
ducks and poultry in live markets in China, and those subtypes have subsequently evolved
into different subclades including 2.3.4.4 (21-23). Since then, clade 2.3.4.4 HPAI viruses
have undergone genetic reassortments at an unprecedented scale with other LP and HP
avian viruses. In early 2014, outbreaks of novel reassortant H5N2, H5N6 and H5N8 viruses
were reported in poultry and wild birds in China and Vietnam (24) and in Japan and Korea
(25), respectively. Since late 2014, a rapid spread from East Asia to North America, West
Asia, and Europe has occurred (26) causing extensive damage to the poultry industry.
I.b. IAV in mammals
IAVs have been isolated from numerous mammalian host species, including humans,
domestic pigs, horses and dogs, as well as such diverse hosts as pinnipeds (seals),
cetaceans (toothed whales), mink and anteaters, among others (Figure 1) (1).
Phylogenetic evidence indicates that all mammalian IAV strains ultimately derive from the
avian IAV pool (2).
I.b.1. IAV in humans
The annual epidemics caused by IAVs result in about three to five million cases of severe
illness, and about 250,000 to 500,000 deaths worldwide (27). Influenza infection may
result in pneumonia and acute respiratory failure, frequently complicated by bacterial
coinfection (28). Pandemics, caused by zoonotic IAVs, are rare events that cause increased
morbidity and mortality resulting from very rapid virus spread in the immunologically
naive population.
In the last hundred years, four human IAVs have emerged that caused pandemics. The
Spanish H1N1 pandemic (1918) is known as the deadliest influenza outbreak recorded in
human history, killing approximately 50 million people worldwide (29). It probably sprang
from North American and domestic and wild birds (30) although another report concluded
that several genome segments circulated in a mammalian host as early as 1911 (31). The
‘Asian’ pandemic H2N2 virus of 1957 was responsible for approximately 2 million deaths
globally (32). This virus resulted from reassortment, i.e. exchange of genome segments
between human H1N1 and avian H2N2 influenza viruses (33, 34) and replaced the H1N1
virus. In 1968, the circulating H2N2 virus was replaced by the ‘Hong Kong’ H3N2 virus,
3
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Figure 1. IAV host species. Host range of influenza A viruses. Wild water birds represent the natural reservoir
of influenza A viruses, from which they can be transmitted to a wide variety of other hosts, including horses,
cats, dogs, whales, seals, wild flying birds, chicken, pigs, and humans. Only recently, IAV has also been
detected in bats. The figure was taken from (167).

which has continued to circulate in humans to date. The 1968 pandemic was mild
compared to the earlier pandemics with approximately one million people succumbing to
the infection (32). Also the pandemic H3N2 virus was the result of reassortment between
avian and human influenza viruses, in which the H2 gene of H2N2 was replaced by an H3
gene from an avian virus (33, 34). In 1977, the H1N1 virus reappeared in the human
population, probably resulting from the release of a laboratory strain (35). In spring 2009,
a new pandemic H1N1 virus (H1N1pdm09) emerged in Mexico, after which it spread
around the world in only a few months. The H1N1pdm09 virus emerged after a
complicated series of reassortment events between different swine viruses (36).
I.b.2. IAV in swine
Swine IAV was for the first time clinically detected in 1918 in association with the 1918
IAV pandemic (37). Since then, swine IAVs of several different subtypes have been
recognized, causing disease of major economic and public health importance (1). Swine
4
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IAVs currently circulating appear descendants of avian as well as human viruses. Since
swine have been shown to be susceptible to infection with both avian and human IAV
strains, this host species has been proposed to be a prime `mixing vessel' or intermediate
host for the generation of IAV of pandemic potential to humans (4). However, only for the
H1N1pdm09 virus, it is clear that reassortment between different IAVs in swine preceded
the emergence of this virus in the human population (38).
I.b.3. IAV in horses and dogs
Horses have become natural hosts for sustained IAV transmission on at least three
occasions, with an outbreak of an unknown equine IAV subtype occurring in 1872 (39), an
H7N7 IAV that emerged around 1956 (40), and an H3N8 IAV that was recognized around
1963 (41). The equine H3N8 IAV appears to have emerged from an avian IAV that spread
to horses (42). Around 2004, the horse virus transmitted to dogs, resulting in H3N8 canine
IAV (43). An avian H3N2 virus-like strain jumped to dogs in Asia around 2005 or 2006 (4446). The epidemiology of the canine H3N2 IAV is still poorly understood, but some reports
indicate moderate seroprevalence (up to 11 %) in some household dog populations, and
the virus has been transferred over long distances both within and between the three
Asian countries in which it has been detected (47). In 2015, canine H3N2 IAV was first
detected in the USA. Both H3N2 and H3N8 canine IAVs have circulated in the dog
population since their emergence, creating many opportunities for exposure to humans
and other species (12).

II. IAV genome and particle
IAV particles contain 8 negative-sense RNA segments, the sizes of which range from 890
to 2341 nucleotides (Figure 2A). Each segment encodes for at least 1 viral protein. The
coding sequences are flanked by highly conserved untranslated regions (UTR) (48). The
viral RNA genome (vRNA) is fully covered with multiple copies of a nucleoprotein (NP) and
associated at its UTRs with the polymerase complex, which consists of single copies of the
basic polymerase 1 and 2 proteins (PB1 and PB2) and the acidic polymerase protein (PA).
vRNAs together with NP, PB1, PB2 and PA form the viral ribonucleoprotein complex
(vRNP). The vRNPs are enveloped by a lipid bilayer derived from the host cell in which the
virus multiplied. The matrix (M1) protein, which interacts with the vRNPs, underlies the
envelope. The non-structural protein 1 (NS1), besides many other functions, interferes
with the splicing and nuclear export of cellular mRNA in the nucleus and stimulates
translation in the cytoplasm. The NS2 protein binds to the nucleoporins yRip1 and
Rab/hRip and to the M1 protein and plays an important role in the nuclear export of the
vRNPs (49). The envelope contains three integral membrane proteins: HA, which is
responsible for virus-cell attachment and fusion; NA, which has receptor-destroying
activity; and matrix protein 2 (M2), which functions as an ion channel. IAV virions appear
5
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either as spherical or filamentous particles. Spherical particles are typically found in the
case of laboratory-adapted strains (50). Field strains on the other hand often occur in both
shapes. IAV virion pleiomorphy and the number of HA and NA glycoproteins has been
characterized by cryoelectron tomography (Figure 2B)(51). The amount of HA and NA
appears to differ between virus particles depending on the particle shape and the
particular strain studied. On average, there are approximately 300 HAs and 40-50 NA

Figure 2. IAV particle and protein structure. A) Schematic representation of an IAV particle. IAV particles
contain 8 segments that encode at least 11 proteins. NP molecules are bound at regular intervals along the
entire length of each of the genomic RNAs to form vRNPs. Each vRNP is bound by a single polymerase
complex consisting of PA, PB1 and PB2. The M1 protein underlies the viral lipid membrane and interacts with
the genomic vRNPs and with the inner (cytoplasmic) tails of the envelope glycoproteins HA and NA. The
envelope also contains the M2 protein, an ion channel protein that is essential for the uncoating of the virus.
The smallest segment encodes two proteins, NS1A and NS2. The NS2 protein, also called NEP, mediates the
export of newly synthesized viral RNPs from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. The NS1A protein, which is not
incorporated into virions, is a multi-functional protein that has an integral role in suppressing host antiviral
responses. The figure was taken from (168). B) A tomographic model showing the distribution of HA (green)
and NA (gold) spikes on the surface of a single virion. The lipid bilayer is shown in blue (Scale bar, 20 nm). The
figure was taken from (51). C) Crystal structure of an HA trimer. One protomer is shown in cartoon
representation with subdomains of HA1 labeled in green (receptor binding domain, R), yellow (vestigial
esterase domain, E’) and blue (fusion domain, F’) and the HA2 subunit in red. The other monomers are
displayed in surface representation with carbohydrate moieties in black. The magnification of the R
subdomain of HA1 shows the structural elements of HA1 forming the receptor binding site (130-loop in blue,
190-helix in green, 220-loop in pink) in complex with a human-type receptor analog (dark gray). Conserved
residues forming hydrogen bonds with sialic acid are displayed in stick representation (yellow transparent).
The figure was taken from (169). D) Crystal structure of a NA tetramer. One protomer is colored to emphasize
the molecules' canonical six-bladed β-propeller structure. The active site region at the center of the six-bladed
β-propeller structure is highlighted and also shown enlarged for different NA subtypes. The upper
enlargement shows a superposition of the active sites of N1, N4 and N8. Lower enlargement is superposition
of the active site of N1 (green) and N9 (yellow). The figure was taken from (170).
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proteins per virion.

III. IAV life cycle
The IAV life cycle can be divided into several steps, as illustrated in Figure 3.
1.

2.

3.

Virus attachment, entry and uncoating. The virus life cycle starts with the
attachment of HA to its sialic acid (SIA) receptor (52). SIA is a generic term for the
N- or O-substituted derivatives of neuraminic acid, including N-acetylneuraminic
acid (Neu5Ac) and N-glycolylneuraminic acid (Neu5Gc). SIAs are terminal
carbohydrate residues found on N- and O-glycosylated proteins and glycolipids.
SIAs attached to the penultimate galactose (Gal) via a α2,3 or α2,6 linkages may
serve as receptors for IAV. Avian IAVs prefer binding to α2,3-linked SIAs, while
human viruses prefer binding to α2,6-linked SIAs. Upon HA binding to receptors,
the virus particle is endocytosed into the target cell. Besides clathrin-mediated
endocytosis (53, 54), also a macropinocytosis-like pathway has been identified as
an IAV entry route (55, 56). This latter route seems particularly important for the
uptake of filamentous IAV particles (56). After internalization, IAVs are
transported to late endosomes, where the acidic environment (pH=5~6) triggers
HA conformational changes that mediate fusion of viral and cellular membranes.
The low pH in the endosomes is also transferred to the virion interior via the
proton-selective M2 ion channel protein thereby promoting conformational
changes in the M1 proteins that facilitate release of vRNPs devoid of M1 in the
cytoplasm after membrane fusion (57).
Genome replication and transcription. After release into the cytoplasm, the
vRNPs are transported to the nucleus, where IAV genome replication and
transcription takes place. vRNA genomes are the templates for subgenomic
messenger RNA (mRNA) and full-length copy RNA (cRNA) synthesis (58). Capped
RNA fragments, cleaved from the 5’end of cellular RNAs, serve as primers for
mRNA synthesis. When the 5’ end of the vRNA is approached, the polymerase
stutters on a poly-U stretch, resulting in the formation of a poly-A tail (59, 60).
Some mRNAs undergo alternative splicing resulting in the generation of M2 and
NS2-encoding mRNAs (61). cRNAs are an exact full length transcript of the vRNA
and serve as a template for the synthesis of new vRNAs. Synthesis of vRNA and
cRNA is a primer-independent process, but requires NP (62).
Virus assembly and release. During vRNA synthesis, vRNPs are formed by the
association of vRNAs with multiple copies of NP and the polymerase complex. In
the nucleus, vRNPs associate with M1, which in turn allows binding of the NS2
protein and nuclear export. vRNP-M1 complexes are subsequently transported to
the plasma membrane on Rab11-positive vesicles (63). The envelope proteins HA,
NA and M2 are co-translationally inserted into the membrane of the endoplasmic
7
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reticulum (ER), after which they are processed by enzymes of the ER and Golgi
and transported to the apical plasma membrane. vRNP-M1 complexes bud
through plasma membrane domains containing HA, NA and M2 (64). The NA
protein cleaves SIA from glycoproteins and glycolipids, thereby creating a
desialylated cell surface which is required for release of the progeny virions (65).

Figure 3. IAV life cycle. Viral infection is initiated when a virion binds to cell surface receptors that contain
sialic acid, followed by endocytosis of the virion. After fusion of the viral and endosomal membranes, the
vRNPs are released into the cytoplasm and then transported into the nucleus. In the nucleus, the viral RNAdependent RNA polymerase replicates the single-stranded negative-sense vRNAgenome segments by
copying them into complementary, positive-sense RNAs (cRNAs), which serve as templates for the
production of vRNAs. The viral RNA polymerase also carries out transcription of the vRNA segments to
produce mRNAs. Viral mRNA is exported to the cytoplasm for translation by cellular mechanisms. Newly
synthesized viral RNA polymerase subunits (PB1, PB2 and PA) and NP are imported into the nucleus and
bind to vRNA genomic segments and cRNAs to assemble vRNPs and cRNPs, respectively. Following nuclear
export, progeny vRNPs are transported across the cytoplasm on recycling endosomes in a RAB11dependent manner to the cell membrane, where the assembly of progeny virions takes place. Mature
virions incorporate a substantial amount of host proteins and are released by budding. The figure was
taken from (59).

IV. Hemaglutinin and Neuraminidase
The two major IAV envelope glycoproteins, HA and NA, both recognize SIAs. Host cell
infection by IAV requires binding of multiple HAs to SIAs on carbohydrate side chains of
cell-surface glycoproteins and/or glycolipids. Following virus replication, the receptordestroying enzyme NA removes SIAs from the surface of infected cells, so that newly
8
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made viruses do not remain associated with the cell surface and to each other (66). The
NA is also important in early stages of the virus live cycle. NA activity helps the virus to
approach the target cells by cleavage of SIAs from respiratory tract mucins that are
present in the mucus layer that cover epithelial cells (67). In addition, its activity has been
proposed to enhance fusion of viral and cell membranes (66). In view of the different
receptor usage of avian and human IAVs, HA and NA are important determinants of host
tropism and pathogenesis. In addition, both HA and NA are main targets of the host
immune system, while NA is the target of the currently used antiviral drugs.
IV.a. HA protein
The HA attachment and fusion protein is a type I transmembrane glycoprotein that after
synthesis and folding will interact to form homotrimers (Figure 2C). The precursor HA0
protein is cleaved into HA1 and HA2 subunits by trypsin-like proteases; HA proteins
containing a multibasic cleavage site (H5 and H7 proteins of HP AIVs) are additionally
recognized by furin-like proteases (68). HA1, which mostly forms the globular head of the
protein, contains the receptor-binding site (RBS). HA2, which forms most of the stem,
contains the fusion peptide at its N-terminus and two heptad repeat regions, which are
central to the complex conformational changes leading to fusion between the virus and
host cell membranes (69, 70). These conformational changes are triggered by low pH. The
pH-threshold for conformational changes may differ between human and avian viruses
(71-73).
In 1983 the first X-ray crystal structure of HA was solved for H3 of A/Hong Kong/68/H3N2
(70). Since then, the X-ray crystal structure of several other HA subtypes has been solved
as well, some of them in complex with SIA-containing receptors (69, 74-78). These
structures provided detailed insights into the RBS of HA. The RBS has at its base four
conserved amino acids (Y98, W153, H183, and Y195; H3 numbering), while the edges are
formed by three structural elements, an α-helix composed by residues 190-198 (the 190helix) and two loop structures formed by residues 133-138 (the 130-loop) and 220-229
(the 220-loop) (52). A subset of amino acids mediates binding to either α2,3- or α2,6linked SIAs. For H1, glutamic acid and glycine residues at position 190 and 225,
respectively, will confer binding to α2,3 sialosides (avian-type receptors). Aspartic acids at
these positions will shift binding preference to α2,6-linked SIAs (human-type receptors)
(79, 80). For H2 and H3, glutamine and glycine residue at position 226 and 228,
respectively, result in binding to avian-type receptors. Mutation of these residues to a
leucine (position 226) and serine (position 228) will mediate a shift from avian to human
specificity (77, 81). Receptor binding may also be affected by glycosylation in the head
domain (82), with increased numbers of N-glycan side chains generally resulting in
reduced receptor-binding avidity (82, 83).

9
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Interactions between individual HA and SIAs are very weak, with dissociation constants in
the millimolar range as detected by different methods (52, 84, 85). However, multivalent
interactions between multiple HA proteins in a virus particles and a surface decorated
with sialosides result in a very tight binding with an estimated dissociation constant in the
picomolar range (85). These tight multivalent interactions are probably required for
efficient endocytic uptake and infection.
IV.b. NA protein
NA is an exosialidase (ec 3.2.1.18) which cleaves the α-ketosidic linkage between SIA and
an adjacent sugar residue (86). It is a type II transmembrane protein of approximately 470
amino acid residues (87) that forms homo-tetramers (88) (Figure 2D). The threedimensional structure of NA consists of a very short cytoplasmic domain and a
transmembrane domain, which are connected to the active site-containing “head”
domain by an elongated “stem” region (86).
Only the 3D structure of the NA head domain has been solved (89). The head region
consists of a single domain, which is formed by six identical antiparallel β-sheets organized
in the form of a propeller-like structure. The head domain contains the active site.
Residues which directly interact with SIA and account for the catalytic function of the
enzyme (Arg118, Asp151, Arg152, Arg224, Glu276, Arg292, Arg371 and Tyr406, N2
numbering Figure 2D), are highly conserved in all NA genotypes of IAV. The NA head
domain contains several calcium binding sites affecting temperature and low pH stability
(89, 90). The NA proteins of several avian IAVs (e.g. N1, N2, and N9) have been shown to
display hemadsorption activity independent of their enzyme active sites, indicating the
nd
nd
presence of a 2 SIA-binding site (91-94). This 2 SIA-binding site was confirmed by X-ray
crystallography for the N9 protein and by saturation transfer difference (STD) nuclear
nd
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy for N1 (95). The 2 SIA-binding site was shown
to enhance NA enzymatic activity of N2 and N9 proteins for multivalent substrates (94, 96).
nd
The significance of the 2 SIA binding site for replication in vivo remains to be elucidated.
nd
Interestingly, the conservation of the SIA contact residues in the 2 SIA-binding site is lost
in human IAVs (86, 97).
The NA protein inhibitors (NAIs) zanamivir, oseltamivir and peramivir are the only antiviral
drugs that are being used against IAVs. They are SIA analogues that bind to the active site
of NA. NAIs interfere with the release of (progeny) influenza virus particles from infected
cells or decoy receptors. In this way, NAIs prevent infection of new host cells and thereby
halt the spread of infection in the respiratory tract (98). Decreased susceptibility to NAIs
can occur as a result of mutations at the conserved residues in the active site of NA that
limit the interaction of the drug with the SIA-binding pocket of NA (99).
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IV.c. Antigenic shift and drift.
IAV pandemics are caused by animal IAVs that have managed to cross the host species
barrier. They are immunologically novel for the human population (100, 101). These
pandemic viruses may be directly introduced from an animal host species into the human
population, or alternatively, may be generated by antigenic shift (102). Antigenic shift
refers to reassortment, i.e. the mixing of genome segments from two (or more) animal
and human IAVs, that gives rise to antigenically different viruses by replacement of HA
and/or NA genome segments. Reassortment resulting in antigenic shift gave rise to the
pandemic H3N2 virus that replaced the H2N2 virus in 1968 by replacement of the HA
segment of H2N2 by that of an avian H3 virus (33, 34).

Figure 4. A. Antigenic maps of A/H3N2 virus evolution and cluster transition mutants. The central map
provides an overview in which antisera and epidemic strains are indicated by open squares and colored
circles, respectively, and consensus viruses by larger colored circles. Both vertical and horizontal axes
represent antigenic distance. The spacing between gridlines is one antigenic unit distance, corresponding to a
factor of 2 difference in the HI assay. Cluster names are as indicated in (B). Maps I through X show each
cluster transition in more detail. Diamonds indicate the position of viruses with cluster-transition
substitutions. B. Overview of cluster-transition substitutions. The clusters are named after the first vaccine
strain in the cluster, with letters and digits referring to location and year of isolation (HK, Hong Kong; EN,
England; VI, Victoria; TX, Texas; BK, Bangkok; SI, Sichuan; BE, Beijing; WU, Wuhan; SY, Sydney; FU, Fujian).
Colored circles indicate the consensus viruses. The gray background shapes indicate the cloud of strains that
make up an antigenic cluster. The red line represents the evolutionary path from the HK68 to the FU02
consensus virus. Antigenic distances between consensus viruses are shown in red. Arrows indicate antigenic
distance and direction of the cluster-transition amino acid substitutions. Antigenic distance between the
mutant and consensus virus is indicated in parentheses. Substitutions between square brackets are accessory
substitutions, which changed direction toward the subsequent cluster and did not significantly add to the
antigenic distance. The figure was taken from (106).
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Infection with IAV results in protective immunity directed against the viral surface
glycoproteins HA and NA. However, the accumulation of point mutations in HA and NA
allows the virus to escape from the pre-existing host immune response (103). This
phenomenon, known as antigenic drift, explains in part the occurrence of seasonal
influenza epidemics. As a result of this antigenic drift, the vaccine composition has to be
updated on average every 3-4 years (104, 105). After its introduction in 1968, the H3N2
virus has displayed a continuous genetic and antigenic evolution, which has been analyzed
in detail for its HA protein. Antigenic evolution from 1968 to 2003 was shown to be more
punctuated than genetic evolution. Viruses grouped in distinct antigenic clusters as
visualized on two-dimensional antigenic cartography maps. From these maps it appeared
that some genetic changes had disproportionately large antigenic effects (105) (Figure 4).
Subsequently, it was shown that antigenic changes (referred to as cluster transitions)
particularly resulted from one to three amino acid substitutions at only seven positions
around the RBS (Figure 5) (106), despite the presence of several other antigenic sites in
the HA head domain (107). Substitutions at similar positions in other HA subtypes also had
relatively large effects on HA antigenicity (108, 109). In view of the low fidelity of the IAV
RNA polymerase, cluster transition-determining mutations occur relatively infrequent.
This suggests that additional mutations in HA are required in order to compensate for
potential negative selective effects of the antigenic cluster transition mutations (106, 110).
Analysis of antigenicity of HP H5N1 viruses indicated that, in addition to positions
surrounding the RBS, mutations at other positions also significantly contribute to antigenic
differences between H5 proteins (111). Furthermore, replication in immunized mice was
shown to select for mutations that increased HA-receptor binding affinity. Using a mousemodel, antigenic change was shown to result from repeated cycles of alternating
replication of viruses in immune and non-immune hosts (112). This resulted in the
selection of mutations that enhance binding avidity followed by compensatory mutations
at other positions in HA that restore binding avidity to the original level. Collectively these
mutations resulted in antigenic drift.
Figure 5. Positions of the clustertransition
amino
acid
substitutions indicated on an
A/Aichi/2/1968 HA trimer. The
three monomers are shown in
black, white, and gray; the RBS is
in yellow. (A and B) The positions
responsible for A/H3N2 cluster
transitions are shown in red. An
asterisk
indicates
accessory
substitutions. Position 193 is both
a cluster-transition substitution
and an accessory substitution.
The figure was taken from (106)
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V. Influenza A virus (decoy) receptors
Sialosides, omnipresent on host cells and in mucus, constitute the IAV receptors. SIAs are
abundantly present on the cell surface of all types of eukaryotic cells, allowing virus
infection of multiple cell types and species (113). In the host, SIAs have many different
functions and are involved, among others, in cell–cell adhesion and in cell signaling (114).
SIAs are generally α-linked via their C2 carbon to carbohydrate chains on glycoproteins
and glycolipids (115). They are most commonly linked to a penultimate Gal via an α2,3 or
α2,6 linkage.

Figure 6. Structures and predominant types of SIAs. A. SIAs are nine-carbon monosaccharide derivatives of
neuraminic acid. The two most common SIAs are Neu5Ac and Neu5Gc. The C5 carbon in Neu5Ac is modified
with an N-acetyl group, which can be further hydroxylated to form Neu5Gc. The hydroxyl groups at C4, C7, C8
and C9 are subject to various modifications (not shown). Common constituents include O-acetyl, O-sulphate, Olactyl, O-methyl and O-phosphate groups. B. SIAs are attached to carbohydrate chains on glycoproteins and
glycolipids via different glycosidic linkages. The most common linkage types are α2,3-linkage to a galactose
residue, α2,6-linkage to a galactose moiety or to an N-acetylgalactosamine moiety, and α2,8-linkage to another
SIA moiety on a glycan. The figures A and B were taken from (171). SIAs are terminating units of N- and Olinked glycoproteins and glycosphingolipids that can be found on the cell surface as part of the glycocalyx, as
well as on secreted glycoproteins. Ac, O-acetyl ester; Fuc, fucose; Gal, galactose; GalNAc, N-acetyl
galactosamine; Glc, glucose; GlcNAc, N-acetylglucosamine; Man, mannose; Sia, sialic acid, type unspecified; S,
sulfate ester. The figure was taken from (172).

Glycan chains are attached to lipids or to proteins. The variety of internal saccharides as
well as their linkages, their branching patterns and their modifications result in hundreds
of different SIA-containing oligosaccharides (115). Glycans attached to proteins occur as
N- or O-linked glycans (Figure 6). N-linked oligosaccharides have a common
pentsaccharide ‘core’ Man3GlcNAc2 which is extended by many different types of linear
and branching oligosaccharide chains of variable length, thereby forming 3 different
classes of N-linked oligosaccharides: high mannose-, complex- and hybrid-type
oligosaccharides. The structures of O-linked oligosaccharides have been classified into 8
core structures. Generally, O-glycans are shorter and less branched than N-glycans. A
selection of sialylated glycan structures that are most commonly detected on
glycoproteins in epithelial tisues is shown in Figure 7. Glycolipids are sphingolipids with a
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carbohydrate attached via a glycosidic bond. Gangliosides are the most complex animal
glycolipids containing short negatively charged oligosaccharides with one or more SIA
residues attached to Gal (116).

Figure 7. N and O linked glycan structure. A. Complex type of N-linked glycan. Glycans can be classified into
biantennary, triantennary or tetrantennary structures. There are variable number of repeats of lactosamine.
Fucose can be added to N-acetylglucosamine. B. Major core structures of O-linked glycans. Blue square: Nacetylglucosamine; yellow square: N-acetygalactosamine; yellow circle: galactose; green circle: mannose;
purple diamond: NeuAc; red triangle: fucose.

Glycosyltransferases are enzymes that establish natural glycosidic linkages.
Sialyltransferases specifically add SIAs to the glycans attached to glycolipids (gangliosides)
or to the N- or O-linked sugar chains of glycoproteins. There are six different α2,3
sialyltransferases (ST3GALI-VI) and two α2,6 sialytransferases (ST6GALI-II). ST3GAL I and
ST3GAL II almost exclusively modify a type III disaccharide (Galβ1-3GalNAc) found in
glycoproteins (core 1 of O-glycoproteins) and glycolipids. ST3Gal III, ST3Gal IV and ST3Gal
VI show similar enzymatic specificity and catalyze the transfer of SIA to the Gal moiety of
type I (Galβ1-3GlcNAc) or type II (Galβ1-4GlcNAc) disaccharides found on glycoproteins.
ST6Gal I and ST6Gal II catalyze the transfer of SIA to type II disaccharides via an α2,6
linkage leading to the synthesis of the Neu5Acα2-6Galβ1-4GlcNAc. Type-II disaccharides
14
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are abundantly present on N-glycoproteins but, to a lesser extent, also on O-glycoproteins,
glycolipids and free oligosaccharides (117).
Influenza viruses engage α2,3-linked and α2,6-linked SIAs attached to a penultimate Gal of
a glycan chain. Avian IAVs preferably bind to α2,3-linked sialosides, whereas human IAVs
prefer binding to α2,6-linked SIA (Figure 6)(118, 119). The subtle switch from α2,3 SIA to
α2,6 SIA receptor specificity is thought to be a critical step in the adaptation of avian
viruses to a human host, and appears to limit most avian influenza viruses from directly
crossing the species barrier into the human population (120). Receptor binding specificity
of IAV HA is not only determined by the α2,3 or α2,6 SIA linkage type, but also by the subterminal residues and their linkages (121-123). For instance, H2 from an avian IAV
preferred binding to α2-3-sialylated type I glycans , except when these glycans were
fucosylated, while an H7 preferred binding to α2,3-sialylated type II glycans. IAV strains
may also differ in their binding preferences with respect to the length of the glycan chain.
Human H3N2 IAVs prefer binding to elongated branches of N-linked sugar chain, which
potentially bind simultaneously to two subunits of a single HA trimer (124). Besides, the
N- and O-linked glycan cores may also differentially impact the ability of individual HAs to
recognize sialosides (125). For instance, while the H1 (A/SC/1/18) and the H2
(A/Japan/305/57) HAs bound strongly to a linear sialoside with a di-LacNAc extension on
Core 1, they bound poorly to the same sequence presented on Core 3 and Core 4 Oglycans.
It is not known whether specific sialylated protein receptors play a role in IAV entry. Chu
and coworkers (126) demonstrated that IAVs need to attach to N-linked glycoproteins in
order for productive entry to occur. However, further study (127) showed that sialylated
N-glycans are not required for IAV entry per se as binding of IAVs to O-linked glycans
and/or glycolipids is sufficient for entry to occur. Interestingly, in the absence of sialylated
N-glycans, the macropinocytic uptake route of IAV particles, which is induced by serum
factors in combination with IAV particles, was negatively affected (127). This is in
agreement with other results indicating that IAV entry involves the activation of tyrosine
kinase growth factor receptor signaling upon virus binding (128) and that specifically the
macropinocytosis-like entry route is sensitive to inhibitors of tyrosine kinase growth factor
receptors (55).
Interestingly, in the absence of sialylated N-glycans, binding of HA to cells as well as entry
of IAV was reduced by the presence of serum (127). These results indicate that decoy
receptors on soluble proteins may compete with cell surface receptors for binding to HA.
Likewise, IAV infection may be inhibited by the presence of mucus (129). The inhibitory
effect of soluble decoy receptors on virus infection was much enhanced by inhibition of
the receptor-destroying activity of the NA protein (127, 129). Mucins, the major
macromolecular components of respiratory mucus, are produced mainly by goblet
15
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epithelial cells and by mucous cells of submucosal glands. (130). Mucins are encoded by
different MUC genes (131) and exist as multimers linked by disulphide bonds.
Characteristic features of mucins are a high molecular weight (up to several thousand kDa)
and a high content of O-linked oligosaccharide chains (up to 80% sugars by weight) that
are clustered in sugar-rich domains giving the mucin molecule a ‘bottle-brush’ appearance
(132-134). The sugar chains of mucins are rich in SIAs. It is estimated that mucins secreted
by a single individual may contain several hundreds of structurally different carbohydrate
chains (135) with distinct length, branching and sugar composition. Given their extreme
heterogeneity and ability to attach to various carbohydrate-binding microorganisms,
airway mucins can be regarded as a combinatorial library of carbohydrate epitopes that
have evolved to serve as decoys for pathogenic bacteria and viruses (135, 136).

VI. HA and NA balance
Intuitively, it makes sense that the HA and NA proteins need to be carefully balanced in
order to traverse the mucus layer, to attach to host cells for endocytic uptake and to be
released from host cells after assembly. Several studies have shown that balanced HA and
NA proteins are crucial for virus replication and transmission (137-139).
It seems obvious that the substrate specificity of NA must be correlated to some extent
with the receptor binding specificity of the HA. For example, H2N2 and H3N2 viruses
isolated from 1957 to 1987 were all shown to preferentially bind to α2,6-linked SIA
receptors. While the NAs of the earliest human H2N2 isolates exhibited strict enzymatic
specificity for α2,3-linked SIAs in correlation with the receptor specificity of an ancestor
avian virus, later H2N2 and H3N2 isolates had acquired increased activity on α2,6 linked
SIAs although they still display higher activity on α2,3 sialosides (140). Similarly, although
NA proteins from human IAVs generally prefer cleavage of α2,3 linked SIAs, they are
relatively better in cleaving α2,6 linked sialosides, which are bound by their HA proteins,
than the NA proteins of avian isolates (141). A correlation between HA and NA specificity
has also been detected at the level of the molecular species of SIA recognized. As
indicated above, human IAVs prefer binding to the Neu5Ac SIA form. However, some
swine IAV recognize both Neu5Ac and Neu5Gc (142). Correspondingly, these swine
isolates were able to hydrolyse sialosides carrying either SIA species, whereas the majority
of human viruses lacked appreciable activity against Neu5Gc.
The cleavage activity of NA also needs to match the receptor binding affinity of HA.
Mismatched IAV with HA from avian and NA from human isolates replicated poorly in
embryonated chicken eggs as the human IAV NA was not able to fully desialylate progeny
virions, leading to the formation of virus aggregates (143). Non-aggregating viruses were
selected after serial passage of these low yield reassortants. The HA molecule of the
selected variant had acquired compensatory mutations, which resulted in a decreased
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affinity for SIA receptors and thereby lowered tendency for virus self-aggregation (144).
Likewise, the use of NA inhibitors to block IAV infection may lead to the selection
mutations in HA that reduce receptor binding avidity. The use of NA inhibitors can lead to
inhibitor-resistant IAV, resulting from amino acid substitutions in the NA catalytic site
(145-147). These NA substitutions generally significantly reduce the enzymatic activity of
NA and subsequently result in the selection of HA variants that display reduced receptor
binding avidity resulting from mutations in the RBS (148-150). Even the complete loss of
NA in NA-deficient viruses can be partially compensated for by decreased HA receptorbinding affinity (151).

VII. Existing methods for studying HA, NA and HA/NA balance
A variety of different methods have been developed to study HA and NA protein specificity
and activity independently, as well to a limited extent in the context of the virus particle.
VII.a. Methods for HA binding activity and specificity
Hemagglutination assays, developed in 1942 (152), measure the agglutination of red
blood cells (RBC) by virus particles and allow to estimate the number of virus particles and
to study virus binding properties. Hemagglutination inhibition assays are used to
determine antibody titers or to analyze receptor analogues that inhibit agglutination of
RBCs. These widely used assays are fast and require little instrumentation. Reproducibility
depends on controlled experimental conditions, such as temperature, incubation time,
and type of RBC. Hemagglutination assays have been used for determining specificity of
receptor binding, as RBCs from different species are biased in their expression of either
α2,3- or α2,6-linked SIAs. However, structural diversity and distribution of glycans on RBCs
is poorly understood. The specificity can be improved by removal of endogenous SIAs
followed by specific resialylation of the RBCs with either α2,3- or α2,6-linked SIAs (153).
Unfortunately, desialylation and resialylation of glycans are highly selective processes,
which may bias the outcome of such experiments. Furthermore, hemaglutination-based
assays are endpoint assays that cannot be used to elucidate binding kinetics of IAVs.
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) have been developed to study IAVreceptors interactions (154, 155). Viruses can be immobilized on microtiter plates and
evaluated for binding to soluble (multivalent) sialylated glycans (81, 155). Alternatively,
glycans or glycoproteins are immobilized on the plates, after which viruses or HA proteins
(pre-complexed by antibodies) can be used for analysis binding detection. While ELISAbased assays are well suited to studying binding specificity towards α2,3- or α2,6-linked
glycan structures, the necessity to use antibody-complexed HAs in solid phase endpoint
binding assays to increase binding avidity, is highly artificial and little informative about
the binding of virus particles.
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More recently, glycan microarray technology has been developed, which is used to profile
the glycan specificity of glycan binding proteins (156). Binding of lectins is monitored by
using fluorescently labelled antibodies, followed by image acquisition by confocal
scanners (156). The glycan arrays of the Consortium for Functional Glycomics (CFG)
display a continuously increasing number of structurally defined glycans. Similar to ELISA
assay, the glycan array technology is useful for the analysis of receptor binding of both
viruses and recombinant HA proteins (157). The use of viruses has similar disadvantages
as mentioned above for solid phase binding assays and the binding of virus particles may
be influenced by the activity of the viral NA. Furthermore, a surface that is densely coated
with a unique synthetic glycan is not representative for the glycan-coated surfaces
encountered in vivo.
VII.b. Methods for NA activity and specificity
The most employed substrate for NA activity determination is (4-Methylumbelliferyl)-α-DN-acetylneuraminic acid (MU-Neu5Ac or MU-NANA). Its use was first explored by Potier et
al in 1979 (158) as an alternative to colorimetric or radioactive methods. Cleavage results
in the generation of a fluorophore that can be quantified using a fluorescence plate
reader (159). While the MUNANA assay can be used to determine NA enzyme kinetics,
this substrate hardly mimics the substrates that NA encounters in vivo and MUNANA
cleavage does not reveal a preference of NA for cleaving α2,3- or α2,6-linked SIAs.
Other assays are based on the cleavage of SIAs from high molecular weight substrates,
such as the serum glycoprotein fetuin or sialosides present on RBCs. Released SIAs can be
determined by reacting with resorcinol (160) allowing to conduct measurements in the
presence of the sialylated substrate (161). Alternatively, enzyme-linked lectin assays
(ELLAs) have been developed to study NA activity (162). In ELLAs, lectins are used that
specifically recognize sialylated or non-sialylated glycotopes. Decreased or increased
binding of these lectins is used to quantify NA enzymatic activity, and may also be used to
quantify NA cleavage specificity by using lectins specifically recognizing either α2,3- or
α2,6-linked SIAs. However, these assay are performed as endpoint assays and do not
easily reveal NA cleavage kinetics.
VII.c. Current methods to study HA/NA balance
IAVs need to maintain a delicate balance between HA and NA for efficient replication and
transmission. Little is known about what this HA/NA balance entails at the molecular level.
Most studies on HA and NA balance focused on virus infection or transmission
experiments, in which “mismatched” viruses were used that were obtained by reverse
genetics or by the acquisition of NA inhibitor resistance mutations (144). The HA/NA
balance has also been investigated by analyzing the HA and NA protein activities in
separation by using recombinant proteins in combination with the assays described above
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(140). It was concluded that HA and NA proteins of human viruses, but not of swine
viruses have balanced activities. However, the HA/NA balance present in virus particles is
probably not only determined by the activity of the HA and NA proteins per se, but also by
their level of incorporation into virus particles. In addition, NA substrate accessibility in the
context of virus particles is, in contrast to soluble NA, also determined by the length of the
NA stalk domain (163). The HA/NA balance has also been inferred form the ability of a
virus to elute itself after virus binding to RBCs (164). However, just as for the
hemagglutination assays, the results are hard to interpret due to poorly defined receptor
repertoire on RBCs.
VII.d. Kinetic analysis of HA and NA activities
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a label-free and real-time assay for studying receptorligand interactions. Synthetic glycans or glycoproteins were immobilized on a surface in a
flow-cell, after which IAV binding and release was studied in a real-time (165). However,
this method is relatively expensive and does not appear to be amendable for the study of
large numbers of HA proteins or viruses particles. Biolayer-interferometry (BLI) provides a
recently developed alternative for real-time interaction studies and has been used
extensively throughout the studies described in this thesis. Like SPR, BLI is a label-free
technology for measuring biomolecular interactions. It is an optical analytical technique
that analyzes the interference pattern of white light reflected from two surfaces: a layer
of immobilized protein on the biosensor tip and an internal reference layer. Any change in
the number of molecules bound to the biosensor tip causes a shift in the interference
Figure 8. BLI is a label-free
technology for measuring
biomolecular interactions. It is
an optical analytical technique
that analyzes the interference
pattern of white light reflected
from two surfaces: a layer of
immobilized protein on the
biosensor tip, and an internal
reference layer (Figure A). Any
change in the number of
molecules bound to the
biosensor tip causes a shift in
the interference pattern that
can be measured in real-time
(Figures A and B). The figure
was
taken
from
(https://www.fortebio.com/bli
-technology.html).
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pattern that can be measured in real-time (Figure 8). BLI provides the ability to monitor
rates of association and dissociation using simple dip and read assays using crude samples
without the need for complicated microfluidics used in SPR. During the research described
in this thesis, Benton et al (166) also showed the potential of BLI to study HA/NA balance
using a limited number of viruses in combination with synthetic glycans.

VIII. Aim and outline of this thesis
HA binding, NA cleavage and the HA/NA balance are of great importance in IAV entry,
replication, release and transmission. Most existing methods for studying HA and NA
activity and specificity are based on end-point assays which do not easily reveal kinetic
parameters of the interactions between virus and receptor. There is a clear need for
efficient and well-defined methods for studying HA and NA activities and their balance,
particularly in virus particles in combination with physiologically relevant receptors.
Therefore, in Chapter 2, kinetic and label free methodology based on BLI was established,
which was used for investigating the dynamic interactions between IAV and its receptors,
including HA- and NA-dependent activities and the balance between the two proteins. In
addition, we demonstrated rolling of virus particles on a receptor-coated surface. In
Chapter 3, we used the BLI technology to study the dynamics of IAV-receptor interactions
in more detail by using different recombinant soluble glycoproteins and analyzing the
ability of antibodies and mucus decoy receptors to interfere with these interactions.
Among others, we showed that virus binding to receptors may become tighter in time,
which we refer to as maturation of virus binding. As a further application of BLI, in
Chapter 4, we analyzed the correlation between antigenic drift and virus-receptor binding
of H3N2 viruses from 1968 to 2002.
In 2014 novel HPAI H5 viruses emerged that contained different NA subtypes (referred to
as H5Nx viruses) and that displayed unprecedented intercontinental spread. In Chapter 5,
we determined the evolutionary history of the HA proteins of these novel HP subtypes
and showed that these H5 genes form a monophyletic group that evolved from a clade
2.3.4 H5N1 variant. In Chapter 6, we subsequently studied to what extent the emergence
of novel HP H5Nx viruses was accompanied with changes in virus receptor binding
properties using among others BLI.
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Chapter 2

ABSTRACT
Influenza A virus (IAV) binding to, and release from functional host cells receptors and
mucus decoy receptors, which is essential for host tropism and viral fitness, is largely
determined by the hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) envelope glycoproteins.
The dynamics of these multivalent virus-receptor interactions cannot be properly
analyzed using equilibrium binding models and endpoint binding assays. We therefore
applied biolayer interferometry (BLI), using synthetic sialoglycans as well as specifically
engineered glycoproteins, to quantitatively determine virus binding and release in real
time, HA/NA balance and the individual and combined contributions of HA and NA thereto.
Virus binding in absence of NA activity, which is virtually irreversible due to multivalent
interactions, proceeded at an initial binding rate, which is linear with virus concentration
and depending on receptor density. The initial binding rate therefore allows for a virus
concentration-independent quantitative comparison of relative binding strength to
different receptor-coated surfaces. Whereas virus-binding is largely driven by HA we could
identify a contribution of NA with low enzymatic activity to the initial binding rate. In turn,
NA activity was critically dependent on the ability of virion-associated HA proteins to
associate with a receptor-coated surface. Virus dissociation from the receptor-coated
surface strictly depended on NA activity. Prior to dissociation, virus particles were rolling
over the receptor-coated surface, thereby removing sialic acid receptors from the
complete sensor surface, and to undergo morphological changes driven by NA activity.
These novel aspects of virus binding and release, that can now be analyzed in detail and
quantified, are expected to be crucial elements of the viral fitness properties required for
efficient infection of an organism.
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INTRODUCTION
Specificity, avidity and dynamics of virus-receptor interactions are crucial factors in host-,
tissue- and cell-selectivity, determining virus spread and pathogenesis. Of pivotal
importance for IAV infection and transmission is the requirement for a precisely tuned
functional balance of the virus envelope proteins hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase
(NA) (1-3). This balance governs the interaction of virions with the sialic acid (SIA)
receptors on the host cell surface and with decoy receptors in the extracellular
environment. Virus attachment to SIA receptors is mediated by HA, a homotrimeric type I
transmembrane protein (4-6), while NA, a homotetrameric type II transmembrane protein,
acts as a receptor-destroying enzyme by cleaving sialic acids (7-9).
SIA moieties that function as IAV receptor are attached to the penultimate residue by
either an α2,3 or an α2,6 linkage (10-12). Linkage-type has been shown to be an important
determinant of host- and cell-specificity. IAVs that infect humans bind preferentially to
SIAs in an α2,6 conFigureuration, whereas avian IAVs prefer binding to α2,3-linked SIAs
(12-14). In addition, binding affinity is strongly affected by the composition, branching,
modifications and linkage-types of the internal carbohydrate chain residues (15). This is
important as the cell surface glycan composition is highly variable between host and cell
type. Just as for binding affinity and specificity of HA, NA specificity and activity depends
on the viral isolate examined: NAs of avian IAVs are highly active and exhibit a substrate
preference for α2,3 sialoglycans, while human virus NAs have lower activity and cleave
both α2,3 and α2,6 sialylated glycans (16-18). Whereas the fine-specificity of HA proteins
and implications thereof have been studied in considerable detail, little is known about
NA fine-specificity (19), mainly because of the relative lack of accurate assays.
Multivalent interactions of several HA trimers and sialosides at the contact surface
between virus and host cell allow IAVs to adhere to the host cell with high avidity.
Nevertheless, the low affinity (KD of ~0.3-3 mM) (20-22) of the monovalent interaction
between a single HA binding site and a SIA molecule enables a dynamic binding mode in
which individual HA-SIA interactions are rapidly formed and broken without causing
dissociation of the virus but providing access of NA to temporarily free SIAs. Ongoing SIA
cleavage by NA will reduce surface receptor density and result in virus dissociation. The
rate of this process depends on the individual kinetic parameters of HA and NA for their
interaction with individual sialosides, which are present in an extensive structural variety
and variable density and membrane distribution. These factors determine what is referred
to as the HA/NA balance.
This balance is important at several stages of the infection cycle. First, epithelial cells of
the airways and intestinal tract are covered with a thick layer of mucus containing a range
of abundantly sialylated mucins. These SIAs function as decoy receptors specifically
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binding to HA, thereby inhibiting IAV penetration of the mucus layer and blocking access
to the epithelial cell surface (23, 24) which needs to be counteracted by NA activity.
Second, NA activity is also required to prevent the virus to become permanently trapped
at HA binding sites on the cell surface that do not support efficient endocytosis (25, 26).
Third, NA activity facilitates budding and release of new virus particles by de-sialylation of
the surface of the infected cell. Finally, de-sialylation of the virus envelope glycoproteins
HA and NA also prevents virus aggregation (27).
Viral fitness depends on continuous fine-tuning of the HA/NA balance during virus
evolution within a host or upon transfer to a novel host. Adaptation of a non-optimal HA–
NA balance, for instance when a virus is confronted with mucus decoy receptors of a
novel host species, has been shown to involve increased NA activity as well as decreased
binding by HA to the novel decoy receptors (28-30). Replication of viruses, harboring
mismatched pairs of HA and NA or propagated in the presence of inhibitory decoy
receptors or NA inhibitors, can be rescued by adaptive mutations in the HA, NA or both
proteins (1, 31, 32). Cross-species transmission events, leading to human pandemics in the
past, require adaptions in both HA and NA (33, 34) that are necessary to deal efficiently
with the novel decoy and functional receptor repertoire while maintaining a proper
HA/NA balance.
There is no straightforward method to determine the highly dynamic functional HA/NA
balance of different IAV strains and the receptors they encounter. Classical approaches
are often based on hemagglutination of erythrocytes that harbor poorly defined receptor
repertoires and do not well reflect binding avidity, let alone binding dynamics. Solid phase
binding assays (e.g. ELISAs, glycan arrays), mostly performed as an endpoint assay, are
highly artificial in their setup and do not handle well the polyvalency aspects of virus
binding. NA activity assays often use soluble substrates poorly reflecting natural sialosides
(35), and consequently ignore the effects of the context of a virus particle on NA activity.
Thus, methods that determine the dynamic effects of HA and NA activity urgently need
improvement to allow integration into a model that accurately provides a quantitative
description of the dynamic interaction between IAV particles and receptor-coated
surfaces. Ultimately, such a model should be able to deal with IAV binding to host cell
surfaces in the presence of a natural mucus barrier.
Here we have used biolayer interferometry (BLI) as a label-free, real-time method for
studying the dynamics of IAV-receptor interaction and to demonstrate novel aspects
thereof. Our results indicate that the initial virus binding rate is the prime, and
physiologically most important, kinetic parameter of HA-dependent IAV particle binding to
synthetic as well as natural glycoprotein receptors. It can be determined by BLI. NA was
shown to contribute to virus binding and to be absolutely required for virus elution. In
turn, NA activity was critically dependent on the ability of virions to bind to a receptor34
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coated surface. The HA/NA balance of different virus-receptor combinations could be
determined by measuring empirical virus binding and elution parameters. BLI allowed us
to demonstrate that virus particles roll over a receptor-coated surface in a NA activitydependent manner. BLI also allowed to deduce morphological chances in receptor-bound
virus particles due to NA activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Viruses. HEK293T, Madin–Darby canine kidney (MDCK)-II, CHO K1 and CHO 15B
cells were maintained as described previously (30, 52). Influenza A/Puerto
Rico/8/34/Mount Sinai (PR8MtSIN), A/WSN/33 (H1N1) (WSN) and reassortant virus strains
WSNHAMtSIN, PR8CAM2,6, PR8CAM2,3 were grown in MDCK-II cells as described previously (52)
and stored at −80 °C. Reassortant virus strains WSNHAMtSIN, PR8CAM2,6 and PR8CAM2,3 were
made by standard reverse genetic procedures (53) creating viruses with different HAencoding genome segments (from PR8 Sinai [Accession No. ADX99484.1], PR8 Cambridge
[Accession No. NP_040980.1], and PR8 Cambridge with substitution E190D introduced by
sited-directed mutagenesis according standard procedures. See Supplementary Figure S2
for a schematic outline) in the background of the other seven WSN genome segments.
Virus titers were determined by measuring the TCID50 on MDCK-II cells. Accession
numbers are P03454.1 for WSN HA, ACF54601.1 for WSN NA, and P03468.2 for PR8 NA.
TX77 is a recombinant virus carrying the HA of A/Bilthoven/1761/76 in the background
PR8MtSIN (54).
Virus particle, HA and NA quantification. For quantification, virus samples were
concentrated by TCA precipitation (55) and applied to standard 10% SDS/PAGE gels for
separation of viral proteins followed by silver staining. Silver-stained polymerase bands
were quantified by densitometry on silver staining gels as outlined and shown in
supplementary Figure S3. HA and NA amounts were quantified by western blotting of
SDS/PAGE gels as described above. Monoclonal antibodies used for detection and
quantification by densitometry were FI6 (56) and N1-7D3 (provided by Xavier Saelens) and
GT288-GTX629696 (GeneTex).
Genes, Expression Vectors, and Protein Expression and Purification. Codon-optimized
H1-encoding and N1-encoding cDNAs (GenScript, Piscataway, NJ, USA) of A/Puerto
Rico/8/34/Mount Sinai (H1N1) and A/WSN/33 (H1N1) (WSNWT) were cloned in pCD5
expression vectors flanked by signal peptide-, GCN4- isoleucine-zipper trimerization (HA)
or tetramerization (NA) motif-, and Strep-tag II-encoding sequences, expressed, and
purified as described (57). Codon-optimized human fetuin-encoding cDNAs (GenScript,
Piscataway, NJ, USA) were cloned in pCAGGs vector fused to a Fc-tag and a Bap-tag for
binding to octet sensors and a strep-tag II for purification.
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Chemicals. OC was a gift from Roche, dissolved in DMSO at 100 Mm concentration,
o
aliquoted and stored at -20 C. Mal I, Mal II, SNA, and ECA were obtained from VectorLabs.
Neuraminidase enzyme acitivity assay. The activity of IAV virus particles as well as
recombinant soluble NAs was determined by using a fluorimetric assay similarly as
described previously (19). In this assay, the substrate 2′-(4-methylumbelliferyl)-α-D-Nacetylneuraminic acid (MUNANA; Sigma-Aldrich) is hydrolyzed by neuraminidase,
resulting in fluorescent 4-methylumbelliferone (4-MU).
Glycan array assay. Microarrays were printed as described previously (58). The glycan
array analysis of the HA proteins was performed as previously described (59). Briefly, 200
μg/ml recombinant HA was precomplexed with a horseradish peroxidase-linked antistreptavidin tag antibody and an Alexa Fluor 488 antimouse antibody (4:2:1 molar ratio)
for 30 min at 0°C, prior to incubation for 90 min on the microarray slide under a
microscope cover glass in a humidified chamber at room temperature. After repeated
washes with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 0.05% Tween, PBS, and deionized
water, the slides were immediately subjected to imaging.
X

Receptor probes for BLI experiments. Biotinylated synthetic glycan 3’SLN and 3’SLE were
obtained from the consortium for glycomics (CFG). Biotinylated transferrin was obtained
from Sigma.
Biolayer interferometry. BLI analysis was performed on an Octet QK machine using
standard streptavidin (SA) or protein A bio-sensors (all from Pall-FortBio). PBS with
calcium and magnesium (PBS+/+) was used as standard assay buffer. Receptor loading
was performed by loading biotinylated receptors (synthetic glycans or proteins) to SA
sensors or Fc-tagged glycoprotein receptors to protein A sensors. Unless otherwise
specified, sensor were loaded with receptor to maximum levels (no further increase in
reflection) using 100 nM synthetic glycan or 4 μg/ml glycoprotein as loading sample
concentration. After loading sensors were washed in PBS+/+ until a stable baseline was
obtained. Virus binding was performed by moving receptor-loaded sensors to wells
containing 100 μl virus sample at the indicated concentrations (the use and concentration
of OC is indicated where applicable). Then virus-loaded sensors are usually moved to
PBS+/+ in presence of 10 µM OC to examine virus dissociation (usually producing a flat
line), washed 3 times for 3 seconds in PBS+/+ to remove OC and next transferred to
PBS+/+ without OC to measure NA activity-driven self-elution. Alternatively, in order to
determine simultaneous action of HA and NA virus binding was analyzed from the start in
PBS+/+. Regeneration of sensors, preserving the binding of biotinylated receptors but
removing all bound virus, was performed by dipping sensors briefly in 10 mM Tris/Glycine
buffer pH 2.
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Statistical analysis. Each BLI experiment was repeated at least twice. Representative
experiments were graphed. The correlation between virus particle number and the initial
binding rate was determined by linear regression and Pearson r analysis using the
GraphPad Prism 7.04 software. Significant differences between curves were analyzed by
IBM SPSS statistic 24. Fractional receptor densities correlating with half maximum initial
binding rates were determined by non-linear regression analysis using Graphpad Prism
7.04 software. Significance analysis was based on two tailed unpaired t test or one way
ANOVA (GraphPad Prism 7.04).

RESULTS
BLI provides real time quantitative recording of virion binding to and release from a
receptor-coated surface and is therefore expected to provide direct quantification of the
dynamics of virus binding as occurring in vitro and in vivo. Before studying these highly
dynamic interactions, we evaluated our experimental set-up by describing the geometric
properties of the BLI sensor surface and IAV virions, and by analyzing virus binding in the
absence of NA activity using different receptors and densities thereof.
Geometry of sensors and virions
Most experiments described in this paper were performed using BLI sensors coated with
streptavidin (SA, Fortebio), to which biotinylated glycans or glycoproteins can be
-14
irreversibly attached (Kd = 10 ), thereby providing a well-defined receptor-coated surface
at maximal loading levels. Tetrameric SA carries four biotin binding sites, which are
ordered two by two at opposing planes of the cubic structure of the tetramer (36) (Figure
1A). Only two biotin binding sites (spaced at 2.5nm distance) at the surface exposed plane
of SA are expected to be available for receptor binding (37). Thus, maximally 2 synthetic
glycans, bound to the same SA , can bind to a single HA trimer. Synthetic glycans bound to
neighboring SAs (at 25 nm distance) are too short to bind to the same HA trimer.
Information on the number of monovalent HA-receptor interactions contributing to
polyvalent binding in most currently employed IAV binding assays is lacking. We estimate
that 10% of the virion surface can interact with the sensor surface (Figure. S1A), resulting
in maximally ~7 HA trimers on the viral envelope to interact simultaneously with ~7
receptor-loaded streptavidins (Figure. 1B).
Virion binding kinetics in the absence of NA activity
We continued our analysis by quantification of virus binding in absence of NA activity, by
the addition of the NA inhibitor oseltamivir carboxylate (OC). Viruses carrying different
HA/NA pairs in the background of the internal gene segments of IAV lab strains PR8 or
WSN were generated by reverse genetics. Figure S2 provides an overview of the viruses
and receptors used in this paper. At first, we determined the binding kinetics of IAVs
carrying the HA of two different PR8 variants (PR8MtSIN and PR8CAM2,3) to a SA biosensor
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loaded to saturation with the sialoglycan 3’SLN (Neu5Acα2-3Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ) (Figure. 2).
Viruses were adjusted to equal particle numbers on basis of quantitation by silverstaining
of the polymerase complex (PB1/PB2/PA). Based on the assumption that 8 copies of the
polymerase complex are present per virion a molar concentration could be calculated (see
Figure S3). Figure 2A and B display the binding kinetics of a concentration series of virus
particles. Clearly, PR8MtSIN was a more efficient binder than PR8CAM2,3. Maximum binding
levels of approximately 10 nm (see Figure S4A and B for elongated binding times) were
estimated to represent sensors fully loaded with virus. Theoretically, a sensor can
accommodate 3.3E+07 spherical particles of 100nm diameter (hexagonal packaging)
(Figure. S1B). Quantification of bound virus particles using a neuraminidase activity assay
was in agreement with these estimates (Figure S4C). Virus binding curves could be
reproduced upon regeneration of sensors and re-binding of virus using the same solutions
for at least 6 times. This indicates that decay of virus, or selection of a limited subset of
virus particles with particular properties, does not occur and therefore does not affect the
shape of the curves during the course of binding. We conclude that the BLI results
faithfully reflect the binding properties of a given virus strain and therefore can be used to
directly compare different strains.

Figure 1. Geometric model of IAV virus – SA sensor interaction. (A) Streptavidin-coated (SA) biosensors
contain 109 biotin binding sites according to the manufacturer (Pall-BioForte). The distance between the
centers of SA tetramers can be calculated at 25 nm assuming regular hexagonal packaging. Tetrameric SA
molecules coated to a surface are assumed to have on average two surface exposed biotin binding sites (37).
The distance between two binding sites on one side of the cubic SA tetramer has been shown to be 2.5 nm by
X-ray crystallography (37). HA trimers are closely packaged on the virus surface and the center to center
distance has been determined at 12nm whereas the distance between SIA binding sites in a HA trimer was
determined at 4 nm (60). (B) Following the assumption that labstrains PR8 and WSN are spherical with a
diameter of ~ 100 nm [refs] and that 10% of the virus surface is in contact with the sensor (Fig. S1), ~7 HA
trimers can interact with receptor-loaded SA molecules at the virus-sensor contact interface (inner red circle).
In principle two receptor molecules can be loaded on a SA molecule but whether both can interact
simultaneously with an HA trimer will probably depend on the exact geometry of the specific glycan that was
loaded.

Lack of virus dissociation in the absence of NA activity
Negligible virus dissociation form the sensors was observed after transfer of the sensors
to buffer containing OC (Figure 2A and B; Dissociation). The KD of monovalent HA-sialic
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Figure 2. Determination of IAV binding rates by BLI. Streptavidin sensors were fully loaded with biotinylated
Neu5Acα2-3Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ-Sp8 (3’SLN). PR8MtSIN (A) and PR8CAM2,3 (B) virus particles were bound at four
concentrations (12.5 pM to 100 pM, corresponding to 0.75E+09 to 6E+09 particles in 100 µl) in the presence of
10 μM OC. After 60 minutes sensors were washed three times in PBS and virus dissociation in PBS was
monitored for another 30 minutes. (C) The observed initial binding rate (vobs) of both viruses was plotted
against virus concentration. A significant difference between the two curves was observed based on univariate
analysis of variance model by IBM SPSS statistic 24 (P<0.001). Also when normalized for particle number, the
vobs (mean ± standard deviation [SD]; 0.19285 ± 0.044309 and 0.03985 ± 0.007378 nm/min per 100pM virus
particles for PR8MtSIN and PR8CAM2,3, respectively) significantly differed using two-tailed unpaired t test
(P=0.0005). (D) 3’SLN receptor was loaded to a range of densities and allowed to bind to 100 pM virus
(PR8MtSIN) in the presence of OC. After 60 minutes sensors were washed three times in PBS and virus
dissociation in PBS was monitored for another 60 minutes. (E) The vobs was calculated for all individual binding
curves (shown in Fig S4) of PR8MtSIN and PR8CAM2,3 and different densities of 3’SLN and plotted as fractional
binding rate (y-axis) against fractional receptor loading density (x-axis). The receptor density corresponding to
50% maximum fractional initial binding rate was 0.332 ± 0.00364 and 0.593 ± 0.01752 for PR8MtSIN and
PR8CAM2,3 , respectively, as determined by nonlinear regression analysis. These values significantly differed
(P<0.001) by using two tailed unpaired t test.

acid interactions is typically in the range of ~0.3-3 mM)(20-22, 38). The lack of dissociation
is explained by the occurrence of highly polyvalent interactions between viruses and the
multivalent receptor-coated solid phase. The observed off-rate constant (koff ≈ 0) prohibits
the quantification of the resulting dissociation constant (KD = koff/kon ≈0) of virus particles.
obs
In view of the extremely low koff, the equation of the binding rate (v ) for an equilibrium
obs
obs
binding model (v = d[R.virus]/dt = kon[virus][R] - koff[R.virus]) can be simplified to v =
d[R.virus]/dt = kon[virus][R] where [virus] is constant (as shown by repeated binding
experiments) and receptor concentration [R] = [Rmax] - [R.virus]. During the initial binding
phase, [R] can be regarded as a constant resulting in a linear binding curve (Figure 2A and
B). Consequently, a linear correlation is obtained between the observed initial binding
obs
rate (v = dB/dt) and the virus concentrations for both the fast (PR8MtSIN; r=0.997,
P=0.0002) and the slow binding (PR8CAM2,3; r=0.9915, P=0.0009) viruses (Figure 2C). We
conclude that the observed initial binding provides a quantifiable parameter for
comparison of the binding properties of different viruses.
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Figure 3. Quantification of virus binding specificity by BLI. (A) Specificity of recombinant soluble HA trimers of
PR8CAM2,3, PR8CAM2,6 or WSN was determined by glycan array analysis. Binding to mono-, bi- and tri-antennary
glycans carrying one, two or three LacNAc repeats terminated with a α2,3- or α2,6-linked SIA is indicated.
Means of 6 independent replicates are graphed, standard errors of the means are indicated. Biotinylated
3’SLNLN or 6’SLNLN (B, C) or Fc-tagged 3’N fetuin (D) or biotinylated 6’N transferin (E) were loaded to
maximum levels to SA or Protein A biosensors after which binding of 100 pM PR8CAM2,3, PR8CAM2,6 or WSN virus
was monitored for 60 minutes in the presence of 10 μM OC.

The maximal binding level and the initial binding rate are affected by receptor density
To further validate our experimental set up, we studied the effect of receptor density on
IAV binding. The receptor density on the sensor surface affected maximal virion binding
levels (Figure. 2D and Figure. S5) and the initial binding rate (Figure. 2E). Importantly, also
at low receptor-density virus dissociation was negligible (Figure 2D). Apparently,
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polyvalent interaction of a few HA-trimers with receptor-loaded streptavidin molecules is
sufficient for virtually irreversible virus binding (koff ≈ 0) again indicating that calculation
of the dissociation constant (KD = koff/kon ≈ 0) is a poor method for quantifying virus
obs
binding strength. Plotting the fractional initial binding-rate v against fractional receptor
density (Figure 2E) shows that PR8MtSIN reached a maximum binding rate at ~55% receptor
density whereas the weaker binder PR8CAM2-3 required 100% receptor density for reaching
a maximum binding rate. A 3-fold reduction in receptor density was sufficient to reduce
the initial binding rate from maximal to zero for both viruses. In principle, an HA-trimer, in
which the SIA-binding sites are spaced at 4nm distance, can form a bivalent interaction
with a streptavidin loaded with 2 receptor molecules (Figure 1A). This might contribute
differently to the binding avidity than two interactions between neighboring HAstreptavidin pairs. It should therefore be noted that lowering the receptor-density results
in a sensor surface coated with streptavidin loaded with 0, 1 or 2 receptor molecules, the
distribution of which will change with receptor loading concentration. As a result, a nonhomogenous receptor-coated surface with increasing amounts of surface-area having a
receptor density too low to bind virus will occur at decreasing receptor concentrations.
This phenomenon is likely to contribute to the observed decrease in maximum binding
levels and initial binding rate when lowering receptor density (Figure. 2D and E).
Determination of relative receptor-specificity by BLI.
Quantitative comparison of the binding rate of different viruses requires quantification of
virion numbers. However, in view of the negligibly low dissociation rate (koff ≈ 0) and an
apparent constant receptor concentration [R] during the early binding phase, the relative
specificity of a virus for two receptors can be quantified independently of virus
concentration using the relative binding rate (vrel = vobs1/ vobs2) measured with receptors 1
and 2.. This circumvents the need for highly precise, but elaborate, virus quantitation
procedures (see e.g. Figure S3). To validate the use of BLI in determining relative receptor
specificity, we quantified the effect on receptor-specificity of amino acid substitution
E190D in H1. This substitution is known to cause a shift in binding from α2,3- to α2,6linked SIA receptors (39). We analyzed lab strains PR8CAM2,3 and PR8CAM2,6 , which contain
an E or D at position 190, respectively, and the slightly different strain WSN, which carries
190E. Virion-binding results obtained with BLI were compared with a glycan array analysis
of the corresponding HA proteins (Figure 3A). The glycan array assays, in which HA
proteins were multimerized by antibody complexation to enable polyvalent binding,
showed an absolute specificity shift caused by the E190D mutation when comparing
PR8CAM2,3 and PR8CAM2,6. Comparison of the BLI-derived binding rates of the corresponding
’SLNLN 6’SLNLN
rel
/v
) of
viruses, showed a relative specificity for α2,3 over α2,6 sialosides (v = v3
22.9 (SD=0.11; N=3) for PR8CAM2,3 and 1.6 (SD=0.18; N=3) for PR8CAM2,6 (Figure 3B and C).
Remarkably, WSN virus did not bind to synthetic glycans in the BLI assay in contrast to
efficient binding of WSN HA to α2,3- as well as α2,6-linked synthetic glycans on the
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microarray. Apparently, differences exist in accessibility to short glycans of HA proteins
used on glycan arrays and of envelope- embedded HAs in virus particles. We therefore
also examined binding to receptors presented in the natural context of glycoproteins
carrying α2,3- or α2,6-linked sialosides (3’N fetuin and 6’N transferrin, respectively;
Figure 3D and E). For PR8CAM2,3 an absolute specificity for α2,3-linked SIAs attached to
fetuin was observed whereas mutation E190D present in PR8CAM2,6 led to a much lower
rel
3’N fetuin 6’N transferrin
/v
=1.4; SD=0.21; N=3). WSN,
relative specificity for 3’N fetuin (v = v
which was not able to bind the synthetic glycans, displayed dual specificity for the Nrel
linked glycoproteins (v =4.9; SD=0.15; N=3). The results obtained with WSN are in
agreement with the binding of WSN HA to multi-antennary α2,3- as well as α2,6-linked Nglycans on the glycan array. However, an absolute shift in IAV receptor specificity, as
determined by glycan array for the PR8CAM2,3/PR8CAM2,6 HA protein pair, is not observed for
the cognate unmodified virus particles using BLI. Multivalency differences between virus
particles on the one hand, and HA proteins that are artificially complexed by antibodies to
reach a degree of multivalency sufficient for receptor binding on the other hand, probably
account for this. In conclusion, BLI allowed quantification of the relative receptor
specificity shift resulting from a mutation (E190D) in the receptor binding site.
We further exploited the use of heterologously expressed glycoproteins as a more natural,
and possibly more specific receptors, by assessing the contribution of sialylated O-linked
and N-linked glycans to IAV binding. Genetically engineered fetuin variants containing
either N-linked, O-linked or N-linked and O-linked glycosylation sites were produced
(Figure S2) and confirmed to display the expected lectin binding profiles (Figure S6).
Whereas both PR8MtSIN and PR8CAM2,3 bound to fetuin containing N-glycans (Figure S7A and
B), only PR8CAM2,3 was able to bind fetuin containing O-glycans, albeit at a 6-fold lower
initial binding rate than to N-glycosylated fetuin (Figure S7C). When N- and O-linked
glycans are both present (Figure S7A), the initial binding rate seems to be determined by
the stronger binding to N-linked glycans as binding of PR8Cam2,3 is not accelerated despite
its ability to bind 2,3 O-linked glycans. These results demonstrate that BLI in combination
with tailor-made glycoproteins is suitable to elucidate quantitative differences in IAV
receptor-binding fine specificity.
NA activity on a receptor-coated surface requires virion binding.
As a next step in understanding the dynamic interactions between virions and receptorcoated surfaces, we analyzed the contribution of bound and non-bound virions to
receptor cleavage. We therefore compared two viruses with identical NAs in combination
with HAs with different specificity. TX77NAMtSIN, which contains a α2,6-linked SIA-specific
HA from a human H3N2 virus in the background of PR8MtSIN was efficiently bound to 6’N
transferrin, whereas the α2,3-linked SIA-specific PR8MtSIN could not bind this receptor. The
experimental set-up of the is shown in Figure 4A. In absence of NA inhibitor the initial
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lower binding rate of TX77NAMtSIN was lower than in the presence of OC (Figure. 4B). This
binding rate became negative in time. We interpret this as the release of virus particles
due to ongoing depletion of receptors by NA activity. The high KD for individual HAreceptor interactions will result in a dynamic binding-mode in which individual HA-SIA
interactions are continuously formed and broken. This allows access of NA to the
receptors, resulting in their cleavage and ultimately leading to release of bound particles.
After regeneration, which removes the bound virus particles but leaves the biotinylated
glycans on the sensors, we probed the de-sialylation of the receptor-coated surfaces by
determining the degree of binding of TX77NAMtSIN in presence of OC (Figure 4C). Only the
sensor previously bound with TX77NAMtSIN with an active NA (i.e. in the absence of OC)
displayed highly reduced re-binding of TX77NAMtSIN and was hence de-sialylated. In contrast,
PR8MtSIN, which could not bind to the sensor in the first round in the absence of OC due to
its α2,3 sialoside specificity, did not remove SIAs, as after regeneration the sensor was
capable of binding of TX77NAMtSIN as efficiently as the sensors that were prior incubated
with the two viruses in presence of the NA inhibitor OC. We conclude that IAV binding to a
receptor-coated surface is required for sialidase activity by bringing NA in close proximity
to its substrate. Non-bound virions did not contribute to sialidase activity. Our results also
indicate that the effect of virion-associated NA activity on IAV receptor binding dynamics
can be determined by BLI.
Effect of NA on the dynamics of IAV-receptor interactions
We obtained quantitative insight into the contribution of NA on the dynamics of IAVreceptor interactions by comparing the binding dynamics of two different viruses carrying
the same HA, but different NA proteins (WSNHAMtSIN and PR8MtSIN; Figure S2). In a NA
activity assay using soluble substrates and recombinantly-expressed NA, the activity of
WSN NA was 5.4-fold lower than of PR8MtSinai NA, whereas the NA activity of the cognate
virus particles showed a 31.4-fold lower activity for WSN particles (Figure S2J). This
difference was explained by the 6.4-fold higher incorporation level of NA in PR8MtSIN
particles as determined by Western blotting (Figure S2G-I). The HA content of both viruses
was identical (Figure S2D-E). Both viruses, having the same HA, displayed similar curves
when bound to 3’N fetuin or 3’SLN (Figure 5A and D) when NA was inhibited by OC. When
NA was not inhibited, the high activity of PR8MtSIN NA resulted in minor and short-lived
binding of PR8MtSIN whereas binding of WSNHAMtSIN, containing little NA activity, was only
moderately affected (Figure 5B and E). We conclude that having a lower specific NA
activity results in a drastically increased binding of the virus in the absence of NA
inhibitors. This binding, which reflects the HA/NA balance, is quantifiable by determining
empirical parameters like initial binding rate, the area under the curve (unit is min.nm)
and x,y coordinates of the peak (time and binding level).
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Figure 4. Receptor cleavage by virus particle-associated NA requires HA-dependent virus binding. (A)
Schematic representation of the experimental set-up. Colours of the sensors correspond with the colours of
the lines in (B) and (C). 6’N transferrin is indicated by the large Xs. Origin of the HA and NA proteins of the
viruses used is indicated as well as the absence of presence of OC during the incubation of the sensors with the
viruses. The left and right panels correspond with the graphs shown in (B) and (C), respectively. (B) Biotinylated
6’N transferrin was loaded to maximum levels on Streptavidin sensors and bound with 100 pM PR8MtSIN or
TX77NAMtSIN in absence or presence of 10 μM OC as indicated. (C) Sensors bound in (B) with virus were
regenerated at pH2, removing all virus particles, and subsequently bound again with 100 pM TX77NAMtSIN to
assess the extent of desialytion that occurred in (B) by neuraminidase activity.

A second method for quantifying the effect of NA on receptor binding dynamics is by
determination of NA activity-dependent self-elution (Figure 5C and F) of viruses bound in
presence of OC (Figure 5A and D). As expected, PR8MtSIN displayed much faster self-elution
than WSNHAMtSIN from both receptors analyzed. Of note, re-binding of released particles
will not occur as the concentration of free virus particles is far too low. Furthermore, NAdependent self-elution will critically depend on NA-activity in relation to the KD of
monovalent HA-receptor interactions as receptor cleavage by NA is in competition with
receptor binding by HA. In conclusion, BLI can be used to quantify changes in the
dynamics of receptor binding due to changes in NA activity by using virus binding assays in
the absence of NA inhibitor and by analyzing NA activity-dependent self-elution after prior
virus binding in the presence of NA inhibitor.
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Figure 5. NA specificity affects the HA/NA balance. PR8MtSIN and WSNHAMtSIN, both carrying the same HAMtSIN
but either NAMtSIN (high NA activity) or NAWSN (low NA activity), respectively, were bound at 30 pM
concentration to biotinylated 3’SLN or Fc-tagged 3’N Fetuin loaded to maximum level in the presence (A, D) or
absence (B, E) of 10 μM OC. Viruses bound to sensors in presence of OC (A, D) were washed three times in PBS
and subsequently examined for NA activity-dependent self-elution in absence of OC (C, F). Virus dissociation in
panel C and F is plotted on the positive Y-axis as fraction of virus released relative to the binding level reached
in panel A and D respectively. Biotinylated 3’SLN or its fucosylated derivative (SLeX,
NeuNAcα2,3Galβ1,4(Fucα1,3)GlcNAc) were loaded to maximum levels on SA sensors and bound with 30 pM
PR8MtSIN in the presence (G) or absence (H) of 10 μM OC for 15 minutes. After three washes in PBS the sensors
loaded with virus in (G) were incubated in PBS without OC to allow determination of virus self-elution due to
NA activity (I).

Although initial binding rates to 3’SLN and 3’N fetuin are similar for both viruses, selfelution rates from 3’N-fetuin are higher than from 3’SLN indicating that the NA proteins
display differences in specific activity for these receptors, which critically affects the
HA/NA balance. Figure 5G-I shows more clearly how a simple glycan modification (in this
X
X
case fucosylation of the synthetic glycan 3’SLN, giving Sialyl-Lewis ; SLe ) can specifically
affect the contribution of NA to the receptor-interaction dynamics of PR8MtSIN. The initial
X
binding rate to SLe and to 3’SLN is similar in absence of NA activity (Figure 5G). With an
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active NA, the initial binding rate to SLe is 2.24-fold higher than to 3’SLN and the
X
maximum binding level to SLe is higher, resulting in a 2.61-fold larger area under the
curve (0-15 min). These results show that the NA of PR8MtSIN is much more active on 3’SLN
X
X
than on SLe . In agreement herewith, also self-elution from SLe proceeded much slower
than from 3’SLN (Figure 5I). We conclude that BLI can be used to quantify a shift in the
HA/NA balance due to a change in receptor or in NA receptor-specificity.

Figure 6. NA activity-driven virus dissociation is preceded by an increase in binding signal. NA activitydependent virus self-elution was examined for the first seconds (for PR8MtSIN ; panel. A) or minutes (for
WSNHAMtSIN; panel B) of the dissociation phase. Viruses were loaded at 100 pM concentration to 3’SLN
(PR8MtSIN ) or 3’N Fetuin (WSNHAMtSIN) for 30 minutes in presence of 10 μM OC after which the sensors were
washed in PBS and dissociation was examined at a range of OC concentrations as indicated in the panels.

Virus morphology is affected by the number of virus-receptor contacts.
In the self-elution experiments (e.g. Figure 5C, F and I), we consistently observed a small
increase in the apparent binding level on the BLI sensor during the initial phase of selfelution. The effect was more prominent with WSNHAMtSIN, harboring a low-activity WSN NA,
suggesting a causal relationship with NA activity. To study this in more detail, PR8MtSIN and
WSNHAMtSIN were bound to 3’SLN or 3’N-fetuin, respectively, in the presence of OC and
subsequently allowed to self-elute in the presence of a range of oseltamivir
concentrations. This allowed us to investigate the effect at different levels of NA activity
(Figure 6). For WSNHAMtSIN 3’N fetuin was used as receptor as hardly any self-elution was
observed with the synthetic glycans. Clearly, the height (maximally ~0.12nm) and duration
of the increase in the apparent binding level depended on the degree of NA inhibition.
The peak was absent (PR8MtSIN) or smaller (WSNHAMtSIN) in the absence of OC, while no
peak was observed for both viruses at the highest OC concentration. As the effect took
place in absence of free virus particles that can bind to the sensor, it must reflect a
neuraminidase activity-dependent change in the receptor-bound virus particles. Cleavage
of SIAs by NA is expected to gradually decrease the number of HA-SIA contacts between
the receptor-coated surface and virus. At the maximal number of contacts, a virion might
by slightly squeezed against the receptor surface. Possibly, a looser binding of a virus
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particle resulting from fewer contacts could allow a more relaxed conformation thereof.
This effect is probably even more prominent when the virus is not perfectly spherical
enabling the virus to bind at different orientations to the surface. We hypothesize that the
observed changes in the apparent binding level are due to a morphological change in
and/or a reorientation of bound virus particles as a consequence of the gradual reduction
of the number of HA-SIA interactions.
Contribution of NA to receptor binding.
Remarkably, the initial binding rate of WSNHAMtSIN to 3’N-fetuin was higher in absence than
in presence of a high concentration of OC (compare Figure 5A and B). Several avian NA
nd
genotypes have been shown to possess a 2 SIA-binding site, alternatively referred to as
hemadsorption site (40, 41), but such a site is not conserved in WSN NA and OC binding to
this site has never been demonstrated. However, active site mutations in NA that
completely abolish catalytic activity have been shown to enable NA-dependent
hemagglutination, which could be inhibited with OC (42, 43). We therefore examined the
concentration-dependent effect of OC on 3’SLN and 3’N-fetuin binding by WSNHAMtSIN and
PR8MtSIN virus particles to obtain further evidence for a contribution of WSN NA to virus
binding. At the highest concentration of OC, giving strong NA inhibition, the curves
displayed a continuous increase of virus binding (Figure 7, blue lines). However, whereas
the initial binding rate of PR8MtSIN decreased strongly at lower concentrations of OC
(Figure 7A and C), the initial binding rates of WSNHAMtSIN were increased in a
concentration-dependent way (Figure 7B and D). In time these latter curves bent down
resulting from removal of SIA receptors by the remaining NA activity. These results imply
that NAs with a relatively low cleavage rate (low kcat), like WSN NA, contribute to the
initial binding rate by binding with their active site to the SIA receptor.
To confirm and extend the contribution of the NA protein to the initial binding rate and
the HA/NA balance by receptor binding via the active site, we next quantified the
enhancement of the initial binding rate by WSN viruses carrying four different HAs. As a
quantitative parameter for NA-enhanced binding rate, the ratio of the initial binding rate
in absence or presence of OC of four recombinant viruses, all carrying a different HA in
combination with the same NA, was plotted in Figure 7E. The individual binding curves are
shown in Figure S8. NA contributed to the initial binding rate in the context of all four HAs.
The virus with the lowest HA-dependent initial binding rate (PR8CAM2,6, Figure S8E) was
relatively most enhanced in initial binding rate by NA-dependent binding (Figure 7E).
However, in absence of OC, ongoing receptor cleavage also reduces receptor density in
time and thus the binding rate of additional virus particles, resulting in bending of the
curves. As receptor cleavage by NA is in competition with receptor binding by HA, the
weakest binder (PR8CAM2,6 ), which is assisted most in initial binding rate by NA, will also
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suffer
Figure 7. NA contributes to the initial virus binding rate. PR8MtSIN (A, C) and WSNHAMtSIN (B, D), both carrying
the same HAMtSIN but either NAMtSIN (high NA activity) or NAWSN (low NA activity), respectively, were
bound at 100 pM concentration to biotinylated 3’SLN (A, B) or Fc-tagged 3’N Fetuin (C, D) loaded to
maximum level. Binding was performed in absence (red lines) or in the presence of a range of OC
concentrations as indicated in the panels. (E) The ratio (initial virus binding rate vobs in absence of OC)/(initial
virus binding rate vobs in presence of 10 μM OC) of four viruses carrying the WSN NA in the background four
different HAs was plotted for each virus concentration tested (the individual binding curves are shown in fig
S8). Experimental conditions that resulted in binding levels too low to allow reliable determination of vobs are
indicated by n.a. (not applicable). Singnificant differences between curves were determined based on
univariate analysis of variance model by IBM SPSS statistic 24. In panel A, there is no significant difference
between curves with 10µM OC and 625nM OC (P>0.1), whereas the curves of 10µM OC and 625nM OC were
significantly different from 39nM, 2.45nM and 0nM (P<0.001). In panel B, the curves of 10µM OC and 625nM
are also significantly different from 39nM, 2.45nM and 0nM. There is also significant difference between
39nM and 2.45nM. In panel C, the 100nM curves significantly differs from other three OC concentrations. In
panel D, there are significant differences between 100nM (and 25nM) and 6.25nM and 0nM. In panel E,
significant differences between the mean initial binding rate ratios for each virus were determined by one
way ANOVA followed by Sidak's multiple comparisons test. * indicates P<0.05.
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suffer most from receptor destruction by its NA and as a consequence display a binding
curve that bends down fastest in absence of OC (Figure S8F). In conclusion, these results
demonstrate that the NA protein may contribute to the initial binding rate and the HA/NA
balance by binding with its active site to SIA receptors, which can be quantified using BLI.
NA activity enables virus rolling over a receptor-coated surface
The NA-dependent dissociation (self-elution) after virus particle binding in the absence of
NA activity of the four WSN viruses carrying different HAs that are used above is shown in
Figure 8A to D. Virus particles bound to a fixed position on a receptor-coated surface are
expected to display NA activity-driven self-elution independently of other bound virus
particles. However, all viruses showed a faster release when more virus was loaded,
indicating that there is positive cooperativity between viruses in respect to self-elution
rate. The only plausible mechanism by which viruses can assist each other in self-elution is
by exerting NA activity on a larger surface area than their contact area, implicating that
virus particles move over the receptor-coated surface. To test this hypothesis a
concentration series (12.5 pM to 100 pM) of PR8MtSIN was bound to 3’N fetuin in presence
of OC resulting in binding saturation of the sensor surface ranging from ~5% to ~ 60%
(Figure. 8E), based on a maximal binding level of 10 nm after prolonged binding (Figure
S4A). Virus particles were then allowed to self-elute by NA activity in absence of OC
(Figure 8F). Again, sensors loaded with more virus particles displayed faster self-elution.
After regeneration, which removes any small amounts of remaining virus, sensors were
re-bound with a high concentration (100 pM) of virus (Figure 8G). This step is used to
determine the extent to which self-elution in the previous step resulted in de-sialylation
of the receptor by NA activity. Clearly, even at a level where only ~5% of the surface was
bound with virus, self-elution created a surface to which only very limited re-binding of
virus particles could take place. Thus, virus covering only ~5% of the surface can clear the
complete surface extensively of SIAs. As the concentration of virus released from the
surface is too low for re-association (see above) and non-bound virus does not contribute
to receptor cleavage (Figure 4), we conclude that virus particles exert NA activity while
moving over the receptor-coated surface.
Migration of attached IAV particles over a receptor surface necessarily depends on the
very high KD of monovalent HA-SIA interactions resulting in their rapid formation and
dissociation. Upon dissociation HA must move away from the SIA to allow access for NA
and subsequent receptor cleavage. We hypothesize that removal of SIAs by NA drives
rolling of the virus as a non-bound HA cannot bind anymore to the, due to NA activity,
receptor-free position but only to a receptor located further away. Rolling of virus
particles is predicted to be faster for virus particles with higher NA activity. This was
investigated by comparing the binding and dissociation dynamics of PR8MtSIN and
WSNHAMtSIN, which have the same HA but have high and low NA activity, respectively. The
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experimental set-up is shown in Figure. 9A. First, WSNHAMtSIN was bound in the presence of
OC to a ~15% saturation level on 3’N-fetuin-coated sensors (Figure 9B, blue and red line).
Subsequently, these sensors were incubated with PR8MtSIN in presence or in absence of OC.
In presence of OC efficient binding of PR8MtSIN to the large virus-free area takes place
(Figure 9B, blue line). In absence of OC, long lasting binding of PR8MtSIN does not take place
(Figure 9B, red line and green line) due to its high NA activity. Only minor dissociation of
WSNHAMtSIN was observed in absence of OC (Figure 9B, red line) as expected on basis of its
low NA activity. This also implicates that WSNHAMtSIN elution is not appreciably assisted by
PR8MtSIN. In the last step of the experiment the sensors were regenerated to remove all
bound viruses and examined for residual SIA content by probing the association of
WSNHAMtSIN in the presence of OC. The sensor, to which both viruses were bound in
presence of OC, was as efficiently bound by WSNHAMtSIN as in the first round (Figure 9C,
blue line). Hardly any binding of WSNHAMtSIN was observed to the sensor to which no virus
was bound in the first step and PR8MtSIN in absence of OC in the second step (Figure 9C,
green line). In contrast, significantly increased binding of WSNHAMtSIN was observed to the
sensor of which ~15% of sensor surface was bound in the first step by WSNHAMtSIN (Figure.
9C, red line).This implies that WSNHAMtSIN,, by not rolling over the surface because of its
low NA activity, protects its contact surface with the sensor against the NA activity of
PR8MtSIN, which cleaves SIAs of all the non-protected surface area.

Figure 8. Viruses are rolling over the receptor surface before NA activity-driven dissociation takes place. (AD) Virus dissociation of the indicated viruses in the absence of OC is plotted on the positive Y-axis as fraction
of virus released relative to the binding level reached in the presence of OC (indicated in nm and shown in Fig
S8). (E) PR8MtSIN was bound in duplicate at four virus concentrations to eight SA sensors containing
biotinylated 3’N fetuin in presence of 10 μM OC. (F) Viruses bound to the sensors in (E) were allowed to
dissociate at each concentration in absence or presence of OC for 15 minutes. (G) After the dissociation step
(F), sensors were regenerated at pH2, thereby removing all bound viruses but leaving the 3’N fetuin bound to
the sensor. All regenerated sensors were subsequently allowed to re-bind PR8MtSIN at a concentration of 100
pM to determine the degree of de-sialylation that occurred in (F).
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Figure 9. Virus rolling is driven by NA activity I. (A) Schematic representation of the experimental set-up.
Colours of the sensors correspond with the colours of the lines in (B)(C) and (D). 3’N fetuin is indicated by the
large Xs. Origin of the HA and NA proteins of the viruses used is indicated, as well as the absence of presence
of OC during the incubation of the sensors with the viruses. The left, middle and right panels correspond with
the graphs shown in (B),(C), and (D), respectively. The capital R indicates the regeneration of the sensors. (B)
75 pM WSNHAMtSIN (with low NA activity) was bound to two sensors in presence of 10 μM OC to biotinylated
3’N fetuin (loaded to maximum level) for 15 minutes reaching ~15% of the maximum binding level. A control
sensor was dipped in PBS. (C) The WSNHAMtSIN-loaded sensors were allowed to bind 30 pM PR8MtSIN, one in
presence and one in absence of 10 μM OC. The control sensor was bound by PR8MtSIN in absence of OC. (D)
Sensors were regenerated at pH2 removing all bound viruses but leaving the 3’N fetuin bound to the sensor.
The regenerated sensors were subsequently allowed to re-bind WSNHAMtSIN at a concentration of 100 pM to
determine the degree of de-sialylation that occurred in (C).

To provide additional evidence for the capacity of WSNHAMtSIN to protect receptors from
cleavage by PR8MtSIN, an additional experiment was performed (Figure. 10A-D). In this
experiment, both sensors were first bound by a small amount of PR8MtSIN (~8% loading
level; Figure. 10B), which can clear the complete surface extensively of SIAs (Figure. 8E-G).
In the second step, the sensors were incubated with WSNHAMtSIN with or without OC
(Figure. 10C). Clearly, receptors not bound by PR8MtSIN were rapidly bound by WSNHAMtSIN,
both in the presence and absence of OC. Binding in the absence of OC was somewhat
lower, probably resulting from the sensor being partly occupied by PR8MtSIN and by
cleavage of part of the receptor-coated sensor by PR8MtSIN. In the final step (Figure. 10D),
the sensors were examined after regeneration for residual SIA content by probing the
association of WSNHAMtSIN in the presence of OC. Both sensors were efficiently bound by
WSNHAMtSIN. These results indicate that the SIAs on the sensor were protected against
cleavage by rolling PR8MtSIN viruses in the absence of OC by binding of WSNHAMtSIN, which
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has low NA activity. We conclude that NA activity is the driver of virus rolling on a
receptor-coated surface.

Figure 10. Virus rolling is driven by NA activity II. (A) Schematic representation of the experimental set-up.
Colours of the sensors correspond with the colours of the lines in (B)(C) and (D). 3’N fetuin is indicated by the
large Xs. Origin of the HA and NA proteins of the viruses used is indicated, as well as the absence of presence
of OC during the incubation of the sensors with the viruses. The left, middle and right panels correspond with
the graphs shown in (B),(C), and (D), respectively. The capital R indicates the regeneration of the sensors. (B)
30 pM PR8MtSIN (with high NA activity) was bound in duplo in presence of 10 μM OC to biotinylated 3’N fetuin
(loaded to maximum level) for 15 minutes reaching ~8% of the maximum binding level. (C) PR8MtSIN loaded
sensors were allowed to bind 75 pM WSNHAMtSIN, one in presence and one in absence of OC. (D) Sensors were
regenerated at pH2 removing all bound viruses but leaving the 3’N fetuin bound to the sensor. The
regenerated sensors were subsequently allowed to re-bind WSNHAMtSIN at a concentration of 100 pM to
determine the degree of de-sialylation that occurred in (C).

IAV-receptor interaction model
Based on literature and our results, we generated a model for the dynamics of IAVreceptor interactions (Figure. 11). A key feature of the multivalent interaction between a
virus and a receptor-coated surface is the presence of the kinetically different elementary
steps. The first HA-dependent binding event is a virus concentration-dependent
−1 −1
intermolecular process governed by a binding rate constant kon with the unit M s and a
−1
dissociation constant koff with the unit s (Figure 11, binding event 1). Subsequent HA
binding steps are intramolecular with a kon (not necessarily the same as in the first step)
−1
and koff both with the unit s For IAV, having a KD (koff/kon) of ~0.3 to ~3mM for a
monovalent HA-receptor interaction, binding at pM concentrations inevitably results in a
low binding rate, which is presumably determined by the first binding event. In Figure 7
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we obtained evidence that NA with a low catalytic activity also contributes to the initial
binding rate. This contributory effect could be inhibited by OC and therefore was
attributed to binding of receptor to a NA catalytic site.

Figure 11. Kinetic model showing the basic flow of events taking place during virus particle binding. IAV
binding to a receptor-coated surface (purple diamonds represent SIA) is initiated by a virus concentrationdependent step 1 (red, HA) or step I (green, NA), the equilibrium of which is governed by their respective kon
and koff constants and for NA also by kcat (bold green). Enzymatic cleavage of the sialosides may cause virus
dissociation. Binding via the NA active site can be inhibited by oseltamivir carboxylate. Koff/kon for NA is lower
than for HA implicating that NAs with a low kcat have the potential to contribute to binding considerably.
Longer lasting binding requires the formation of additional HA- and/or NA–SIA bonds (depicted in the grey
shaded area actually recorded by BLI which will hardly detect the low levels of equilibrium binding in step 1
and I). During this phase HA- and NA–SIA interactions are formed and broken in a virus concentration
independent mode with the result that all binding states shown here as an example, can rapidly interconvert
via binding/dissociation events 2 to 11 and II to IV. The number of simultaneous interactions that can occur is
logically dependent on receptor density and koff/kon ratios but how many simultaneous interactions suffice to
keep a virus particle bound to the surface remains unknown although the experiments shown in Fig 2 suggest
the number of interactions required is very low. Theoretically, the dynamics of HA-SIA interactions allow a
virus to roll over the surface but experiments shown in Fig 9 and 10 show that NA activity strongly stimulates
rolling (and eventually leads to virus dissociation). This is schematically indicated by the curled arrows where
NA cleavage activity creates receptor-free positions on the surface. The receptor gradient caused in this way is
probably the driving force for virus rolling but the direction in which the virus rolls (away from the empty
position or “reaching over” the empty position) still needs further research.

The contribution of NA to receptor binding is determined by a dissociation constant (KD =
koff/koff) for the substrate and a catalytic rate constant (kcat) determining the receptor
cleavage rate. A lower kcat will result in prolonged receptor binding before cleavage or
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dissociation takes place. This will enhance the chance for additional binding events
(mostly by HA), thereby promoting the cascade of multivalent interactions responsible for
tight virus binding. Given the lower KD (30µM~600µM) (44) of NA, in comparison to HA, for
interaction with sialosides, the contribution to the initial binding rate by NA could be
considerable even whereas the NA/HA ratio of a virus particle is generally quite low. The
model also illustrates the role of NA activity in rolling by producing receptor-free spots
that drive virus movement as is discussed below.

DISCUSSION
The ménage a trois between IAV HA, NA and (decoy) receptors is largely responsible for
virus tropism and viral fitness but the interplay between these factors is still poorly
understood. Here, BLI was implemented to develop highly versatile methods for
quantitative and mechanistic analysis of the dynamics of IAV-receptor interactions. The
results indicate that the initial binding rate is the best quantifiable parameter for
comparison of receptor binding of different viruses and allows for a virus concentrationindependent quantitative comparison of relative binding strength to different receptorcoated surfaces. The use of BLI revealed a contribution of NA to the initial binding rate
and a critical role for HA in supporting cleavage of SIAs from a receptor-coated surface by
its accompanying virion-associated NA. Analysis of virion binding in the absence of NA
inhibitors enabled quantification of the HA/NA balance using empirical parameters.
Dissociation of virus particles from a receptor-coated sensor was critically dependent on
NA activity. Prior to dissociation, we observed NA-dependent morphological changes in
receptor-associated virus particles. Strikingly, virus particles were shown to roll on a
receptor-coated surface by a NA activity-driven mechanism, thereby removing SIAs from
the complete sensor surface. Thus, detailed analysis of the dynamics of IAV-receptor
interactions using BLI revealed novel virion phenotypes, which are likely to be of crucial
importance for virus replication and host tropism in vivo.
The initial binding rate is the most relevant quantifiable parameter for IAV binding
A low initial binding rate, in combination with extremely high avidity resulting from
concentration-independent subsequent binding events, leads to binding curves
dominated by avidity effects. Over a range of virus concentrations binding slowly
proceeds to a binding plateau at a level that is close to saturation of the binding surface.
Importantly, these virus binding curves cannot be fitted well to 1:1 or 1:2 binding models.
This probably reflects complexities related to polyvalent binding and the mechanisms by
which a surface becomes fully occupied at high binding levels. Current kinetic models for
polyvalent binding are inherently complex and lack general applicability (45, 46). They will
therefore not assist in accurate determination of the binding constants of the different
binding steps, even more so when falsely based on equilibrium binding models. Instead of
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plotting initial binding rates, Benton et al (47) have used BLI as an endpoint binding assay
by plotting the fractional saturation (f) of virus binding after a fixed time at a range of
receptor densities (shown for our data in Figure S5C) and derived an apparent KD for IAVreceptor interaction (KD = ([virus](1-f))/f). This approach, like derivation of KD values from
other endpoint assays (e.g. ELISAs), assumes a simple equilibrium binding model which is
discredited by the irreversible IAV binding, even at low receptor densities. Moreover, for
low virus concentrations or low-avidity virus-receptor interactions, maximum binding will
not be reached within the fixed time (60 min) of measurement (Figure S4A and B), thereby
introducing additional errors into apparent KD determinations.
Infection of cells requires the binding of only a few virus particles. In view of the poor
reversibility of IAV binding to cells at physiological pH 7.4 (48), it is of high avidity, as was
obs
also observed in the BLI assays. We therefore consider the initial binding rate v as the
obs
prime and most relevant quantifiable parameter for IAV binding. Determination of v is
possible by BLI, but not by endpoint assays, like glycan arrays or receptor-coated 96-well
obs
plate based assays. Virus concentration and v displayed a strictly linear correlation and
during the initial binding phase the receptor concentration behaved as an apparent
constant. This provides an accurate method for comparing viruses of unknown
concentration by determination of the relative binding rate constants for different
receptor pairs, including synthetic glycans and recombinant proteins. The use of
recombinant protein receptors enables attachment to the sensor in a homogeneous
orientation by virtue of their unique tag (e.g. Fc-tag, biotinylated Bap-tag) and allows for
genetic engineering resulting in the expression of specific glycosylation patterns. This will
support a better systematic analysis of glycan-type (N-linked, O-linked) and glycan-density
in a natural glycoprotein context than, for instance, the often used biotinylated
polyacrylamide molecules carrying randomly distributed glycans and adopting a spherical
conFigureuration with a ~15nm diameter (49).
Contribution of HA and NA to virion binding, receptor destruction and release
As a major advantage, real time analysis of IAV binding offers the unique opportunity to
study the role of NA and the interplay between the HA and NA (HA/NA balance) in IAVreceptor binding dynamics. The results show that NA with a low catalytic activity
contributes to the initial binding rate. This effect is exerted by binding of the receptor to
the catalytic site as demonstrated by the inhibitory effect of OC. These findings are of
relevance in view of the recent emergence of seasonal H3N2 strains displaying NAdependent hemagglutination (42).
Whereas the NA protein can contribute to virus binding, the HA protein provides crucial
support to NA in receptor destruction. Cleavage of SIAs from a receptor-coated surface
was shown to be critically dependent on the ability of the HA protein to bind to this
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surface. This is in agreement with the observation that antibodies targeting the HA
protein can interfere with cleavage of fetuin by virus particles (50). BLI also provides us
with a quantitative view on the HA/NA balance by recording virus binding/dissociation
profiles in the absence of NA inhibitor. These profiles, for which no mathematical model
yet exists, are affected by multiple parameters, including viruses particle number and
receptor specificity of NA and HA, and are quantifiable by determining empirical
parameters like initial binding rate, the area under the curve and x,y (time, binding level)
coordinates of the binding peak.
NA-dependent rolling and morphological changes of virus particles
Our observations provide the mechanistic insight that IAV particles role over a receptorcoated surface driven by NA activity. The rolling phase is characterized by an initial, NAdependent, minor increase in the apparent binding level. We propose this to represent a
morphological change in the virus by adopting a “more relaxed binding mode” due to
ongoing reduction of the number virus particle-receptor interactions by NA activity. The
model in Figure 11 illustrates the role of NA activity in rolling by producing receptor-free
spots that drive virus movement. A virus may “take a large step” by binding of virusassociated HAs to a site beyond the de-sialylated receptor. Alternatively, the virus may
move away from the receptor-free spot in the direction of immediately neighboring sites
with higher receptor density. Sakai et al. have recently studied virion movement using
total internal reflection microscopy and fetuin-coated glass slides (51). Directional
movement of virus particles at two different velocities, both dependent on NA activity,
was reported. Earlier, others have already proposed in vivo functionality for IAVs having a
receptor-binding and a receptor-destroying enzyme. This would enable virus movement
through a mucus layer or over a cell surface by a mechanism of repeated cycles of
receptor binding, receptor release and receptor cleavage (23, 24). We propose that rolling
is also important for cell-to-cell virus spread. By rolling over the cell surface to the
neighboring cells, viruses prevent diffusion into the extracellular milieu and avoid the first,
rate-limiting, binding event for cell binding by a virus in solution. Nascent virus particles,
budding from de-sialylated cells resulting from NA activity, may also benefit from virus
rolling. Sialylated mucus proteins covering the epithelial cell layer prevent virus release
into the extracellular milieu and may assist the virus in rolling to neighboring cells by
functioning as the rolling substrate.
In conclusion, we have established a BLI-based methodology that allows quantitative
determination and comparison of virus binding rates to a highly versatile, modifiable and
controllable receptor repertoire. In addition, the HA/NA balance can be quantified by
empirical parameters that are the resultant of different processes. Most interesting, the
technique has allowed the identification of potentially highly relevant mechanistic
principles of IAV-receptor binding dynamics that govern host and cell infection.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Figure. S1. Additional information on geometry of IAV virus particles and SA sensor loading
(A) Labstrains PR8 and WSN have repeatedly been reported to be spherical viruses with a diameter
of ~ 100 nm in close agreement with our own quantitative analysis of HA and NA content (Figure.
S2). For our model we assume that virus particles can be flattened during binding for 0.2 times the
radius allowing 10% of the virus surface to be in contact with the sensor. (B) Representation of a
sensor fully loaded with virus particles (hexagonal packaging) showing the large fraction of SA
molecules that are not present at the contact interface and therefore cannot interact with HA and
NA without virus movement.
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Figure S2. Schematic overview of receptors and viruses used for BLI in this report. Biotinylated
receptors (synthetic glycans or glycoproteins) were bound to SA sensors whereas Fc-tagged
glycoproteins were bound to Protein A sensors. Expression of fetuin in CHO k1 cells yields 3’N+O
fetuin carrying exclusively α2,3-linked sialic acids (both on N-linked and O-linked glycans).
Expression of fetuin in CHO 15B cells (deficient in N-acetylglucosamine transferase I) yields 3’O
fetuin with sialylated O-linked glycans but immature N-linked glycans that are not sialylated. Wild
type fetuin carries 3 N-linked glycans and 3 O-linked glycans. Expression of a fetuin-encoding
plasmid in which the O-linked glycosylation sites are removed by site-directed mutagenesis yields
3’N fetuin upon expression in CHO k1 cells and asialo fetuin upon expression in CHO 15B cells.
Biotinylated transferin is commercially available and carries two α2,6 N-linked glycans. Biotinylated
fetuin was made by expressing a construct encoding a Bap-tag fused to fetuin that, by cotransfection with a plasmid carrying a biotinylation enzyme, yields C-terminally biotinylated fetuin
upon expression in CHO K1 cells. Viruses used for binding to receptor-loaded sensors are wild type
PR8MtSIN, wild type WSN and recombinant viruses carrying the HA encoding segments of PR8MtSIN
(WSNHAMtSIN) or PR8CAM (PR8CAM2,6) in the background of seven WSN segments. PR8CAM2,3 is identical
to PR8CAM2,6 except for a substitution (D190E) that was introduced in HA to obtain a shift from α2,6
to α2,3 linkage-type binding specificity. TX77 carries the HA encoding segment of
A/Bilthoven/1761/76 (H3N2) in the background of seven PR8MtSIN segments (54)
62
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Figure S3. Quantification of virus particle number and HA and NA content. Highly precise
determination of virus concentration is crucial for reliable determination of kon. Hemagglutination
titers or infectious titers have been used for this purpose but do not reveal actual particle numbers
and are inadequate for determination of relative particle numbers of different viruses. Quantitative
PCR or Western blotting (usually targeting NP) are sensitive to variation caused by RNA or protein
contamination of virus preparations and, when comparing different viruses, to differences in
specificity of probes or antibodies. Therefore, virus particle number was quantified by densitometric
analysis of the polymerase content of a virus preparation assuming that every particle carries eight
genome segments, each attached to a heterotrimeric complex of the three polymerase subunits PB1,
PB2 and PA. (A) Silver-stained SDS-PAGE gel showing the separation of a MW marker and a PR8MtSIN
virus stock. (B) Silver-stained region showing the polymerase complex (PB1, PB2 and PA appearing
as a single band due to similar size) of a dilution series of five virus stocks. Densitometric scanning
allowed absolute quantification using a dilution series of the molecular marker shown in (A) for
calibration. (C) Estimated concentration of virus stocks in pM. For calculation a MW of 250 kDa for
the the polymerase complex (PB1/PB2/PA) was taken. (D) Western blot showing the staining of the
HA0 band of a concentration series of five viruses using monoclonal antibody FI6 recognizing a
universally conserved epitope localized in the stem of HA. Quantification was performed by
densitometric scanning (E) Absolute quantification of HA trimers in nM was performed by
calibration using a Western blot in which a standard concentration series of PR8MtSIN and WSN HA
proteins expressed in HEK293S cells (30) was included. (F) Number of HA trimers per virus particle as
derived from (C) and (E). The obtained numbers/particle fit well to numbers reported in literature
and obtained by different methods by others (61, 62) showing the accuracy of the method. (G, H, I)
Quantification of NA by similar procedures as applied for HA in panel D-F. Antibodies GT288GTX629696 (WSN) and N1-7D3 (PR8) were used and quantification was calibrated using a Western
blot of a standard concentration series of NA of PR8MtSIN and WSN expressed in HEK293T cells. The
NA proteins were expressed similarly are described previously (63) that was run in paralel. (J) NA
activity of PR8MtSIN and WSN virus particles and expressed recombinant NA soluble tetramers was
determined using a two-fold dilution series in a soluble substrate NA activity assay (MUNANA assay).
(K) HA/NA ratio was determined from panels F and I. Error bars indicate standard deviations (N=2).
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Figure S4. Prolonged binding of PR8MtSIN or PR8CAM2,3 and virus fraction bound to sensor. PR8MtSIN
(A) or PR8CAM2,3 (B) were bound to 3’SLN for 240 min at the indicated concentrations. (C) NA activity
of PR8MtSIN virus particles after complete dissociation from a maximally loaded sensor (3’SLN
receptor) by self-elution in 100 μl PBS was determined in comparison to 100 μl 100 pM PR8MtSIN
used for initial loading using two-fold dilutions in a MUNANA assay. The results indicate that
approximately 0.71% of the virus particles present during the initial loading were associated to the
sensor surface.
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Figure S5. The effect of receptor density on virus binding. (A, B ) Biotinylated 3’SLN was loaded to
the sensors at a density range as indicated in the Figure (fractional loading of 1.0 corresponds to a
sensor maximally loaded with receptor) followed by binding of 100 pM PR8MtSIN or PR8CAM2,3 virus. (C)
Relative virus association was plotted against fractional receptor loading.
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Figure S6. Analysis of SIA linkage-type specificity of glycoproteins using lectin binding. The
glycoproteins used in the paper and outlined in Figure S1 were analyzed for linkage type specificity
of their sialic acids using lectins MAL I (A; specific for SIAα2,3Galα1,4GlcNAc linkages abundantly
present on N-linked glycans), MAL II (B; specific for SIAα2,3Galα1,3GalNAc linkages abundantly
present on O-linked glycans) and SNA (C; specific for SIAα2,6Galα1,4GlcNAc linkages abundantly
present on N-linked glycans). (D) ECA binding specific for terminal Galα1,4GlcNAc epitopes present
on non-sialylated N-linked glycan antennae).
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Figure S7. Quantification of binding specificity to N-linked or O-linked glycoproteins. (A-D) Fctagged fetuin specifically engineered and expressed to carry either exclusively N-linked or O-linked
glycans, a mixture of both glycan types (N+O), or no sialylated glycans at all (asialo fetuin) was
loaded to Protein A to maximum levels after which binding of 100 pM PR8MtSIN and PR8CAM2,3 was
performed. 10 μM OC was present during virion binding. The initial binding rates were calculated
and plotted in the bar diagram inserts.
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Figure S8. The NA activity-driven self elution rate depends on virus binding level. Four viruses (A-B,
WSNHAMtSIN; C-D, WSNWT; E-F, PR8CAM2,6; G-H, PR8CAM2,3) all carrying the same NA (NAWSN) but a
different HA were bound to Fc-tagged 3’N fetuin loaded to maximum level at three virus
concentrations as indicated in the panels. Viruses were bound for 15 min in presence (A, C, E, G) or
absence (B, D, F, H) of 10 μM OC.
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ABSTRACT
Influenza A virus (IAV)-receptor interactions determine the ability of IAV particles to
traverse the mucus layer, to become endocytosed upon cell binding and to be transmitted
to other cells and hosts. However, the dynamics of these virus-receptor interactions are
still poorly understood. Here, we analyzed the dynamics of IAV-receptor interactions using
different sialylated glycoproteins, mimicking potential receptors in vivo, with biolayer
interferometry. The initial binding rate to, as well as neuraminidase (NA)-dependent virion
rolling on, and self-elution from receptor-coated surfaces were shown to depend on
receptor density and identity. Although virus dissociation is negligible in the absence of
NA activity, the highly dynamic interactions between hemagglutinin (HA) and its receptor
resulted in dissociation of virus particles from a receptor-coated surface in the presence
of specific antibodies or mucus. Remarkably, reduced levels of virus self-elution and
mucus- or antibody-driven dissociation could be observed after prolonged virus-receptor
association times. We refer to this time-dependent increase in binding affinity as
maturation of virus binding. Maturation of IAV-receptor binding presumably results from
the simultaneous interaction of multiple HA protomers in HA trimer with a receptorcontaining surface. This hitherto unrecognized feature is important for IAV biology and is
proposed to also occur for other enveloped viruses.
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INTRODUCTION
Influenza A virus (IAV) is an enveloped, negative-strand RNA virus that causes respiratory
and/or intestinal infections in a variety of hosts, among which humans, swine, wild water
fowl and poultry are the most important. IAV-receptor interaction is a crucial factor of
host, tissue and cell specificity and a key determinant of the zoonotic potential of swine
and avian IAVs. Upon infection of a host, IAV particles interact with a diverse repertoire of
potential receptors in a highly dynamic fashion.
Upon IAV infection of a human host, IAV particles moves to their target cells in tissues of
the respiratory tract by traveling over a considerable distance while encountering a diverse
repertoire of potential sialic acid (SIA) receptors. They also need to traverse a thick mucus
layer full of potential SIA decoy receptors, which may trap the IAV particles (1). Having
arrived at the epithelial cell layer IAV needs to find receptors on permissive cells, binding
to which results in endocytic uptake (2). Even during endosomal traffic and fusion of the
viral envelope with the endosomal membrane virus-receptor interactions have been
shown to be involved (3-5). New virus particles budding from the plasma membrane, again
encounter the overlaying mucus layer, before they can infect neighboring or distantly
located cells (1). Alternatively, they embark in aerosolic droplets or other secretions for
transmission to a new host. To be able to move and to avoid getting trapped by the diverse
repertoire of (decoy) receptors encountered, IAV-receptor interactions need to be highly
dynamic and precisely tuned. These dynamic interactions are affected by the functional
balance between the activities of the hemagglutinin (HA) attachment protein and the
neuraminidase (NA) protein, which is a receptor-destroying enzyme (6-8).
IAV (decoy) receptors are SIAs present on the host cell surface and soluble molecules like
mucins. SIA is a terminal monosaccharide attached to the penultimate glycan residue via
either an α2,3- or α2,6-linkage that determines host-specificity (9-11). Fine specificity is
determined by variation and/or modification of sub-terminal residues that also interact
with HA (12-14). Cell surface glycan composition is complex and varies between host and
cell type. Sialylated glycans are attached to glycoproteins proteins via asparagine (N-linked
glycans) or serine/threonine (O-linked glycans) residues or to membrane phospholipids.
Glycans belonging to these three groups are highly diverse and include group-specific
glycan structures as well as structures shared between the three groups. These three
types of glycans may, besides having a specific function in virus attachment, also
specifically affect the efficiency of virus entry. Sialylated N-linked glycans are generally
considered as IAV receptors (15). It has been shown, however, that IAV can enter into cells
lacking sialylated N-glycans (16). Modifications (e.g. fucosylation or sulfation) at the subterminal glycans could also affect virus binding properties (Chapter 2)(17-19).
High receptor density at the cell surface and a high HA-receptor binding affinity are
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considered to be prime requirements for an efficient primary interaction leading to
productive infection (20). The binding between a single pair of HA and SIA molecules is
weak (KD ~ 0.3-3 mM) (3, 21, 22). Multivalent interactions between HA and SIA molecules
at the contact surface collectively ensure that the virus adheres to the host cell with high
avidity. It has been estimated that binding affinity between IAV and a receptor surface is
approximately 10-25pM (22). We recently estimated by BLI that ~7 HAs can interact
simultaneously with a sialylated receptor surface study (Chapter 2), which gives rise to
virtually irreversible binding.
Despite the extremely high avidity binding, IAV is not expected to bind in a static mode
upon initial cell contact but probably travels along cilia and over the cell surfaces to sites
appropriate for endocytosis (2, 23, 24). We recently demonstrated by BLI that IAV
particles, while remaining tightly associated with a receptor-coated surface, can move
over such a surface in an NA activity dependent mode (Chapter 2). We concluded that the
balance between the very weak binding affinity of a monomeric HA-SIA interaction and
the specific activity of the NA is a key factor in the dynamics of IAV-receptor binding.
Others have recently visualized NA dependent motion over fetuin-coated glass surfaces by
microscopic methods (25). Single virus particle tracking by live microscopy with high
spatio-temporal resolution has visualized IAV entry from the moment that virus particles
become tightly stuck at a spot on the plasma membrane. There they induce unusually fast
de novo formation of clathrin-coated pits, after which the virus particles are endocytosed
by the host cells (2). However, tracking of virions prior to their immobilization at the cell
surface is technically challenging and has not been shown thus far.
The initial interaction of IAVs infecting a new host occurs with respiratory tract mucus. This
mucus layer is an important determinant of infectivity and transmissibility of respiratory
pathogens (1). Mucins comprise a significant portion of airway mucus and contribute to
the barrier function of mucus. Mucins are heavily glycosylated, mostly in an O-linked form,
and have a high SIA content (26). Species-specific differences of the glycosylation pattern
of mucins are known to exist (27). HA of IAV can bind to SIAs present on mucins, which
therefore may potentially block infection. NA facilitates infection by cleaving SIAs on
mucins, thereby preventing viruses from becoming trapped before they infect the
epithelium (28-30). It is therefore essential to include the role of mucus in experimental
assays aimed at unraveling the dynamics of IAV-receptor interactions.
We recently established BLI-based assays for studying IAV-receptor interactions in the
presence of an active NA (Chapter 2), which enabled the identification of novel aspects of
IAV binding dynamics. These aspects included particle rolling over receptor-coated
surfaces, NA activity-dependent morphological changes of surface-bound particles and a
contribution of NA to the initial binding rate. The initial binding rate of a virus particle is
determined by the KD of monovalent HA-SIA interactions, NA cleavage rate and receptor
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density (Chapter 2). We consider the initial binding rate of a virus particle as the most
relevant parameter for quantifying of IAV-receptor binding as it relates to a critical step
during an in vivo infection. For binding of epithelial cell surfaces, speed is more relevant
than equilibrium or maximum binding levels that are probably only reached long after the
induction of endocytosis. Here we used different synthetic glycans as well as recombinant
glycoproteins, presenting a biologically relevant glycan repertoire, to study the dynamics
of IAV-receptor interactions using BLI. The highly dynamic IAV-receptor interactions were
shown to become much tighter over time, the magnitude of the effect depending on the
exact nature and density of the receptor. Importantly, this change directly interferes with
the protective properties of specific antibodies and mucus, of which the effects could be
quantified by BLI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Viruses. Madin–Darby canine kidney (MDCK)-II, HEK 293T cells were maintained
as described previously (16, 51). Influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/34/Mount Sinai (PR8) was
grown in MDCK-II cells as described previously (51) and stored at −80 °C. Virus titers were
determined by measuring the TCID50 on MDCK-II cells. TX77 is recombinant virus on the
background PR8 with HA from A/Bilthoven/1761/76, amino acid sequence of which was
consensus in that cluster (52).
Genes, Expression Vectors, and Protein Expression and Purification. Codon-optimized
human Fetuin, ICAM1, Glycophorin A and LAMP1 ectodomain-encoding cDNAs (GenScript,
Piscataway, NJ, USA) were genetically fused to a Fc-tag, for protein-A based purification,
and a Bap-tag (53), for binding to octet sensors, and cloned in a pCAGGs vector. The
accession numbers of Fetuin, ICAM 1, Glycophorin A and LAMP1 are
[P12763][P05362][P02724][P11279], respectively. Human ST3Gal1, ST3Gal4 and ST6Gal1
expression vectors were kindly provided by Dr. Raoul de Groot.
Chemicals. Oseltamivir Carboxylate (OC) was obtained from Roche, dissolved in DMSO at
100 Mm concentration, aliquoted and stored at -20°C. Mal I, Mal II, SNA, and ECA were
obtained from VectorLabs. Mucus from primary human epithelial nasal cell air-to-liquid
cultures is from Epithelix. PR8 HA antibody was obtained from NIBSC. Biotinylated
synthetic glycans 3’SLN, 3’SLNLN, 3’SLNLN-PAA and 6’SLNLN were obtained from the
Consortium for Functional Glycomics (CFG) or synthesized in house.
Biolayer interferometry. BLI analysis was performed on an Octet RED384 machine using
standard streptavidin (SA) sensors (all from Pall-FortBio). PBS with calcium and
magnesium (PBS+/+) was used as standard assay buffer. Receptor loading was performed
by loading biotinylated receptors (synthetic glycans or proteins) to SA sensors. Receptor
loading and virus association and dissociation steps were performed as described
previously. (1st Octet paper). Virus-receptor association times are indicated in the text or
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in the legends. When indicated, sensors were subjected to prolonged association times in
the presence of OC in the absence of free virus particles. When indicated different
dilutions of antibodies or mucus samples were added during or after virus association in
presence of OC.
Hemaglutination elution assay. Hemaglutination assays (HA) were performed for one,
two or four hours in V-shape 96-well plates. Two-fold dilutions of viruses were applied in
this assay, with initial amount of 50µl of viruses. After dilution, 50µl 0.5% human
erythrocytes was added to each dilution. After hemagglutination, plates were incubated
at 37°C. The HA titers were checked for every 30 min.
Statistical analysis. Each virus-receptor interaction BLI experiment was repeated at least
twice. Representative experiments were graphed. Significant differences between linear
curves were analyzed by IBM SPSS statistic 24. Fractional receptor densities correlating
with half maximum initial binding rates were determined by non-linear regression analysis
using Graphpad Prism 7.04 software. Significance analysis was based on two tailed
unpaired t test or one way ANOVA (GraphPad Prism 7.04).

RESULTS
Maturation of virus binding to synthetic glycans.
Previously, we showed that virus particles roll over a receptor-coated surface in a NAdependent manner, thereby cleaving SIA receptors until the density thereof is too low to
sustain virus particle binding (Chapter 2). In these experiments, the removal of SIAs from
the receptor-coated surface was demonstrated by probing virus binding to the sensor
after regeneration of the sensors by three washes in a buffer with a pH of 2. Regeneration
resulted in efficient removal of receptor-bound virus particles and virus
binding/regeneration cycles could be reproduced six times, using the same receptorloaded sensor (Chapter 2). However, virus association times longer than 30 minutes
reduced the reproducibility of virus binding when using regenerated sensors loaded with
synthetic glycans. We therefore compared the effectivity of regeneration after 15 or 60
minutes of virus binding. H1N1 lab strain A/Puerto Rico/8/34/Mount Sinai (PR8) was
associated for 15 min (Figure 1A, blue line) or 60 min (Figure 1B, blue line) to 3’SLNLN
(Neu5Acα2-3Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc) after which the sensors were
regenerated and re-associated with PR8. The re-association rate of PR8 to the sensors was
not affected after 15 min of initial binding (Figure 1A, red line). However, binding was
severely reduced after 60 min of initial binding (Figure 1B, red line). We also determined
the efficiency of regeneration by detecting the amount virus particles that remain
attached to the sensor after regeneration with an antiserum against PR8. The results only
showed high residual levels of virus binding upon regenaration after 60 min of association
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(Figure 1C). Thus, virus binding becomes tighter during prolonged binding, to such an
extent that a large fraction of the virus particles even withstands sensor regeneration at
pH 2. In Figure 1D, changes in binding strength were shown to be of functional importance
by affecting NA-activity dependent self-elution. PR8 was bound for 15 min to two
3’SLNLN-coated sensors in the presence of the NA inhibitor oseltamivir carboxylate (OC).
One sensor was directly subjected to NA-dependent self-elution (Figure 1D, blue line),
while the other sensor was incubated for another 120 min in PBS containing OC (in the
absence of free virus particles) prior to self-elution (Figure 1D, red line). 56% of the virus
particles that were bound for 15 min, self-eluted in 20 min. In contrast, virus particles
bound for 135 min did not self-elute from 3’SLNLN. The negative fractional dissociation
that was observed after prolonged binding, was previously studied (Chapter 2) and may
reflect a NA activity dependent change in virus association to the sensor surface (Chapter
2). We conclude that virus binding to a synthetic glycan-coated surface becomes tighter
during prolonged binding, resulting in less efficient NA activity-dependent self-elution. We
further refer to this process as maturation of virus binding.
Expression of tailor-made glycoproteins
Although synthetic glycans are abundantly applied in endpoint-binding assays (31), and
occasionally in BLI assays (31, 32), they do not reflect the diversity of the natural N- or Olinked glycan chain receptor repertoire. Phenomena like binding maturation and virus
rolling might depend on the regular, high density, distribution patterns of synthetic
glycans on a coated surface and need to be confirmed using glycoproteins. Often used,
and commercially available, transferrin and fetuin serum glycoproteins only have a limited
number of glycan chains in contrast to the abundant glycosylation often found on cell
surface proteins. We therefore expressed in HEK293T cells, in addition to fetuin (3 N- and
3 O-linked glycans), three human transmembrane glycoproteins with a different
distribution of N- and/or O-linked glycans. These were selected to represent functional
cell surface receptors (ICAM1, 9 N-linked glycans; LAMP1, 18 N- and 6 O-linked glycans) or
mucin-like decoy receptors (Glycophorin A, 1 N- and 16 O-linked glycans) and were
equipped with an Fc-tag and a BAP-tag for purification and biotinylation purposes (Figure.
2A). After Fc-tag mediated purification using protein A beads, these C-terminally
biotinylated glycoproteins can be irreversibly (KD ~10-14 M) attached to streptavidincoated (SA) sensors in a uniform orientation.
The glycan profiles of the four proteins were characterized by lectin binding (Figure 2B)
and the binding levels observed after 15 minutes are listed in Table 1. The glycan profiles
were also characterized after co-expression with the sialyltransferase ST6Gal1 in order to
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Figure. 1. Maturation of virus binding to synthetic glycans. A) PR8 (100 pM) binding to 3’SLNLN in the
presence of OC was recorded for 15 min (blue line). Subsequently, virus particles were removed by
regeneration at pH2 and the sensor was reassociated with PR8 for 15min (red line). B) The experiment
shown in panel A was repeated but this time binding times were extended to 60 min. C) 3’SLNLN-coated
sensors were subjected to virus binding in the presence of OC for 15 (red line) or 60 min (blue line),
regenerated and incubated in the presence of PR8-specific antibodies. The curves show the antibody
association step. D) 3’SLNLN-coated sensors were incubated with PR8 in the presence of OC for 15 min. After
virus association, virus self-elution in the absence of OC was monitored immediately (blue line) or sensors
were first transferred to PBS (containing 10 μM OC) for another 120 min of incubation prior to virus selfelution (red line). Dissociation was plotted as fractional dissociation by normalization to the original virus
association level.

increase the amount of α2,6-linked SIAs. We detected sialylated glycans by MAL I (binding
to SIAα2,3Gal1,4GlcNAc; abundant on N-linked glycans and more scarce on O-linked
glycans), Mal II (SIAα2,3Galβ1,3GalNAc; O-linked) and SNA (SIAα2,6Gal1,4GlcNAc; Nlinked, less on O-linked). Their non-sialylated counterparts were detected by ECA
(terminal Gal1,4GlcNAc ; N-linked, less on O-linked) and PNA (terminal Galβ1,3GalNAc; Olinked). All four glycoproteins mostly contain α2,3-linked SIAs (indicated by MALI/II
binding) , whereas co-expression with ST6Gal1 strongly increased the amount of α2,6linked SIA (as indicated by SNA binding) on all glycoproteins. Remarkably, α2,3-linked SIAs
that are characteristic for O-linked glycans (MAL II) were detected on fetuin and
glycophorin A but not on LAMP1, which displayed a similar low level binding as ICAM1 (no
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O-linked glycans). ECA binding identified considerable levels of non-sialylated
Galβ1,4GlcNAc termini on all four glycoproteins (most abundantly on ICAM1) whereas
non-sialylated Galβ1,3GalNAc termini (PNA) were restricted to Glycophorin A. We
conclude that, by the expression of selected glycoproteins, a collection of glycoprotein
receptors that carry a specific repertoire of N-linked and/or O-linked glycans at different
glycan densities could be produced. The combination with further tuning of sialylation and
glycosylation patterns, by the co-expression of specific glycosyltransferases, provides the
basis for an expandable, well-defined, receptor toolkit.
Initial virus binding rate in relation to receptor density
We first analyzed the binding characteristics of IAV to the four glycoprotein receptors,
three short synthetic glycans (Neu5Acα2-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc, 3’SLN; 3’SLNLN; Neu5Acα23Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc,
3’SLNLNLN)
and
a
sialoglycopolymer bearing mono-antennary 3’SLNLN on a biotinylated polyacrylamide
obs
backbone (3’SLNLN-PAA). We determined the initial binding rate (v ) for PR8 to a range
obs
of receptor densities in the presence of OC. The relative v was plotted against the
relative receptor density (Figure 3A and B). We did not observe a linear correlation
obs
between the relative v and the receptor density, which would be expected if a virus
obs
particle could efficiently bind to a single glycoprotein molecule. Instead, the relative v
dropped from 0.9 to 0.1 over a ~2 -fold receptor density range for all receptors. This
indicates that multiple sialoglycans on a glycoprotein (up to 18 N-linked glycans on LAMP1
and 16 O-linked glycans on glycophorin A) do not support tight binding of PR8 to a single
obs
glycoprotein molecule. A similar maximal v (listed in Table 2) was obtained for all
obs
receptors at maximum receptor density. In contrast the receptor density at which v was
half-maximal differed over a four-fold range for different receptors (Figure 3A and B;
values listed in Table 2). The synthetic glycans were relatively best in binding virus at low
obs
receptor density except for the shortest glycan (3’SLN). For the glycoproteins, v at low
receptor density positively correlated with the number of glycans attached. We conclude
that receptor density and identity are crucial parameters in determining the initial virus
binding rate. Sialoglycoproteins, assumed to resemble genuine in vivo IAV receptors,
better support virus binding at relatively low receptor density when carrying a higher
intramolecular glycan density.
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Figure 2. Recombinant glycoprotein receptors. A) Schematic representation of the recombinant soluble
glycoproteins used. N- and/or O-linked glycans, as reported in the Uniprot database, are schematically
indicated. To enable protein purification and coupling to BLI sensors, the constructs encode two affinity-tags
at the C-terminus. An Fc-tag allows binding to protein A beads for purification as well as binding to protein Acoated sensors which can be re-used after removal of glycoproteins by regeneration. A Biotin Acceptor
Peptide-tag (BAP-tag) becomes biotinylated when co-transfected with a plasmid encoding BirA (E. coli biotin
ligase), which specifically recognizes the BAP-tag and is targeted to the endoplasmic reticulum by the Nterminal addition of a signal peptide (53). C-terminally biotinylated glycoproteins can be attached
irreversibly to SA sensors. B) BLI analysis of lectin binding to the HEK293T-cell expressed glycoproteins
immobilized on SA sensors. Where indicated, ST6Gal1 was co-expressed. MAL I prefers binding to
SIAα2,3Gal1,4GlcNAc, which is abundant on N-linked glycans and more scarce on O-linked glycans. Mal II
binds to SIAα2,3Galβ1,3GalNAc found on O-linked glycans. SNA binds to SIAα2,6Gal1,4GlcNAc present on Nlinked, but less on O-linked, glycans. Non-sialylated glycans were detected using ECA (terminal
Gal1,4GlcNAc ; N-linked, less on O-linked) and PNA (terminal Galβ1,3GalNAc; O-linked). The maximal lectin
binding levels to the different glycoproteins are listed in Table 1. The standard deviations for maximal lectin
binding levels range from 0.02 to 0.20 (N=2).
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Table 1. Lectin binding to glycoproteins after 15min.
MAL I (nm)
Fetuin wt
Fetuin 2,6
ICAM 1 wt
ICAM 1 2,6
Glycophorin A wt
Glycophorin A 2,6
Lamp1 wt
Lamp 1 2,6

2.51
1.74
2.53
1.37
2.76
3.06
2.67
1.93

MAL II
(nm)
1.55
1.48
0.04
0.01
1.89
2.37
0.10
0.09

SNA (nm)

ECA (nm)

PNA (nm)

1.09
3.79
1.00
5.21
1.16
3.23
0.99
5.77

1.69
0.57
2.99
1.37
1.41
0.61
2.96
1.67

0.08
0.07
0.00
0.01
1.59
0.74
0.47
0.18

NA-driven rolling and self-elution of virus particles
Self-elution efficiency of a virus from a receptor-coated surface is one of the descriptive
parameters of the HA/NA balance of a virion bound to a specific receptor and indicative of
the ability of virions to roll on a receptor surface. We previously showed that the virus
self-elution rate from a fetuin-coated sensor depends on receptor-clearance from the
complete receptor-coated surface by virus rolling, and therefore correlates positively with
the virus binding level (Chapter 2). Virus elution rates from LAMP1-coated sensors do not
only positively correlate with the number of particles associated to the sensor, but are
also faster at lower receptor densities (Figure S1). Thus, IAV rolls over receptor-coated
surfaces at high and low receptor density until the sensors are no longer able to sustain
virus binding. We subsequently compared the effect of receptor density on self-elution
rates of PR8 from different sialoglycoproteins and synthetic glycans. Receptors were
loaded to SA-sensors to a range of densities. PR8 virus was allowed to bind for 15 min in
the presence of OC, after which NA activity-dependent self-elution (upon removal of OC
by three washes) was measured and plotted as relative dissociation for each receptor
density (Figure 4). Dissociation rates correlated negatively with receptor density for all six
receptors, even when accompanied with decreased virion association levels, which has by
itself a negative effect on self-elution efficiency. Whereas 90 to 100% dissociation was
accomplished within 3 minutes for the glycoprotein receptors at all densities, dissociation
from synthetic glycans is less than 50% after 5 min and proceeding at a very low rate by
that time. To assist comparison of self-elution rates from the different receptors, the time
required to reach 25% self-elution was plotted against receptor density (Figure 4G and H).
Clearly, virus elution was least efficient for the synthetic glycans, while virus elution from
the glycoprotein receptors was relatively fast. Elution from Glycophorin A, which contains
a predicted number of 16 O-linked glycans, was less efficient than elution from the other
glycoproteins (LAMP1, ICAM1, Fetuin) containing several N-linked glycans and only few or
no O-glycans, as reported in the Uniprot database and based on MALII binding. These
results indicate self-elution from O-linked glycans is slower than from N-linked glycans.
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Figure 3. Receptor density- and identity-dependent initial binding rate.
A-B) BLI analysis of PR8 association to SA sensors coated with different densities of the indicated biotinylated
receptors in the presence of OC. The fractional initial virus binding rate (v obs) is plotted against the fractional
receptor loading. The maximum binding rates, binding levels and fractional density at half maximum binding
rate are listed in Table 2. In panel A, there is significant difference between fractional receptor loading levels
at half maximum binding rate between 3’SLN (blue curve) and other synthetic glycans (red, green and yellow
curves)(P<0.001). In panel B, fractional receptor loading levels at half maximum binding rate significantly
differ between all five receptors (P<0.001)..

Table 2. Maximum initial binding rate, binding level after 60min and fractional density
at half-maximum binding rate.
Maximum binding rate Maximum 60
Fractional receptor
(nm/min)
min binding level loading at half
(nm)
maximum binding rate
3’SLN
0.24 (SD=0,0026)
6.3
0.37 (SD=0.0042)
3’SLNLN
0.28 (SD=0,0062)
8.2
0.12 (SD=0.0061)
3’SLNLNLN
0.27 (SD=0,0028)
8.0
0.12 (SD=0.0070)
3’SLNLN-PAA
0.30 (SD=0,0023)
8.9
0.15 (SD=0.0051)
Fetuin wt
0.22 (SD=0,0008)
7.2
0.43 (SD=0.0068)
ICAM 1 wt
0.25 (SD=0,0030)
9.3
0.38 (SD=0.0117)
Glycophorin A wt
0.30 (SD=0,0023)
7.2
0.28 (SD=0.0112)
Lamp1 wt
0.22 (SD=0,0047)
11.2
0.31 (SD=0.0059)
Virus binding maturation
As receptor identity clearly affects IAV self-elution rates, it might very well also affect virus
binding maturation. We therefore analyzed the NA-activity driven self-elution after short
(15 min) and prolonged (135 min) binding times to synthetic glycans and glycoproteins in
a similar set up as described in Figure 1. To facilitate comparison, the results obtained
with 3’SLNLN (Figure. 1) are shown again in Figure 5. In 20 min, 56% (3’SLNLN) or 64%
(3’SLNLN-PAA) of the virus particles were self-eluted after binding for 15 min to synthetic
glycans (Figure 5A and B; blue lines). Self-elution from glycoprotein receptors was highly
efficient after 15 min of virus binding. Virus particles self-eluted within 4 minutes from all
four glycoproteins, in agreement with the results shown in Figure. 4. In contrast, virus
particles bound for 135 min did not self-elute from 3’SLNLN (Figure 5A; red line) and for
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only 27% from 3’SLNLN-PAA (Figure 5B; red line). With the exception of Glycophorin A,
initial virus self-elution rates from glycoprotein receptors (Figure 5C to F) were similar
after 15 or 135 minutes of virus binding. However, self-elution generally proceeded to
lower levels after 135 min of virus binding. Self-elution from glycophorin A (Figure 5F; red
line) was most affected whereas hardly any decrease in self-elution from LAMP1 (Figure
5D) was observed. We conclude that virus binding to receptor-coated surfaces becomes
tighter during prolonged binding, resulting in less efficient NA activity-dependent selfelution. The magnitude of the effect depends on the choice of receptor. Glycan linkage
type, number and spatial arrangement on glycoproteins appear important parameters
affecting maturation.
Maturation is not restricted to HA genotype or SIA-linkage type (Figure S2). An H3 HA with
α2,6 linkage-type specificity, in a PR8 virus background, caused virus binding maturation
on 6’SLNLN and LAMP1 co-expressed with ST6Gal1 to similar levels as PR8 virus itself on
3’SLNLN and LAMP1. Receptor density also affected virus binding maturation (Figure 6).
Maturation on 3’SLNLN, loaded to a range of densities, was studied as before in Figure. 5.
Comparison of virus self-elution after 15 min (Figure 6A) or 135 min (Figure 6B) of virus
binding clearly shows that maturation of binding occurred at all receptor densities.
However, a lower receptor density led to an elevated elution rate, while it reduced the
negative fractional virus dissociation observed after long association. Overall, the largest
maturation effect was observed at sensors with the maximum receptor density, where no
self-elution at all was observed.
Analogous to the density-dependent binding maturation that we observed on a
homogenous, synthetic glycan-coated surface, the specific structure and distribution of
receptors on a glycoprotein might affect maturation of virus binding. To this end, we
compared binding maturation on LAMP1 and Glycophorin A glycoproteins and, in addition,
also examined the effect of a further increased sialylated glycan density by co-expression
of ST3Gal1 or ST3Gal4 (Figure. 7). Co-expression of LAMP1 with ST3Gal4 resulted in
increased sialylation at terminal Galβ1-4GlcNAc (abundant on N-linked glycans), as
indicated by the increased MALI binding and reduced ECA binding (Figure 7B) and in
agreement with the known specificity of this sialyltransferase (33). In contrast, coexpression of ST3Gal1 (targeting Galβ1,3GalNAc on O-linked glycans) had no effect on
LAMP1 sialylation (Figure 7B, MALII). Increased sialylation at Galβ1,4GlcNAc termini on
LAMP1 reduced virion self-elution rates, both after short and long association times
(Figure 6C and D). Increased
sialylation did not reduce the eventual (after 20 min) fractional virus dissociation level
after short association times (Figure 6C) but clearly lowered the eventual fractional
dissociation level after long association (Figure 6D, blue line; Table 3). Co-expression of
Glycophorin A with ST3Gal4 or with ST3Gal1, resulted in increased sialylation of terminal
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Figure 4. Receptor density- and identity-dependent virus self-elution.
A-F) The indicated receptors were loaded to SA-sensors to a range of densities (fractional receptor loading
level is indicated), after which PR8 virus was allowed to bind for 15 min in the presence of OC (fractional virus
association levels are also indicated in the panels). Subsequently, NA activity-dependent self-elution in the
absence of OC was measured and plotted as dissociation normalized to the original virus association level
(fractional virus dissociation) for each receptor density. G-H) Time required for 25% virus dissociation (dashed
lines in panels A to F) were plotted against the fractional receptor loading levels by linear regression analysis
(GraphPad Prism 7.04). There are significant differences between the slope of curves between 3’SLNLN and
3’SLNLN-PAA (P<0.001), between synthetic glycans (both 3’SLNLN and 3’SLNLN-PAA) and glycoproteins
(Fetuin, Lamp1, ICAM1 and Glycophorin A) (P<0.001), and between Fetuin and Lamp1 (P<0.01), as well as
between ICAM1 and LAMP1 (P<0.01). The intercepts of each these curves significantly differ from each other.

Galβ1,4GlcNAc (Figure 7A, MALI) or Galβ1,3GalNAc (Figure 7A, MALII), found on N-linked
or short O-glycans respectively. Similar to what was observed for LAMPI, increased
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sialylation of glycans on Glycophorin A reduced the rate of self-elution after long
association as compared to short association. This was particularly the case upon coexpression of ST3Gal 1 (Figure 6E-F). It is also very clear that binding maturation occurs
more extensively on Glycophorin A thaan on LAMPI (compare Figure 6D and 6F). We
conclude that receptor identity (Glycophorin A versus LAMPI), as well as receptor density
on a glycoprotein, affect maturation of virus binding.

Figure 5. Maturation of virus binding to synthetic glycans and glycoproteins. A-F) Sensors coated with the
indicated receptors were incubated with PR8 in the presence of OC for 15 min. After virus association, virus
self-elution in the absence of OC was monitored immediately (blue lines) or sensors were first incubated in
PBS in the presence of OC and in the absence of free virus particles for another 120 min prior to virus selfelution (red lines). Dissociation normalized to the virus association level (fractional dissociation) is graphed.

Table 3. Virus self-elution by NA activity
After short association
(15min)

LAMP1 wt
LAMP1 + ST3GAL4
LAMP1 + ST3GAL1
Glycophorin A wt
Glycophorin A + ST3GAL4
Glycophorin A + ST3GAL1

Time for 25%
self-elution
(min)
1.36
1.62
1.77
1.65
1.79
2.57

Fractional
elution
(60min)
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.95
0.95
0.96

After long association
(135min)
Time for 25%
self-elution
(min)
1.22
2.51
1.70
2.38
4.02
5.78

Fractional
elution
(60min)
0.92
0.81
0.86
0.54
0.54
0.50
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Figure 6. Receptor density-dependent maturation of virus binding. Sensors coated with the indicated
receptors and densities were incubated with PR8 in the presence of OC for 15 min. After virus association,
virus self-elution in the absence of OC was monitored immediately (A, C and E), or sensors were first
incubated in PBS in the presence of OC and in the absence of free virus particles for another 120 min prior to
virus self-elution (B, D and F). Dissociation normalized to the virus association level (fractional virus
dissociation) is graphed. Time for 25% elution and fractional elution after 60 min is indicated in Table 3; G)
Human erytrhrocytes were hemagglutinated for 1, 2 or 4 hours at 4°C by PR8. Subsequently, hemagglutination
titers were determined every 30 minutes upon moving the plates to 37°C and graphed against the elution
time. The curve after 60min hemagglutination significantly differs from the corresponding curve after 120 min
(P<0.01) or 240 min (P<0.001) hemaglutination.
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Having established a consistent effect of receptor density and identity on binding
maturation, we investigated whether maturation of virus binding could be confirmed by
an alternative method. As maturation was relatively efficient on glycophorin A, the most
abundant sialoglycoprotein on human erythrocytes, we hereto used hemaglutinationelution. Human erytrhrocytes were hemagglutinated for 1, 2 or 4 hours at 4oC by PR8.
Titers did not rise after 1 hour, suggesting that hemagglutination was completed within 1
hour. Subsequently, elution of the hemagglutination complexes was measured every 30
minutes upon moving the plates to 37oC, permitting NA activity (Figure 6G). The results
show that longer hemagglutination times correlate with slower NA activity-dependent
elution. This shows that virus binding to cellular membrane embedded sialoglycoproteins
is also subject to maturation of binding.

Figure 7. Manipulation of SIA content on glycoprotein receptors.
A-B) BLI analysis of lectin binding to Glycophorin A (A) or LAMP1 (B) co-expressed with or without with
ST3Gal1 or ST3Gal4. For the specificity of the lectins used, see the legend to Fig 2. SA sensors were loaded to
saturation with glycophorin A or LAMPI prior to lectin binding. The standard deviation for maximal lectin
binding levels range from 0.02 to 0.20 (N=2).

Virus dissociation driven by antibodies and mucus
Host adaptive and innate immunity acts by interference with virus-receptor binding. HAspecific antibodies hinder HA-receptor interactions by blocking access to the receptor
binding site. Likewise, SIAs attached to mucins act as a decoy receptors that block access
of functional entry receptors to the binding site. The dynamic nature of IAV-receptor
interactions results from multiple low affinity monovalent HA-receptor interactions (KD ≈
0.3 to 3mM) which cooperatively cause a tight, virtually irreversible, polyvalent
interaction. The low monovalent affinity enables a rapid exchange of SIA receptors
between HA and NA resulting in virus rolling and release. Antibodies or mucins potentially
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could interfere with this dynamic process. Current in vitro virus neutralization assays
depend on pre-incubation of free virus particles with antisera but may not reflect the
natural in vivo situation where IAV particles will be receptor-bound most of the time. We
therefore compared the receptor-blocking properties of antibodies or mucus after preincubation with virus, with their capacity to interfere with already pre-formed virusreceptor interactions. First we checked whether PR8 HA antiserum can specifically block
virus binding by pre-incubation. PR8-specific antiserum (50-fold diluted) completely
blocked PR8 binding to LAMP1 (Figure 8A) whether it was de-sialylated (Anti-PR8 + AUNA)
or not (Anti-PR8). H3N2-specific HA antiserum did not inhibit virus binding at 50-fold
dilution (not shown). At a 12.5-fold dilution, H3N2 antiserum could block virus association
for ~75% (Figure 8A, anti-H3N2). However, virus binding was inhibited much less by desialylated antiserum (Figure 8A, anti-H3N2 + AUNA), indicating that the inhibition by H3N2
antiserum is mostly due to its function as a sialylated decoy receptor. Pre-incubation of
virus with an antiserum dilution series (Figure 8B) resulted in a concentration-dependent
decrease of the virus binding rate. An 800-fold diluted anti-PR8 serum resulted in ~50%
reduction of the binding rate. This was compared with an antibody-driven virus elution
assay in which PR8 was first bound to LAMP1 after which the sensors with bound virus
were transferred to a dilution series of antiserum. As a control, again the H3N2 antiserum
was taken along. The results show that an 800-fold diluted anti-PR8 serum rapidly eluted
LAMP1-associated PR8 (Figure 8C) whereas an 12.5-fold diluted H3-specific antiserum did
not elute PR8 virus. Clearly, a higher antiserum specificity is obtained than in the preincubation assay where a 12.5-fold diluted H3-specific antiserum resulted in considerable
inhibition of the binding rate.
The same methods were applied for determining the capacity of mucus, harvested from
primary human airway epithelial cells, to interfere with virus binding. Pre-incubation of
virus with mucus prohibited PR8 binding to LAMP1 in a SIA-dependent way (Figure 8D). A
mucus dilution series showed that 1:25,000 mucus dilution is sufficient to reduce virus
binding by ~70% (Figure 8E). Like specific antiserum, mucus could efficiently elute PR8
bound to LAMP1 (Figure 8F). The maximal dilution that drives self-elution (1:3,200) is
higher than the maximal dilution that affects binding after pre-incubation (1:12,500). In
Figure 8G the kinetics of antibody- and mucus-driven virus elution are compared. The time
required for reaching 50% elution was plotted against the dilution factor of the antibody
or the mucus preparation. Curve fitting resulted in curves with the equation y=ax1.09 for
both serum and mucus (R2 > 0.995) showing almost direct proportionality between serum
and mucus dilution and time needed for 50% virus elution. We conclude that virus-elution
provides a flexible (e.g. choice of receptor and receptor density) and quantitative method
for titration of antisera or binding competitors.
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Maturation of virus binding shown by dissociation driven by antibodies and mucus
As is shown above, prolonged virus association could lead to virus binding maturation
resulting in reduced NA activity-driven self-elution. Hence, we investigated how virus
binding maturation affects antibody- or mucus-driven virus elution. Similar experiments as
for NA activity-driven self-elution after elongated virus association (Figure 5) were
performed. Antiserum- or mucus-driven elution was performed after 15 or 135 min of
binding to synthetic glycans or glycoproteins (Figure 9). The results show that virus-elution
by antibodies as well as by mucus is reduced after prolonged virus-receptor interaction
providing further support for virus binding maturation. Tables 4 and 5 provide a summary
of the maturation effect on the different receptors by listing the time required to reach 25%
elution and the percentage of elution after 60 minutes. Clearly, the maturation effect is
stronger for binding to synthetic glycans than to glycoproteins. A comparison of the
glycoproteins shows the highest level of maturation on glycophorin A and the lowest level
of maturation for LAMP1. Overall, the effects are very similar as to what was shown by NA
activity-driven virus elution (Figure 5). Of note, the negative fractional dissociation
particularly observed after maturation of virus binding (e.g. Figure. 9B and F) is most likely
caused by binding of antibodies and mucins to the sensor-associated virions without
resulting in their dissociation. The results indicate that virus binding maturation limits the
accessibility for antibodies or mucins to the receptor binding sites of the HAs present at
the contact area between virus and receptor surface.
Finally we analyzed whether virus binding maturation also limits the access of a soluble
neuraminidase. We tested this by determining the capacity of the bacterial neuraminidase
AUNA to release virus after different binding times (Figure S3). The results show a pattern
that is remarkably similar to virus release driven by virion-associated NA, antibodies or
mucus. Cleavage of SIAs by AUNA resulting in virus release is least efficient when bound to
a synthetic glycan. Maturation is more pronounced on glycophorin A than on LAMP1. We
conclude that binding maturation restricts virus motility, thereby limiting access of soluble
proteins to the virus-receptor interface and prohibiting the elution of virus by viral
envelope-embedded NA.
Table 4. Antisera elution
After short association (15min)

3’SLNLN
3’SLNLN-PAA
Fetuin wt
ICAM 1 wt
Glycophorin A wt
Lamp1 wt

Time for 25%
antisera elution
(min)
47.66
0.93
0.60
0.41
0.85
0.78

Fractional
elution (60min)
0.28
0.73
0.92
0.90
0.95
0.97

After long association (135min)
Time for 25%
antisera
elution (min)
n.d.
n.d.
0.57
0.30
1.40
0.60

Fractional
elution (60min)
-0.96
-0.43
0.66
0.80
0.38
0.87
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Figure 8. Dissociation of virus particles by antibodies and mucus. A and D) BLI analysis of virus association to
LAMP1-coated sensors in the presence of OC and anti-PR8 or anti-H3N2 antiserum (A) or mucus (D). When
indicated (AUNA), sera were treated with the bacterial neuraminidase AUNA prior to the analysis. Serum and
mucus dilutions are indicated. B and E) BLI analysis of virus association to LAMP1-coated sensors in the
presence of OC and different dilutions of desialylated anti-PR8 antiserum (B) or mucus (E). C and F) Virus was
associated to LAMP1-coated sensors for 15 min in the presence of OC. Virus dissociation in the presence of
OC and different dilutions of desialylated antiserum (C) or mucus (F) normalized to virus association levels
(fractional virus dilution) is graphed. G) The time required for reaching 50% fractional virus elution as
determined from graphs 8C and F is plotted against the dilution fold of the PR8 antiserum (blue line) or the
mucus preparation (red line).The slope of two curves does not differ (P=0.943), whereas their intercept
significantly differs (P<0.001).
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Table 5. Mucus elution

3’SLNLN
3’SLNLN-PAA
Fetuin wt
ICAM 1 wt
Glycophorin A wt
Lamp1 wt

After short association(15min)

After long association(135min)

Time for 25%
mucus elution
(min)
n.d.
n.d.
5.23
1.81
6.73
7.06

Time for 25%
mucus elution
(min)
n.d.
n.d.
6.50
2.31
10.63
7.09

Fractional
elution
(60min)
0.14
0.23
0.99
0.97
0.96
0.96

Fractional
elution
(60min)
-0.39
-0.06
0.76
0.70
0.47
0.93

DISCUSSION
IAV-receptor interactions determine how IAV particles traverse a mucus layer full of decoy
receptors, become endocytosed upon cell binding and spread to other cells (3, 21, 34, 35).
The dynamics of these events, determined by the interplay between HA and NA, are not
well understood and mostly being studied by end-point assays (31, 36-38). Synthetic
glycans and the serum glycoproteins fetuin and transferrin are commonly used to assess
virus binding but poorly reflect the natural glycan diversity and density of membrane
glycoproteins and mucins. We therefore produced soluble, C-terminally biotinylated,
forms of membrane glycoproteins that are densely covered with N-linked glycans (ICAM-1,
LAMP-1)(39-41) or have an O-linked glycan-rich, mucin-like, domain (glycophorin A) (42,
43) in HEK 293T cells. Manipulation of sialylation patterns by the co-expression of specific
sialyltransferases, provided the basis for a toolkit of glycoproteins that mimic receptors
encountered in vivo. BLI analysis of the dynamic interactions between IAV particles and
glycoprotein receptors shows that the initial binding rate to, and NA activity-driven selfelution from, a receptor-coated surface depends on glycoprotein receptor density and
identity. Virus particles that were pre-associated with the receptor-surface were
efficiently eluted by mucus or HA-specific antibodies that compete with receptors for HA
binding as a consequence of the highly dynamic interaction between individual HA
receptor binding sites and SIAs. Thus, BLI assays provide novel ways to quantify virusmucus interactions and antibody titers that block IAV-receptor interactions. Strikingly,
prolonged virus-receptor association times reduced virus self-elution and mucus- or
antibody-driven dissociation. Such maturation of IAV-receptor binding was hitherto
unrecognized and has implications for the interpretation of results from endpoint binding
assays. It could play a significant role in IAV biology and we expect that binding
maturation could also occur for other enveloped viruses.
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Figure 9. Effect of virus maturation on virus dissociation.
Sensors coated with the indicated receptors were incubated with PR8 in the presence of OC for 15 min. After
virus association, virus dissociation was monitored immediately (A, C, E and G) or sensors were first incubated
in PBS in the presence of OC and in the absence of free virus particles for another 120 min prior to virus
dissociation (B, D, F and H). Virus dissociation was analyzed in the presence of PR8 antiserum (A-D) or mucus
(E-H). Fractional virus dissociation is graphed against time. The time for 25% antiserum/mucus elution and
fractional elution after short and long association is indicated in the Table 4 and 5, respectively.
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Glycan density on glycoprotein receptors correlates with initial virus binding rate
IAV binding is, to unknown extents, affected by the structure, diversity, and local density
of sialoglycans on the cell surface. Determination of a dissociation constant (KD) for virus
binding is precluded as, in the absence of NA activity, virus dissociation is negligible due to
multivalent HA-receptor interactions. Instead, we consider the initial binding rate as the
most relevant parameter for quantifying of IAV-receptor binding (Chapter 2). While at
maximal receptor density the initial binding rates to the different glycoprotein were
similar (Table S2), the binding rate to the glycoproteins declined steeply at different
receptor densities. The density supporting a half-maximum binding rate inversely
correlated with the number of glycosylation sites present on a protein. This is relevant for
in vivo virus binding to a specific host cell membrane glycoprotein, of which the density
distribution might be variable and mostly lower as the maximum density in our
experiments. A non-linear dependency of initial virus binding rate to receptor density is
typical for multivalent particle-substrate interactions in combination with low affinity
individual interactions. This results in an ultra-sensitive response to receptor density,
referred to as super selectivity (44). We expect that heavily glycosylated glycoproteins will
form the initial binding foci for IAV.
Virus self-elution depends on the interplay between HA, NA, receptor density and
identity
After binding, virus particles roll over receptor-coated surfaces, removing SIAs until
receptor density is low enough to cause virus particle dissociation. Rolling is driven by NA
activity and requires weak, highly dynamic, HA-receptor interactions (Chapter 2). We
showed that rolling is observed at any glycoprotein receptor density, but that self-elution
is faster at low initial receptor density (Figure S1). The self-elution rate clearly depends on
receptor identity, being the slowest from synthetic glycans (Figure. 4). From the
glycoproteins, Glycophorin A, containing 17 O-linked glycans on a stretch of 50 amino
acids, displayed the lowest dissociation rate indicating that the presence of high-density
patches of sialoglycans decreases self-elution rates. This is confirmed by the observation
that increased sialylation of glycoproteins, by co-expression of sialyl transferase ST3Gal4
or ST3Gal1, further decreases virus self-elution rates (Figure 6). Synthetic glycans are
capable of binding IAV particles at lower densities than glycoproteins (Figure 2), fitting
with the observation that virus particles elute at a lower rate from this substrate (Figure 6).
On the other hand, differences in self-elution rates will reflect differences in NA cleavage
rates per se for a specific receptor. Indeed, NA was reported to cleave N-linked sialosides
(i.e. SIAα2,3Galβ1,4GlcNAc) more efficiently than O-linked sialosides (i.e.
SIAα2,3Galβ1,3GalNAc) (45), in agreement with the observed faster elution from LAMP1
than from Glycophorin A (Figure. 2). We conclude that motility of IAV on a receptorcontaining surface is determined by the activity of HA and NA as well as by receptor
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density and identity. Our study provides a first analysis of the complex interplay between
these different factors.
Mucus and antibodies are able to resolve virus-receptor complexes
IAV particles need to overcome the innate and adaptive defenses of a host. Innate
defenses include the heavily sialylated mucus layer, which can trap microbes such as IAV.
Most studies on IAV-mucus interaction focus either on inhibition of IAV infectivity by
mucus (29) or on movement of particles in mucus (30). We now show that mucus can not
only prevent virus-receptor interaction in a SIA-dependent manner but also efficiently
resolves virus-receptor complexes (Figure. 8). Likewise, besides inhibiting receptor binding,
antisera were shown to be able to dissociate virus particles from a receptor-coated
surface. In the SIA-rich environment provided by a mucus-covered epithelial cell layer, IAV
particles might be expected to be receptor-associated most of the time. Therefore, the
ability of mucus and antibodies to dissociate viruses that are bound to a receptor-coated
surface, in addition to receptor-binding blocking capacities as measured in a
hemagglutination inhibition assay, is probably highly relevant. Mucus and antibodies will
also interfere with virus rolling on cells, which expectedly precedes endocytic uptake and
contributes to cell-to-cell spread. BLI-based assays can be used to quantify and
characterize virus-mucus interactions and to determine HA-specific antibody titers. This is
also attractive as BLI-based assays are amendable to high through-put analysis.
Maturation of virus binding
Prolonged incubation of preformed virus-receptor complexes resulted in tightened virusreceptor interaction. We refer to this as maturation of virus binding. Maturation was
demonstrated by reduced rates of receptor-dissociation as driven by virion-associated NA
activity, specific antibodies or mucus, soluble neuraminidases or low pH and was receptor
density dependent. Maturation of virus binding to glycoproteins was most prominent with
Glycophorin A. Increased sialylation of its 18 O-linked glycans further increased the
maturation effect (Figure 6C). A likely mechanism for maturation is the increased binding
of multiple SIAs by a single HA trimer. This was previously proposed to explain the tight
interaction between soluble HA proteins of human H3N2 viruses and multi-antennary
synthetic glycans with extended lactosamine chains as observed by glycan array analysis
(46). Multiple interactions with a single HA trimer will reduce its rotational and
translational freedom when only one interaction is broken. This will promote preferential
re-association with the released SIA, thereby restricting accessibility for competitors and
sialidases, as well as NA-dependent rolling. Multiple HA trimer-receptor interactions will
most readily be formed at densely sialylated surfaces areas. It remains unknown whether
the above-mentioned multi-antennary N-linked glycans with extended lactosamine chains
[34], which have not been detected by glycomic analyses of human respiratory tissues (47,
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48), function as attachment and uptake receptors in vivo. We now show that increased
avidity, resulting in virus binding maturation, also can occur with short glycans and with
glycoproteins containing patches of densely-packed O-linked glycans.
Maturation may assist efficient cell entry as exemplified by the finding that virus particles
reside motionless at a spot on the cell surface where, prior to endocytic uptake, de novo
assembly of clathrin-coated pits occurs (2). NA activity may slow down or prevent
maturation which could thus be detrimental for cell entry efficiency. On the other hand it
may prevent binding maturation to potential non-functional receptors at the heavily
glycosylated cell surface and decoy receptors in the dense mucus. Adding to the
complexity, soluble mucins that are commonly considered to act solely as decoy
molecules could, like NA, also interfere with virus binding maturation to the cell surface as
shown by their ability to efficiently elute virus particles from receptor-coated surface after
short binding times (Figure 8). Thus, the extent of virus maturation will intrinsically
depend on the precise HA/NA balance for every potential receptor molecule. Probably,
virus maturation critically depends on the trimeric organization of HA on IAV particles. All
enveloped viruses carry multiple oligomeric attachment proteins that provide them with a
similar multilayered multivalency as IAVs. Such an arrangement not only allows superselectivity (22, 49, 50), but also maturation of virus binding, even more so in the absence
of receptor-destroying enzymes. We therefore propose that the maturation of virus
binding may be a biologically important feature of enveloped viruses, for instance by
mediating receptor-mediated uptake of virus particles.
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Maturation of influenza A virus-receptor interactions

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Figure. S1. Receptor density-dependent rolling of virus particles on LAMP1-coated sensors.
SA sensors were fully loaded with LAMP1 (100%; A) or to ~25% loading level (D), after which virus
association was monitored in the presence of OC using different concentrations of virus (100-12.5
pM). For each virus concentration, 2 sensors were used. Subsequently, virus dissociation was
analyzed either in the presence or the absence of OC (B and E). Finally, sensors were regenerated by
incubation at pH2, after which virus association (100 pM) was monitored in the presence of OC (C
and F). Virus concentrations used during binding shown in A and D, are also indicated in B, C, E and F.
In panel C, virus association curves (black, purple, red and blue) are significantly different from
brown, orange, green and light blue curves. In panel F, virus association curves (red, purple, black)
significantly differ from green, blue and orane curves.

Figure. S2. Maturation of virus binding to α2,6-linked sialosides.
Sensors coated with 6’SLNLN (A) or with LAMP1 co-expressed with ST6Gal1 (B) were incubated with
PR8 virus containing the H3 protein of the H3N2 virus (TX77) in the presence of OC for 15 min. After
virus association, virus self-elution in the absence of OC was monitored immediately (blue line) or
sensors were first incubated in PBS in the presence of OC and in the absence of free virus particles
for another 120 min prior to virus self-elution (red line). Dissociation normalized to the virus
association level (fractional dissociation) is graphed.
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Figure S3. Maturation of virus binding
shown by elution with bacterial NA.
Sensors coated with 3’SLNLN (A) LAMP1
(B), or with Glycophorin A (C) were
incubated with PR8 virus in the presence
of OC for 15 min. After virus association,
virus dissociation in the presence of OC
and bacterial NA (AUNA) was monitored
immediately (blue lines) or sensors were
first incubated in PBS in the presence of
OC and in the absence of free virus
particles for another 120 min prior to
AUNA-induced virus dissociation (red
line). Dissociation normalized to the
virus association level (fractional
dissociation) is graphed. PR8 association
level prior to virus dissociation is
indicated.
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ABSTRACT
The influenza A virus (IAV) hemagglutinin (HA) protein is the prime target for antibodymediated immunity. Antibody-driven immune pressure results in HA antigenic drift, which
previously has been documented in detail for human H3N2 viruses from 1968 to 2003.
Antigenic change has been shown to be caused by 1 to 3 amino acid substitutions in HA
that occurred at only seven positions immediately adjacent to the receptor binding site,
which are referred to as antigenic cluster transition mutations. To get more insight into
the evolutionary pathways leading to the generation of novel antigenic clusters, we
analyzed receptor-binding properties of viruses belonging to different antigenic clusters
and quantified the effect of antigenic cluster transition mutations and antigenically
neutral mutations on virus binding rate using biolayer interferometry. Viruses
corresponding to eleven consecutive antigenic HA clusters of seasonal H3N2 IAVs from
1968 to 2002 were compared for their binding to different sialylated glycoproteins,
showing that from 1972 to 1997 only limited changes in receptor binding kinetics to α2,6linked SIAs have occurred. The binding rate to avian-type α2,3-linked SIA receptors
gradually decreased to become undetectable after 1997. For three antigenic clusters, the
effects of the individual antigenic cluster-transition mutations as well as of accessory
(antigenically neutral) mutations were determined. Forward antigenic cluster transition
mutations did not appear to have large effects on receptor binding. However, for one
cluster transition the reciprocal backward mutation had a large negative effect. Accessory
mutations that, according to phylogenetic analysis, preceded the corresponding forward
antigenic cluster transition mutation clearly negatively affected receptor binding,
suggesting that these mutations are crucial for creating a background in which
introduction of a cluster transition mutation results in a virus with high fitness. Our study
provides arguments against a previously proposed universal mechanism of IAV escape
from immune pressure that is initiated with enhanced receptor binding.
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INTRODUCTION
Annual epidemics of seasonal influenza caused by influenza A virus (IAV) H1N1 and H3N2
are a major cause of morbidity and mortality (1, 2). Each year, 5 to 15% of the human
population becomes infected, resulting in up to half a million deaths per year (1). Yearly
vaccination campaigns help to limit the burden of influenza but still provide only partial
protection. Moreover, antigenic changes pose a huge challenge regarding the timely
updating of IAV vaccine strains. Antigenic change is caused by genetic drift and results in
the occurrence of novel antigenic clusters every 2 to 7 years (3, 4).
The major IAV envelope glycoprotein hemagglutinin (HA) is the prime target for antibodymediated immunity. For a long time, accumulation of amino acid substitutions at five
antigenic sites on the globular head domain of HA of H3N2 IAV was thought to be
required for escape from a polyclonal antibody response (5). More recently it was shown
that only one or two substitutions are required for an antigenic-cluster transition. These
cluster-transition mutations are limited to only seven positions surrounding the receptor
binding site (6). Transition from one antigenic cluster to the next evolves by relatively
large steps in antigenicity resulting in a punctuated pattern as visualized by antigenic
cartography (6). In contrast, HA phylogenetic trees show that genetic evolution proceeds
by many small steps along a trunk with extended branches representing the different
antigenic clusters (3). Many of the mutations along the trunk and the branches result in
amino acid substitutions in the antigenic sites on the globular head but do not result in
changes in antigenicity as determined by hemagglutination inhibition assays and antigenic
cartography (3). Possibly, these substitutions are required for compensating potential
negative effects of the cluster-transition mutations on viral fitness. In view of the close
proximity of the cluster transition mutations to the receptor binding site, such negative
effects may involve changes in receptor-binding avidity and specificity. According to this
model, antigenic changes are caused by one or two antigenic cluster transition mutations,
the selection of which requires or drives crucial compensatory mutations.
An alternative model for antigenic evolution has been proposed, in which IAV mutants
with alternating high and low receptor-binding affinity are consecutively selected (7).
High-avidity mutants are selected in immune individuals for their capacity to bind
receptors fast enough to compete with neutralizing antibodies that block the receptorbinding sites. Low-avidity mutants are subsequently selected in naïve individuals as the
high avidity comes at a viral fitness cost. This alternating process results in accumulation
of mutations on the HA globular head which ultimately gives rise to sufficient antigenic
change for escape from a polyclonal antibody response. The model is based on extensive
experiments in mice (8), and alternating receptor-binding avidities have indeed been
observed for new pandemic H1N1 IAV (9).
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A detailed comparison of the effects of cluster-transition mutations as well as potential
compensatory mutations on IAV-receptor binding has not been performed yet, but is
crucial for obtaining further insight into the evolutionary pathways leading to the
generation of novel antigenic clusters. IAV binds to terminal sialic acids (SIA) moieties of
glycans attached to glycoproteins or glycolipids on the host cell membranes (10, 11).
Seasonal IAV strains infecting humans preferentially bind to α2,6- over α2,3-linked SIAs
(12). In addition, receptor fine-specificity, determined by the specific composition of
different types of sub-terminal sugar moieties, linkage-types and branch points, can have
large effects on IAV-binding kinetics. It is therefore necessary to study IAV-binding
properties using a number of different receptors types.
We have recently developed biolayer interferometry (BLI) assays for quantitative kinetic
analysis of IAV-receptor interactions (Chapter 2&3). Here, we used BLI to compare IAV
binding to different arrangements of N- and O-linked glycans in their natural protein
context by the production of soluble biotinylated forms of four selected glycoproteins
(Fetuin, ICAM1, LAMP1 and Glycophorin A) in HEK293T cells. We also compared the
binding to LAMP1 carrying either α2,3- or α,6-linked SIAs. Viruses derived from eleven
consecutive antigenic HA clusters of seasonal H3N2 IAVs from 1968 to 2002 were
compared, showing that from 1972 to 1997 only limited changes in receptor binding
kinetics to α2,6-linked SIAs have occurred. In contrast, binding to α2,3-linked SIAs was
gradually reduced to undetectable levels within these 29 years. For three clusters the
effects of the individual cluster-transition mutations were determined. For one clustertransition mutation, which resulted in increased receptor binding, the effect of potential
compensatory was analyzed in detail and linked to the order in which these mutations
appeared as revealed by phylogenetic analysis. Mutations preceding the cluster-transition
mutation were shown to reduce the binding rate. Our study provides arguments against a
universal mechanism of IAV escape from immune pressure that is initiated with enhanced
receptor binding (7).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and Viruses. Madin–Darby canine kidney (MDCK)-II and HEK 293T cells were
maintained as described previously (17, 25). All H3-containing recombinant PR8 viruses
were generated previously at Erasmus MC as described [6]. Viruses were grown in MDCK-II
cells as described previously (25) and stored at −80°C. Virus particle numbers were
precisely determined by Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA). Virus samples were 20-fold
diluted in PBS. Temperature for NTA was set at 19 °C, at which temperature the viscosity of
PBS is 1.05. Each sample was loaded to NTA chambers for 5 times independently. For each
loading, viruses were tracked for 1 min and virus particle numbers were determined as the
average of 5 measurements.
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Genes, Expression Vectors, and Protein Expression and Purification. Codon-optimized
human Fetuin, ICAM 1, Glycophorin A and LAMP1-encoding cDNAs (GenScript,
Piscataway, NJ, USA) were genetically fused to a Fc-tag, for protein-A based purification,
and a Bap-tag, for binding to octet sensors, and cloned in a pCAGGs vector as described
nd
previously (2 Octet paper). Human ST3Gal4 and ST6Gal1 expression vectors were kindly
provided by Dr. Raoul de Groot. Glycoprotein, sialyltransferase and BirA expression
vectors were co-transfected in HEK293T cells. Glycoproteins were purified using protein A
beads and concentrations were determined by densitometric scanning of bands visualized
by coomassie blue staining of gels after SDS-PAGE.
Chemicals. Oseltamivir Carboxylate (OC) was obtained from Roche, dissolved in DMSO at
100 mM concentration, aliquoted and stored at -20°C. Mal I, Mal II, SNA, ECA and PNA
were obtained from VectorLabs. Biotinylated synthetic glycans 3’SLNLN and 6’SLNLN were
obtained from the Consortium for Functional Glycomics (CFG) or synthesized in house.
Hemagglutination assay and NA activity assay. Hemagglutinating titers were determined
from a 2-fold dilutions series of 50µl of virus added to 50µl of 0.5% human erythrocytes in
o
V-shape 96-well plates. Titers were read after 2 hours incubation at 4 C. NA activity
determination by using 2ʹ-(4-Methylumbelliferyl)-α-D-N-acetylneuraminic acid (MUNANA)
as a substrate was described previously (26).
Biolayer interferometry. BLI analysis was performed on an Octet RED384 (Pall-FortBio)
using standard streptavidin (SA) sensors (Pall-ForteBio). PBS containing 0.9 mM calcium
and 0.5 mM magnesium was used as standard assay buffer. Receptor loading was
performed by loading biotinylated receptors (synthetic glycans or proteins) to SA sensors.
Receptor loading and virus association were performed as described in Chapter 2. Virusobs
receptor association was performed for 15 min. Initial binding rates (ѵ ) values were
determined as described in Chapter 2. For most receptors, virus-receptor BLI interaction
experiments were repeated at least once and representative results were graphed.
10
Standard deviations of initial binding rates (10 nm/(min×mol)) for binding of viruses to
different receptors ranged from 0.00 to 0.39 with a mean of 0.06).
Phylogenetic analysis. 830 unique DNA sequences covering the HA1 domain of H3N2
viruses isolated from 1968 from humans from 1968 to 1998, downloaded from the NCBI
database, were aligned using MUSCLE. A phylogenetic DNA tree was constructed by using
the PHYLIP Neighbor Joining algorithm and the F84 distance matrix. 164 sequences
representing the the full tree were subsequently selected to construct the tree shown in
Figure 3 that still displays the same topology as the master tree.
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RESULTS
After its introduction into the human population in 1968, eleven different antigenic
clusters of H3N2 have evolved until 2002. Their antigenic distance was previously
determined by using re-assortant H1N1 PR8 viruses harboring HA proteins from eleven
H3N2 viruses that match the consensus sequence of the different antigenic clusters (6).
Here we used BLI to determine the evolution of the binding kinetics from 1968 to 2003
using these eleven viruses. The cluster transition mutations and their effect on antigenic
distance can be viewed in Figure 4B of Chapter 3. We have recently described the
quantification of the initial binding rate as an ideal method for comparing the binding
kinetics of IAV particles (Chapter 2). Here we compared binding to four glycoproteins
(Fetuin, Glycophorin A, ICAM and LAMP1), selected for their different glycan profiles
(Chapter 3), and a simple biotinylated mono-antennary synthetic glycan (Chapter 3 Figure
1A). The erythrocyte membrane protein Glycophorin A contains 17 O-linked glycans on a
stretch of 50 amino acids, thereby mimicking the densely O-glycosylated domains typical
for mucins that are potential decoy receptors for IAVs (13-15). ICAM1 and LAMP1 are
transmembrane proteins bearing a large number of N-linked glycans (Chapter 3), a
feature that has been suggested to contribute to efficient cell entry by IAV (16-18). The
four glycoproteins were produced in HEK293T cells and highly enriched in their 2,6-linked
Figure 1. Binding rates of H3N1 viruses
from 1968 to 2002 to different receptors.
(A) Initial binding rates of H3N1 viruses,
containing H3 genes derived from H3N2
viruses from 1968 until 2002, to synthetic
glycan 6’SLNLNLN and glycoproteins coexpressed
with
ST6Gal1
(6’ICAM1,
6’LAMP1, 6’fetuin and 6’glycophorin A) are
n
plotted (log2 scale) relative to the initial
binding rates of EN72 (the absolute initial
binding rates are indicated in Fig S1A).
Dotted
lines
indicate
1.25-fold
increase/decrease of initial binding rate.
Asterisks indicate non-detectable binding.
(B) Analysis of H3N1 virus binding to LAMP1
containing α2,3-linked SIAs (3’LAMP1; red
bars) or α2,6-linked SIAs (6’LAMP1; blue
bars). 3’LAMP1 was made by co-expression
with ST3Gal4. Binding rates are normalized
to binding rates of HK68 (the absolute
binding rates are indicated in Fig S1B). (C)
Ratio of absolute initial binding rates to
n
6’LAMP1 and 3’LAMP1 (log2 scale).
Asterisks indicate non-detectable binding
to 3’LAMP1.
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Figure 2. Effects of antigenic cluster transition mutations on virus binding. Initial binding rate
effects of three cluster transition mutations are plotted relative to the initial binding rates that
were obtained with the wildtype H3N1 viruses into which they were introduced. The effect of
forward and backward mutations was examined. (A) TX77 156KE and BK79 156EK. (B) SI87 145NK
and BE89 145KN. (C) SI187 156EK and BE92 156KE. (absolute binding rates are indicated in Fig
S1A).

SIA content by co-expression of ST6Gal1 (Chapter 3). Virus binding curves were recorded
for 15 minutes by BLI after which initial binding rates were determined as previously
described (Chapter 2). In Figure 1A the results for the different receptors are plotted
relative to the binding rates obtained with EN72 (absolute binding rates are indicated in
n
Figure S1). The y-axis (2 logarithmic scale) displays fold-up/fold-down factors relative to
the binding rate of EN72. Whereas the preceding HK68 virus is a slower binder than EN72
(~2-fold down for 6’SLNLNLN and LAMP1), only small changes in binding rate were
observed from EN72 up to WU95. The exception to this is the binding rate to glycophorin
A which is considerably lower (up to ~2.3-fold) for BK79 to BE92. Remarkably, SY97 and
FU02 are poor binders for which only a very low binding rate to LAMP1 and 6’SLNLNLN
was observed. We also investigated whether a change in binding preference for 2,6-linked
versus 2,3-linked SIA receptors had occurred over time by comparison of the binding rates
to LAMP1 containing α,6- or α2,3-linked SIAs (referred to as 6’LAMP1 and 3’LAMP1). In
Figure 1B, the fold-change in binding rate to 3’LAMP1 and 6’LAMP1 is plotted relative to
the binding rates obtained for HK68. Clearly, the binding rate to an avian-type α2,3-linked
SIA receptor gradually decreases to undetectable levels from VI75 to SY97. In Figure 1C
the α2,6-SIA/α2,3-SIA binding rate ratio is plotted showing a ~30-fold increased binding
α2,6-linked SIA binding from HK68 to WU95.
We next determined the effect on binding of three cluster transition mutations (Figure 2A)
that had shifted the antigenicity of TX77 to BK79 (156KE), SI87 to BE89 (145NK) and SI87
to BE92 (156EK). Results are plotted relative, as in Figure 1, to the old cluster (TX77 or
SI87). For TX77, the cluster transition mutation had a negative effect on the binding of all
receptors analyzed. For SI87 the two cluster transition mutations have a negative (145NK)
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or no effect (156EK) on the binding rate to N-linked type receptors (6’SLNLNLN, ICAM1
and LAMP1) and a positive effect on the O-linked type receptor Glycophorin A as well as
fetuin which bears three N-linked and three O-linked glycans. The effect of the cluster
transition mutations was also determined for the backward mutations which were
introduced in the background of the “novel” antigenic clusters (BK79, BE89 and BE92).
Introduction of 156EK in BK79 resulted in increased binding to most receptors in
agreement with the decreased binding resulting from the reciprocal mutation (156KE) in
TX77. The other backward mutations in the new antigenic cluster context did not induce
the opposite effect to the forward mutations (Figure 2B). This is most strikingly observed
for the SI87 to BE92 transition. Thus, 156KE mutation had a large negative effect on
binding, while the opposite effect was not observed for the reciprocal mutation in SI87.
We conclude that antigenic cluster transitions from 1972 to 1995 are not associated with
large (< 2-fold) differences in binding rates. Also the cluster transition determining
mutations themselves do not have large effects. Introduction of a backward mutation in
BE92 did result, however, in much decreased binding indicating an important role for the
background in which the mutations are introduced.
Analysis of the virus binding effects of accessory, possibly compensatory, mutations will
contribute to a further understanding of the mechanisms that drive antigenic evolution.
Knowledge on the order in which substitutions have occurred is crucial. Therefore a
phylogenetic analysis of the evolution of the H3N2 HA gene from 1968 to 1998 was
performed using 830 HA DNA sequences present in the NCBI sequence database. Amino
acid substitutions occurring along the trunk of the resulting phylogenetic tree were
determined and are indicated on a summarizing tree (Figure 3). The different antigenic
clusters are indicated and the viruses representing the cluster consensus sequence (6) are
highlighted. Cluster transition mutations are indicated in red along the tree. Cluster
transitions are mostly caused by single amino acid substitutions, which are expected to
arise rapidly. Still, they do not seem to be selected frequently as revealed by a
straightforward count of their appearance in other antigenic clusters (Table 1). The
occurrence of most cluster transition mutations appears to be exclusively restricted to
their own antigenic cluster. As an exception, cluster transition mutation 156EK (and to a
lesser extent 145NK) frequently appears before the solid establishment of the new
antigenic cluster. Its introduction has occurred repeatedly along many different side
branches, however without ever leading to the generation of a sub-cluster of considerable
size. Whereas substitution 156EK is likely selected for its immunity evading properties, the
prior selection (see tree, Figure 2) of potential compensatory mutations 193NS, 190ED
and 133SD in/close to the receptor binding site could have been crucial for creating a
background in which the introduction of 156EK results in a virus with high fitness.
Remarkably, the introduction of these mutations is a rather unique event (Table 1).
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic analysis of H3 proteins from 1968 to 1997. A phylogenetic tree was
constructed from 164 DNA sequences of human H3N2 viruses that were isolated between 1968
and 1997. Selection of sequences was guided by a master tree constructed from 830 sequences.
Amino acid substitutions that were introduced, and maintained along the trunk of the tree are
indicated. Mutations in red correspond to cluster transition mutations. Mutations in
green ,preceded by ‘+’ or ‘-‘, have led to the creation or deletion of potential N-linked
glycosylation sites. The HA protein tree was rooted by HK68 (A/Bilthoven/16190/1968).
Antigenic clusters are indicated and their borders are indicated by dashed lines. (HK68,
A/Bilthoven/16190/68, EN72: A/Bilthoven/21793/72; VI75, A/Bilthoven/1761/76; TX77,
A/Bilthoven/2271/76; BK79: A/Netherlands/233/82; SI87, A/Netherlands/620/89; BE89,
A/Netherlands/823/92; BE92, A/Netherlands/179/93; WU95, A/Netherlands/178/95; SY97,
A/Netherlands/427/98). Antigenic distances between the different clusters were visualized in
Chapter 1, Fig 4).
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Table 1. Clsuter transition and accessory postitions changes (percentage) from cluster VI75 to SY97
Cluster transition positions (aa position)
145
Cluster
(nr of
seq)
VI75
(35)
TX77
(21)
BK79
(186)
SI87
(210)
BE89
(230)
SI87
TOP
(16)

155

156

158

Accessory positions

159

189

193

133

190

226

aa

%

aa

%

aa

%

aa

%

aa

%

aa

%

aa

%

aa

%

aa

%

aa

%

N

94

Y

100

K

100

G

100

S

100

189QK

100

193ND

100

N

100

E

100

L

100

K
N

6
100

Y

100

K

100

158GE

100

S

100

K

100

100

100

100

S

100

K

100

E

100

L

98

83
17
100

E

98

189KR
K
R

83
17
98

100

E

100

L
Q
L

96
4
100

100

H

100

59
41
94

91
4
99

E

E
D
E

159SY
H
Y

N

88
9
75
22
90
7
31

E

155YH
Y
H

156KE
K
E
K
E
K
E

Y

100

R

100

95
5
96
3
98
2
90
10
50

L

Y

N
D
133NS
N
S
N
S
N
D

100

86
13
92
7
100

95
5
95
5
93
7
90
4
100

E

N
K
N
K
145NK

N
K
N
K
N
K
193KS
K
S

190ED

88

226LQ

88

K

69

S

44

D

13

L

13

L
I
Q
V
I
V
I

51
26
22
76
22
94
6

N
K

88
12

H

100

156EK

99

E
D

97
2

Y

99

189RS

98

S
R

97
3

133SD

98

D

98

WU95
(387)

145NK

100

H

100

K

99

E

98

Y

99

S

100

SY97
(1818)

K

99

H
96
156KQ
99
158EK
97
Y
T
4
N
Cluster transition mutation along trunk of phylogenetic tree of
Figure 2
Cluster transition mutation on branch (no change along trunk)
of Figure 2
Accessory mutation along trunk of Figure 2 without effect on
antigenicity

97
2

S

99

S
R
S

94
5
99

D
N
133DN
D

54
46
99
1

D
V
D

91
6
99

BE92
(625)
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We selected cluster transition SI87 to BE92 for further analysis. The effect of the individual
mutations on receptor binding was examined in the background of SI87 (Figure 4A,
forward mutations) and BE92 (Figure 4B, backward mutations). All four forward mutations
increased binding to glycophorin A and fetuin but decreased binding to the other three
receptors. As was already observed above for the cluster transition mutations (Figure 2),
the backward mutations did not give a consistent pattern of binding effects that are
opposite to the direction of the corresponding forward mutations. Clearly, the binding
effects of single substitutions are context-dependent. The cumulative binding effects on
receptor binding by consecutive introduction of mutations 193NS, 190ED and 133SD is
Figure 4. Effect of accessory or
compensatory mutations in SI87 and
BE92 on virus binding. (A) Initial
binding rates of viruses containing
mutations (193NS, 190ED, 133SD and
156EK) in the background of SI87
(panel A), and the corresponding
backward mutations (193SN, 190DE,
133DS and 156KE) in the background of
BE92 are plotted for different receptors
normalized
to
SI87
or
BE92
respectively. (C) Initial binding rates of
viruses
containing
cumulative
mutations (193NS, 193NS+190ED,
193NS+190ED+133SD)
in
the
background of SI87 are plotted for
different receptors normalized to SI87
(absolute binding rates are indicated in
Fig S1A.)

shown in Figure 4C. The negative effects of mutations 193NS, 190ED and 133SD on
binding to 6’SLNLNLN, ICAM1and LAMP1 are cumulative in general. The positive effects of
the single mutations on binding to glycophorin A and fetuin (Figure 5A) are not cumulative
but collectively result in a slightly negative effect on binding to glycophorin A. We
therefore conclude that, for cluster transition SI87 to BE92, a proposed mechanism (7) in
which the initial escape from antibodies is accomplished by increased receptor binding, is
not supported by our results.
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Figure 5. Analysis of binding of SI87 mutant viruses to 3’ and
6’LAMP1. (A) Initial binding rates of viruses containing the H3 gene
of SI87, BE92 and of mutant viruses in the background of SI87 are
plotted normalized to the initial binding rates of SI87. (The
absolute binding rates are indicated in Fig S1B.) (B) Ratio of
absolute initial binding rates to 6’LAMP1 and 3’LAMP1.

Another selective force for the acquirement of substitutions 193NS, 190ED and 133SD
could be ongoing adaptation to human receptors. The effect of individual or cumulative
mutations in the background of SI87 is plotted, in the same way as in Figure. 1, in Figure
5A and 5B. Together, mutations 193NS, 190ED and 133SD resulted in a decreased binding
rate to α2,3-linked SIAs although this was not simply caused by the additive effects of the
individual mutations. Possibly, the negative effect of mutations 193NS, 190ED and 133SD
on binding to different glycoproteins carrying human-type receptors created a
background that is permissive for the introduction of cluster transition mutation 156EK.
In Figure 6, we plotted the absolute binding rates of a large set of mutants on the
previously constructed antigenic map (6) to visualize potential correlations between
binding rate and antigenic distance. The effects on binding rate to an N-linked (LAMP1)
and an O-linked glycoprotein (Glycophorin A) are compared. For neither receptor a clear
correlation between antigenic distance and binding rate was observed. However, the
changes in binding rate are relatively small when comparing the three cluster
determinants (SI87, BE89 and BE92) and the cluster transition mutations (highlighted in
yellow). The effects of many of the potential compensatory mutations are larger but
forward and backward effects are not consistently of opposite direction. Remarkably, the
effects on Glycophorin A and LAMP1 differ for many of the mutants.
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Figure 6. 3D plot of virus binding to 6’LAMP1 and 6’glycophorin A in relation to antigenic distance between the SI87, BE89 and BE92 clusters.
Antigenic distance between SI87, BE89 and BE92 consensus viruses is plotted on the floor of the 3D map based on (6). The binding rates are indicated
10
by the bar graphs (in 10 nm/min.mol). Antigenic cluster determining viruses are color-coded (SI87, blue; BE89, red; BE92, green). Viruses with forward
and backward mutations are color-coded by gradient colours from top (color of antigenic cluster in which the mutation was made) to bottom (color of
the destiny antigenic cluster). For example, forward mutations in the background of SI87 towards BE92 are labelled by gradient colour from blue to
green (top to bottom). Vice versa, the backward mutations in the background of BE92 towards SI87 are labelled from green to blue (top to bottom).
The bars with and without the grey shading underneath indicate the binding levels to 6’glycophorin A and 6’LAMP1, respectively. All bars are labelled
by text boxes indicating the mutations. The cluster transition mutations are indicated in purple. Yellow boxes indicate cluster transition mutations from
SI87 to BE89 or BE92.
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DISCUSSION
Since its introduction in the human population, the antigenic evolution of seasonal IAV
H3N2 has proceeded by punctuated transitions from one antigenic cluster to the next (6).
In this study we analyzed the receptor-binding properties of H3N2 viruses from 1968 until
2002 and of several mutant variants thereof, with the aim to analyze to what extent
transition from one antigenic cluster to another was accompanied with changes in the
receptor-binding properties of these viruses. Our results indicate that until 1997 only
relatively small changes in H3N2 virus binding rate to glycoproteins that we selected to
represent mucins (glycophorin A) or densely sialylated N-linked transmembrane proteins
(LAMP1, ICAM1) have occurred between the different antigenic clusters. Clustertransition mutations were shown to have either positive or negative effects on the
receptor binding rate. These effects strongly depended on the genetic background in
which they were introduced. Some antigenically-neutral (accessory) amino acid
substitutions were introduced along the evolutionary track from SI87 to BE92, just
preceding the introduction of the antigenic cluster transition mutation. They had additive
negative effects on receptor binding and we speculate that these accessory mutations
created the genetic background that favored the selection of the antigenic cluster
transition mutation. Determination of the selective forces that drive the selection of
cluster transition and accessory mutations will help to understand the pathways of
antigenic change.
Studies concerning changes in binding avidity and specificity often focus on the binding to
epithelial cell surface receptors supporting virus entry. Nevertheless, changes in binding
rates that occur during antigenic evolution will also affect the potential to escape from
decoy receptors present on mucins in respiratory mucus. Interestingly, many of the
mutations tested in this study have differential effects on binding to mucus-like receptors
(glycophorin A) versus cell surface-like receptors (ICAM1 and Lamp1). Such differences
may highlight slight deviations from the optimal binding balance required for infection
and transmission and as such reveal critical steps in the antigenic and genetic evolution of
IAVs. By using cell culture expressed glycoproteins as receptor probes we have ample
opportunities for further tailoring these proteins to specific demands.
Antigenic change is mostly dependent on amino acid substitutions at only seven positions
near the HA receptor binding site. These cluster transition mutations may disturb the
precisely tuned virus binding rate and specificity for a diverse spectrum of SIA receptors
attached to soluble decoy proteins or present at functional virus entry sites. Accessory
substitutions, that hardly affect antigenicity, might be selected for compensating the
potentially detrimental effects of cluster transition mutations. Their selection upon the
acquirement of a cluster transition mutation shapes the extended side-branches of
antigenic clusters and their high frequency complicates a systematic analysis. In this paper
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we have focused on cluster transition mutations and on the smaller group of accessory
mutations that were introduced along the trunk of the phylogenetic HA tree (Figure 2) and
are mostly maintained for longer periods in several consecutive antigenic clusters. In
contrast to several accessory mutations, the cluster transition mutations have a relatively
limited effect on virus binding rate, thereby arguing against the hypothesis that accessory
mutations are mostly selected for restoring binding rates.
An alternative hypothesis (7), in which more gradual antigenic change is initially driven by
the favorable selection for binding rate enhancing mutations, is clearly not universally
applicable. It is strongly contradicted by the negative effects of mutations 193NS, 190ED
and 133SD on binding rate (Figure 3C) prior to introduction of cluster transition mutation
156KE. An ongoing genetic drift towards human-type α2,6-linked receptor usage was
observed for the consecutive antigenic clusters (Figure 4B), but is clearly not caused by
mutations 193NS, 190ED and 133SD, which decrease the ratio of the α2,6/α2,3 binding
rate (Figure 4D). Strikingly, cluster transition mutations 156KE (BE92) and 145NK (BE89
and WU95) have been selected on many independent occasions already long before the
antigenic cluster became solidly established (quantified in Table 1). Positive selection of
an antibody-evasive mutation like 156KE, in an immune host, will likely be followed by
negative selection due to non-favorable effects in non-immune hosts in the early phase of
an epidemic. When the non-favorable effects are small, as might be the case for 156KE,
the mutation may pop up regularly and occur more frequently in time as seen for the last
phase of the SI87 cluster (Table 1, SI87 TOP). Antigenicity of two consecutive antigenic
clusters can be switched back and forth in vitro by mutating the cluster transition position
(3, 6). In contrast, reverse mutations at positions causing changes in binding rate do not
consistently give this mirrored pattern, as was dramatically demonstrated by the large
negative effect of the 156EK back-substitution in BE92. Thus, binding rate reducing
mutations 193NS/190ED/133SD may have created a favorable setting for selection of
binding rate enhancing mutation 156EK.
What drives the selection of the accessory mutations is not known. Mutation 190ED (first
introduced in A/Shanghai/24/1990) might have been selected in response to the directly
preceding selection of the highly remarkable substitution 226LQ (A/Guangdong/39/1989).
226Q remained dominant in the last years of the SI87 cluster but gradually disappeared in
the following antigenic cluster (Table 1). The reverse mutation 226QL, is one of the two
hallmark substitutions, together with 228GS, that determines a switch from avian to
human receptor specificity (19) and was already present in the earliest human H3N2
isolates in 1968 (20). In contrast, 190ED is one of the two substitutions determining a
switch from avian to human receptor specificity for H1N1 viruses but is only first
introduced in (and maintained since) 1990 in H3N2. Also in H3N2 it is in close contact with
the SIA moiety of the sialoside receptor (21, 22) but only limited evidence for its
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contribution to α2,6 SIA-specific binding has been reported (23). We speculate that these
mutations compensate each other’s effect on α2,3/α2,6 SIA-binding specificity.
Our results do not indicate a clear correlation between changes in virus-receptor binding
and in antigenicity, as has been reported previously (24) for the N145K cluster transition
mutation that occurred between 1992 and 1995 (BE92 to WU95 cluster transition). While
the increased binding resulting from this cluster transition mutation is in agreement with
the model proposed by Hensley at al., (7) in which increased HA-receptor binding avidity
drives antigenic drift by the subsequent selection of accessory mutations, our results
indicate that accessory mutations may also precede or even be required for the selection
of an antigenic cluster transition mutation (SI87 to BE92 cluster transition). Selection of
antigenic cluster transition mutations may thus be driven via different processes.
Furthermore, it is plausible that also mutations in NA may drive selection of mutations in
HA, including cluster transition mutations. Possibly, for each antigenic cluster transition,
the determining mutations may have been selected via different selective processes,
which may make it quite difficult to predict upcoming antigenic changes.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Absolute initial binding rates of wild type viruses. (A) Initial binding rates to
6’glycans or 6’glycoproteins. (B) Initial binding rates to 3’ and 6’LAMP1.
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ABSTRACT
In 2014, novel highly pathogenic avian influenza A H5N2, H5N5, H5N6, and H5N8 viruses
caused outbreaks in Asia, Europe, and North America. The H5 genes of these viruses form
a monophyletic group that evolved from a clade 2.3.4 H5N1 variant. This rapid emergence
of new H5Nx combinations is unprecedented in the H5N1 evolutionary history.
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A highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) A(H5N1) virus (A/goose/Guangdong/1/1996)
was first detected in China in 1996. Multiple clades, defined by phylogenetic
characterization of the H5 hemagglutinin (HA) (1), have evolved and spread across Asia,
Africa, and Europe, causing enormous losses to the poultry industry. A total of 694 human
infections (death rate 58%) were recorded during 2003–2014 (2).
During the evolution of HPAI H5N1 viruses, reassortment events involving the 6 internal
gene segments have often been detected (reviewed in [3]), but novel subtypes (i.e.,
combinations of HPAI H5 with other N subtypes) have rarely been isolated. In 2014, a
novel highly virulent reassortant HPAI H5N6 virus (4) caused multiple outbreaks in
Southeast Asia and 1 lethal human infection, which led the Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Nations to issue a warning (5). Outbreaks of novel HPAI H5N8
virus in South Korea (6,7), China (8), and Japan raised further concern, and in November
2014, this subtype emerged outside Eastern Asia, causing outbreaks in poultry farms in
Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States.

THE STUDY
To determine the evolutionary history of the HA proteins of these novel HPAI subtypes,
we collected all HPAI H5 coding region sequences for all subtypes, except H5N1, and then
aligned them with 850 H5N1 HA sequences representing all HPAI H5N1 clades (selected
from ≈5,000 total sequences) and constructed a phylogenetic tree (Figure 1).
Reassortment events leading to the generation of novel H5Nx subtypes are almost
uniquely restricted to a single branch of the tree; the branch contains all isolates of the
recent HPAI H5N2, H5N5, H5N6, and H5N8 outbreaks. The only other H5Nx reassortants
that have been identified are a limited number of H5N2 subtype isolates that are present
in 5 other branches of the tree.
A more detailed analysis (Figure 2) revealed that the monophyletic H5 clade harboring all
the recent novel H5Nx reassortants evolved from early members of H5N1 clade 2.3.4 (a
group of highly similar H5N1 viruses isolated in China in 2005). On January 12, 2015, the
World Health Organization recommended designation of the novel H5 clade as 2.3.4.4 in
anticipation of a revised H5 nomenclature (11). A previously described (12) H5N5 virus
(A/duck/Guangdong/wy24/2008) is the first detected reassortant subtype within this
clade; the donor of the NA segment of this virus could not clearly be identified (13).
Subsequent reassortment events between viruses harboring an HA segment originally
derived from the novel H5N5 viruses and a range of other avian influenza viruses have
generated the H5N2, H5N6, and H5N8 subtypes.
The HA protein of A/wild duck/Hunan/211/2005, a member of H5N1 clade 2.3.4, is highly
similar to that of other clade 2.3.4 members, differing from the HA of the earliest known
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree showing the evolutionary history of the hemagglutinin (HA) proteins of novel
highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) H5 HA subtype viruses. By using MUSCLE (9), we aligned the coding
region sequences for 89 HPAI H5 HA subtype viruses, excluding H5N1, with those for 850 H5N1 HA viruses
representing all HPAI H5N1 clades (1); the 89 H5 HA sequences were identified in the NCBI Influenza Virus
Resource (10) and the GISAID EpiFlu Database (http://www.gisaid.org). A phylogenetic tree was constructed by
using
the
PHYLIP
Neighbor
Joining
algorithm
using
the
F84
distance
matrix
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/FLU/DatasetExplorer/fluPage.cgi?pageInclude=References.inc#PHYLIP).
The number of sequences present in a branch is indicated between brackets. Stars indicate the branches that
contain subtypes other than H5N1. The genotypes (H5N2, H5N5, H5N6, and H5N8) and their numbers of
occurrence in a particular branch are indicated at right. Scale bar indicates evolutionary distance (nucleotide
substitutions per site). Details for GISAID-derived sequences are shown in the Table.

H5N5 descendant (A/duck/Guangdong/wy24/2008, clade 2.3.4.4) at only 12 aa positions.
Seven amino acid substitutions are subsequently maintained in all descending viruses:
K86R, T160A, N187D, K222Q, S227R, N244H, and A267T. Substitutions K222Q and S227R
are unique to clade 2.3.4.4 and have not been observed previously in any HPAI H5N1
viruses.
Within the subtree shown in Figure 2, the H5N2 viruses are present in 2 branches. N2 of
A/duck/Jiangsu/m234/2012 was derived from an H11N2 virus (14); the N2 of the other
viruses in this branch were derived from an avian H3N2 virus (15). In addition, 12 H5N1
reassortants were found to be spread over different branches of the subtree (Figure 2).
The N1 proteins of these reassortants are derived from different H5N1 viruses that
descended from H5 clade 2.3.2. Whereas the N1 of 8 identical isolates from Vietnam
(A/Muscovy duck/Vietnam/LBM631/2014) is highly similar to the N1 of clade 2.3.2.1b
virus A/barn swallow/Hong Kong/1161/2010 (1), the N1 of A/duck/eastern
China/108/2008 is highly similar to the N1 of clade 2.3.2.1c virus A/duck/Hunan/8/2008
(1), suggesting that independent reassortment events have taken place.
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The H5N8 and the H5N6 viruses have segregated into 2 branches. Analysis of the N6
proteins (data not shown) indicates that the H5N6 viruses (all from southern China) are
the result 2 independent reassortment events with avian H6N6 strains. Unfortunately,
sequences from the recent H5N6 outbreaks in Vietnam (5) are not yet present in the
databases. The 2 different H5N8 virus clusters most likely evolved from a single H5N8
reassortant virus (A/duck/Jiangsu/k1203/2010) that was isolated in China in 2010 (13).

Figure 2. Hemagglutinin protein tree (neighbor-joining, point accepted mutation distance matrix model) of
subtypes present in branch descending from highly pathogenic avian influenza A(H5N1) cluster 2.3.4 (see
Figure 1). MUSCLE (9) was used to align protein sequences. Subtype group positions are indicated at right.
Bootstrap values (n = 1,000) at key nodes are indicated. Scale bar indicates evolutionary distance (nucleotide
substitutions per site).
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Table. Details for GISAID-derived sequences of the hemagglutinin genome segment of various influenza A(H5)
subtype viruses descended from a highly pathogenic avian A(H5N1) virus hemagglutinin variant*
Segment ID Country

Collection date

EPI544756 Germany
EPI530063 China
EPI533583 China

2014 Nov 04
2013 Dec 02
2014 Apr 21

EPI548623
EPI547678
EPI530054
EPI548493
EPI548485
EPI547673
EPI543002

Isolate name
A/turkey/Germany-MV/R2472/2014
A/environment/Shenzhen/25–24/2013
A/Sichuan/26221/2014

Netherlands 2014 Nov 15 A/chicken/Netherlands/14015531/2014
Netherlands 2014 Nov 14 A/Chicken/Netherlands/14015526/2014
China
2014 Jan 10 A/duck/Jiangxi/95/2014
Japan
2014 Nov 18 A/duck/Chiba/26–372–61/2014
Japan
2014 Nov 18 A/duck/Chiba/26–372–48/2014
UK
2014 Nov 14 A/duck/England/36254/14
China
2014 Jan 20 A/duck/Beijing/FS01/2014

EPI542617 China

2013 Nov 10

A/duck/Beijing/FS01/2013

EPI431456 China

2011 Dec 07

A/duck/Hebei/3/2011

EPI431448 China

2011 Dec 01

A/duck/Hebei/2/2011

Originating/submitting laboratory
Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut
BGI-Shenzhen
WHO Chinese National Influenza
Center
Central Veterinary Institute
Central Veterinary Institute
BGI-Shenzhen
National Institute of Animal Health
National Institute of Animal Health
Animal and Plant Health Agency
Institute of Microbiology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences
Institute of Microbiology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences
Institute of Microbiology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences
Institute of Microbiology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences

*The GISAID EpiFlu Database is available at http://www.gisaid.org. BGI, Beijing Genomics Institute; ID,
identification; UK, United Kingdom; WHO, World Health Organization.

Both clusters were identified in Korea in 2014, whereas members of the most evolved
cluster were detected later in 2014 in Japan, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United
Kingdom.

CONCLUSION
Since 1996, reassortment events involving H5N1 HPAI viruses have, as far as detected,
only rarely led to the generation of new H5Nx subtypes. The 2008 generation of an H5N5
reassortant virus (prototype A/duck/Guangdong/wy/24/2008) represents the creation of
a new HPAI virus that has led to the generation of a range of novel H5Nx reassortants that
acquired novel NA proteins (H5N2, H5N6, and H5N8). The H5N6 reassortant became of
particular concern after spreading over a wide geographic area in Southeast Asia and
causing a fatal human infection in China (5). Meanwhile, the H5N8 subtype spread to
Europe in November 2014, resulting in large economic losses in the poultry industry. On
the basis of reports from the World Organisation for Animal Health, H5N8 and H5N2
viruses were detected in Canada and the United States in December 2014.
In this study, we exclusively focused on the unique occurrence of new HA–NA
combinations. Recent publications have already described the reassortment events of the
internal gene segments of several of the viruses mentioned above (6–8,11–14). In contrast
to novel HA–NA combinations, novel constellations of internal gene segments are far from
unique and have frequently been observed for HPAI H5N1 viruses (3). Our analysis
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indicates that new HPAI viruses have emerged that carry H5 proteins capable of matching
with multiple NA subtypes. Whether the formation of new HA–NA combinations confers a
selective advantage that contributed to the emergence of these novel subtypes is not
known and requires elaborate research. However, the balance between HA (receptor
binding) and NA (receptor cleavage) protein activities is known to be critical to cell entry
and host tropism and may be an important factor that lead to the emergence of new HA–
NA combinations. In contrast to HPAI H5N1, the novel clade 2.3.4.4 viruses, excluding
H5N6 viruses, have not caused human infections. However, it is unknown to what extent
the repeated acquisition of a new NA proteins could enhance the rate of evolution of the
HA protein. Obviously such changes could further affect host and tissue specificity,
potentially having serious consequences. Therefore, surveillance is required to monitor
further spread, evolution, and potential changes in host range.
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ABSTRACT
The emergence and intercontinental spread of highly pathogenic clade 2.3.4.4 H5Nx avian
influenza A virus subtypes is unprecedented. H5N8 and H5N2 genotypes have caused
huge damage to the poultry industry in Europe and North America and lethal human
infections by the H5N6 genotype have occurred in Asia. Knowledge on the evolution of
receptor-binding specificity of these viruses, which may affect host range, is urgently
required. We now show that their emergence is accompanied by a change in receptorbinding specificity. In contrast to the ancestral clade 2.3.4 H5 proteins, the novel clade
2.3.4.4 H5 proteins bind to fucosylated sialosides due to substitutions K222Q and S227R
that are unique for highly pathogenic H5 proteins. North American clade 2.3.4.4 isolates
have only retained the K222Q substitution but still bind fucosylated sialosides. The altered
receptor-binding specificity of the clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins may have contributed to the
emergence and spread of the H5Nx viruses.
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INTRODUCTION
Highly pathogenic (HP) H5N1 avian influenza A viruses (IAVs) cause huge economic losses
in the poultry industry and may cause zoonotic infections. Recently, a novel HP IAV H5
clade 2.3.4.4 has emerged (1-4) demonstrating an unprecedented intercontinental spread.
Whereas HP IAVs previously detected in poultry in the Americas are thought to have
descended from American low pathogenic IAVs (5), clade 2.3.4.4 viruses were the first HP
H5 IAVs of the A/goose/Guangdong/1/1996-lineage to appear in North America(2-4) in
the winter of 2014-2015. The emergence of these novel viruses resulted in the culling of
more than 7 million turkeys and 42 million chickens in the USA alone (6). In Asia, thirteen
(mostly lethal) cases of human infection with clade 2.3.4.4 H5N6 viruses have been
reported. The emergence of new IAV genotypes carrying a clade 2.3.4.4 hemagglutinin
(HA) that infect poultry and humans emphasizes the need for a detailed characterization
of their molecular properties.
IAVs are subtyped according to their envelope glycoproteins HA and neuraminidase (NA).
Sixteen HA and nine NA subtypes are found in aquatic birds constituting the animal IAV
reservoir. IAVs of the H5 or H7 subtype occasionally acquire a multibasic cleavage site in
their HA (7) resulting in a HP phenotype. In general, HP H5 IAVs are of the N1 subtype
(H5N1). In contrast, the novel HP H5 clade 2.3.4.4 viruses have teamed up with different
NA subtypes, including N1, N2, N3, N5, N6 and N8 (1, 8-16)
HA proteins bind to sialoside receptors on the host cell surface. Avian and human IAVs
prefer binding to sialic acids linked to a penultimate galactose via an α2-3- or α2-6-linkage,
respectively (17). Type and number of internal monosaccharides and their linkages
determine IAV receptor fine-specificity (18, 19). NA removes sialic acids from glycans,
allowing IAV particles to be released from the cell surface after assembly and from decoy
receptors e.g. in mucus. The balance between the activities of the HA and NA proteins is
of critical importance for optimal viral fitness, tropism, and transmission (20).
A change in HA receptor-binding properties may affect virus host-range, within-host viral
properties and have contributed to the remarkable spread of the clade 2.3.4.4 viruses.
While a recent study (21) reported enhanced avidity of HP H5N6 viruses for human-type
receptors, recombinant clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins from North American isolates exhibit a
strict avian receptor-binding preference (22). Here the receptor-binding properties of
clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins from a European H5N8 virus were compared to an early
ancestral clade 2.3.4 H5 protein from a H5N1 virus. The clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins were
shown to differ in their receptor-binding properties from their parental H5 protein in their
ability to bind fucosylated sialoside receptors. Amino acid changes at positions 222 and
227, which are not found in other HP H5 proteins, are responsible for the differences in
receptor-binding properties.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Genes, expression vectors, protein expression and purification. Codon-optimized H5encoding cDNAs (Genscript USA) of H5N1 A/wild duck/Hunan/211/2005 (GenBank:
EU329186.1) and H5N8 A/chicken/Netherlands/14015526/2014 (GiSAID number
EPI_ISL_167905) were cloned in pCD5 expression vectors flanked by signal peptide-,
GCN4- isoleucine-zipper trimerizaton motif-, and Strep-tag II-encoding sequences,
mutagenized when indicated, expressed and purified as described previously (23).
HA receptor-binding assays. Binding of HA to fetuin and transferrin (Sigma), and to glycan
arrays was assessed similarly as described previously (23). Biolayer interferometry was
performed with the Octet QK (ForteBio) using in-house synthesized saccharides NeuAcα23Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc (3’SLNLN), NeuAcα2-6Galβ1-4GlcNAcβ1-3Galβ1X
4GlcNAc (6’SLNLN), NeuAcα2-3Galβ1-4(Fucα1-3)GlcNAc (3’SLe ), and NeuAcα2-6Galβ14GlcNAc (3’SLN) coupled to LC-LC-biotin. Streptavidin sensors were loaded with 0.1 µM
glycan for 15 min. Association of HA proteins (0.2 µg/ul) was assessed in the presence of
StrepMAB-Classic (IBA) at a 2:1 molar ratio. Binding of HA to tissues was performed as
described (24), except that H5 proteins were precomplexed with StrepMAB-Classic-HRP
X
(IBA) and Goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L)-HRP (Invitrogen). Immunohistochemistry with 3’SLe specific antibody KM93 (25) (EMD Millipore) in a 1:500 dilution was performed using
standard procedures, including antigen retrieval (26) on an avian intestinal tissue
microarray (27).
Modelling. The crystal structure of the H5 protein from A/Vietnam/1194/2004 (H5N1) in
X
complex with 3’SLe (PDB Accession number 3ZNM (28) was used as a template for
modelling
the
structures
of
A/wild
duck/Hunan/211/2005
and
A/chicken/Netherlands/14015526/2014 using SWISS-MODEL (29). Subsequent energy
minimizations were not necessary as inspection of the modelled structure by GROMOS
revealed no unfavourable energy interactions. Superpositioning of the Cα-backbone
atoms of residues lining the receptor-binding site (RBS) of either A/wild
duck/Hunan/211/2005 (H5N1) or A/chicken/Netherlands/14015526/2014 (H5N8) with
A/Vietnam/1194/2004 (H5N1) demonstrated that the root mean square deviation of the
superpositioned atoms was smaller than 0.2 Å in both cases. Molecular interactions were
further examined using the Swiss-Pdb Viewer (30).

RESULTS
Receptor-binding properties of different H5 proteins.
We compared the receptor-binding properties of an H5 protein derived of an early clade
2.3.4 H5N1 isolate (A/wild duck/Hunan/211/2005) with a clade 2.3.4.4 isolate (H5N8
A/chicken/Netherlands/14015526/2014) detected in Europe (referred to as H5N12.3.4
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Figure 1. Binding of influenza A virus hemagglutinins to A) fetuin and B) transferrin. Limiting dilutions of
soluble H5 trimers complexed with horseradish peroxidase−conjugated antibodies were used in a fetuin- or
transferrin-binding assay. Optical density at 450 nm (OD450) corresponds to binding of HA to glycoproteins. HA,
hemagglutinin; H5N12.3.4, novel H5N1 virus clade 2.3.4; H5N11, H5N1 virus clade 1. Representative experiments
performed in triplicate are shown. Standard deviations are indicated. The curves were statistically compared
by determining EC50 values by non-linear regression analysis using Graphpad Prism software. Two-tailed t test
showed these values to significantly differ between H5N12.3.4 and H5N8 for binding to transferrin (P=0.0007),
but not to fetuin.

and H5N8 HA proteins, respectively) using recombinant soluble HA proteins (23). The H5
proteins were analysed for their binding to fetuin and transferrin (Fig. 1A and B). Fetuin
contains α2-3- and α2-6-linked sialiosides in a 2:1 ratio (31, 32), while transferrin only
contains α2-6-linked sialosides (33). As controls we used a clade 1 H5 protein (H5N1
A/Viet Nam/1203/2004; referred to as H5N11) and an H1 protein of a human seasonal
H1N1 virus (A/Kentucky/UR06-0258/2007; referred to as H1) with known receptorbinding properties (23, 26). All H5 proteins efficiently bound fetuin, whereas only H5N8
HA showed limited binding to transferrin, indicating that H5N12.3.4 and H5N8 HA proteins
prefer binding to α2-3-linked sialic acids similarly as H5N11 HA (26). The H1 protein bound
fetuin to a lower extent than the H5 proteins, and bound transferrin, in agreement with
this protein preferentially binding α2-6-linked sialosides (23).
Receptor fine-specificity of the H5N12.3.4 and H5N8 HA proteins was determined using
glycan array analysis. The H5 proteins bound to a range of mono- and bi-antennary α2-3linked glycan structures corresponding to N- and O-linked sialosides (Fig. 2 and results not
shown). Both proteins did not bind to α2-6-linked sialosides (results not shown). The
specificity of the H5N12.3.4 HA protein was similar to that of its early H5N11 ancestor (26)
(supplementary Fig.S1). However, glycan array analysis revealed a fucosylation-specific
change in receptor fine-specificity for the H5N8 protein. In Fig. 2 we compared the binding
to two sets of α2-3-linked sialosides that only differ in the absence (glycans 1-9; red bars)
or presence (glycans 11-19; blue bars) of fucose at the GlcNAc of lactosamine repeats (Fig.
3). The H5N12.3.4 HA protein only bound to one fucosylated glycan (nr 13, 6-sulfo 3’Sialyl
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Figure 2. Glycan array analysis of recombinant H5 proteins of influenza A viruses. A) Wild-type H5N12.3.4 (KS)
and B) H5N8 (QR) H5 proteins were applied to the glycan array precomplexed with StrepMAB-classic (IBA
GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) and fluorescent secondary antibodies. Letters in parentheses indicate amino
acids at positions 222 and 227. Binding of hemagglutinins is indicated in relative fluorescence units (RFU).
Binding is shown to sialylated glycans present in the array for nonfucosylated (glycans 1–9; red bars) and
fucosylated (glycans 11–19; blue bars) forms. Glycan numbers indicated on the x-axes correspond to glycan
structures shown in Figure 3. H5N12.3.4, novel H5N1 virus clade 2.3.4. Means of 6 independent replicates are
graphed, standard errors of the means are indicated.
X

Lewis X [6S-3’SLe ]). In contrast, the H5N8 HA protein bound well to all α1-3- as well as
the single α1-4-fucosylated glycan (nr 15). We also analysed binding of these proteins to
different glycans using biolayer interferometry (Fig. 4). While H5N12.3.4 and the H5N8 HA
proteins displayed similar binding properties towards 3’SLNLN, 6’SLNLN and 3’SLN, they
X
clearly differed in their binding to 3’SLe , in agreement with the glycan array analysis (Fig
2).
Phylogenetic analysis of clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins.
To identify the residues responsible for these differences in receptor binding, we mapped
the amino acid substitutions occurring along the trunk of a HA protein phylogenetic tree
(Fig. 5). Clade 2.3.4.4 viruses first emerged in 2008 (34). Eight amino acid substitutions,
still maintained in the recently emerging clade 2.3.4.4 viruses, characterize the transition
from the most closely related clade 2.3.4 ancestor (A/wild duck/Hunan/211/2005 (H5N1)).
The number of occurrences of these amino acid substitutions in a set of 2562 HAs from HP
H5N1 viruses isolated between 1996 and 2015 (excluding clade 2.3.4.4 viruses) is listed in
the insert in Fig. 5. Interestingly, substitutions K222Q and S227R (H3 numbering used here,
corresponding to K218Q and S223R in H5 numbering), which have hardly occurred before
(0.08 and 0.9 % respectively), happen in the RBS. In the course of further evolution a
glycosylation site at the head domain at position 160 is lost and two other unique
substitutions (K193N, T193D) occur in the vicinity of the RBS. The Ser residue at position
227 present in H5N12.3.4 HA protein is observed again in late clade 2.3.4.4 H5-containing
viruses that have been detected in North America.
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Receptor-binding properties of mutant H5 proteins.
The amino acid substitutions in H5N8 HA mentioned above were introduced into the
H5N12.3.4 HA protein and analysed for their effects on receptor binding. Substitutions
T160A or S227R did not affect fetuin binding (Fig. 6A), while K222Q reduced binding
Figure 3. Glycan structures of
influenza A viruses. Structures
are shown for sialylated glycans
present in the array in
nonfucosylated (glycans 1–9)
and fucosylated (glycans 11–19)
forms
and
binding
by
hemagglutinins is shown in
Figures 2 and 7. Glycans 1 and
11 correspond to 3’SLN
(nonfucosylated glycan) and
3’SLeX (fucosylated form of
3’SLN), respectively. Similarly,
glycans 3 and 13 correspond to
6-O-sulfo 3’SLN (6S-3’SLN) and
6-O-sulfo 3’SLeX (6S-3’SLeX),
respectively. Blue squares, Nacetylglucosamine;
yellow
circles, galactose; green circles,
mannose; purple diamonds,
sialic acid; red triangles, fucose.
H5N12.3.4, novel H5N1 virus
clade 2.3.4.

approximately twofold. Reduction of binding was not observed when substitution K222Q
was combined with S227R. Introduction of additional substitutions at position 160, 193
and 199 in the order in which they occurred during evolution of clade 2.3.4.4 HAs did not
affect fetuin binding. The receptor fine-specificity of these proteins was studied by glycan
array analysis. Substitution T160A did not change receptor fine-specificity (Supplementary
Fig S1). In comparison to the wildtype H5N12.3.4 protein (Fig. 2A), substitution K222Q (Fig.
7A) strongly decreased binding whereas substitution S227R (Fig. 7B) had a more specific
negative effect. In contrast, when combined substitutions K222Q and S227R (Fig. 7C)
enhanced binding to the glycans bound by the wildtype H5N12.3.4 HA (Fig. 2A) and,
importantly, resulted in additional binding of fucosylated glycans that are also bound by
the H5N8 protein (Fig. 2B). Additional introduction of the mutations found at position 160,
193 and 199 in the background of the Q222- and R227-containing H5N12.3.4 HA protein did
not affect the receptor fine-specificity (Supplementary Fig. S1). We conclude that the
combination of substitutions K222Q and S227R, already present in
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Figure 4. Analysis of binding of influenza A virus H5N12.3.4 and H5N8 hemagglutinins to sialylated glycans by
using biolayer interferometry. A) 3′SLN, B) 3′SLeX, C) 3′SLNLN, D) 6′SLNLN. After complexing biotinylated
glycans with streptavidin sensors, association and subsequent dissociation of H5 proteins complexed with
StrepMAB-classic (IBA GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) was determined. Blue squares, N-acetylglucosamine;
yellow circles, galactose; purple diamonds, sialic acid; red triangles, fucose. The dotted lines at the 20-min time
points distinguish the association and dissociation phases. H5N12.3.4, novel H5N1 virus clade 2.3.4.

the earliest clade 2.3.4.4 H5Nx viruses (Fig. 5), is largely responsible for the different
receptor-binding properties of the H5N12.3.4 and the H5N8 HAs.
The branch of clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins that harbours the Taiwanese and North American
viruses contains reverse substitution R227S (Fig. 5). We studied to what extent the
residues at position 222 and 227 affects receptor-binding in the background of the H5N8
protein. Substitutions R227S and/or Q222K hardly affected fetuin binding (Fig. 6B). On the
glycan array, the R227S substitution did not affect the binding of the H5N8 HA protein to
fucosylated sialosides (Fig. 7E) whereas the Q222K substitution, alone or in combination
with R227S, abolished binding of fucosylated receptors (Fig. 7D and F). We conclude that
the identity of residue 222 is of crucial importance for binding of fucosylated sialosides
regardless of the background of the HP H5 protein. However, while R227 is required for
binding of fucosylated sialosides in clade 2.3.4 H5, this is not the case for clade 2.3.4.4
proteins.
Modelling of amino acid substitutions in the H5 structure.
We analysed the interaction of the H5N12.3.4 and the H5N8 HA proteins with a fucosylated
X
and sialylated tetrasaccharide (3’SLe ; Fig. 3, nr 11) by modelling on the
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Figure 5. Phylogenetic analysis of influenza A virus clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins. A 362-aa full-length
hemagglutinin (HA) sequence for H5 clade 2.3.4.4 was obtained from GenBank and the GISAID database
(http://platform.gisaid.org). An HA protein tree was constructed by using the PHYLIP neighbor-joining
algorithm (https://ugene.net/wiki/display/UUOUM/PHYLIP+Neighbor-Joining) and the F84 distance matrix.
This tree was used to construct a guide tree with 52 HA sequences representing all branches of the tree. These
sequences were used to construct a summary tree of similar topology as the guide tree. Items above the
branches indicate key residues that differ between different branches. Items in red above the branches
indicate mutations introduced in this study. The HA protein tree is rooted by an early clade 2.3.4 isolate
(A/goose/Guangdong/08). H5N12.3.4 and H5N8 HA proteins used in this study are indicated by red stars.
H5N12.3.4, novel H5N1 virus clade 2.3.4.

structure of a clade 1 HP H5 protein (H5N11 A/Vietnam/1194/2004) that was coX
X
crystalized with 3’SLe (28). Fig. 8 displays the 3’SLe ligand and the important parts of the
RBS (190-helix, 130-loop and 220-loop). Poor binding of the H5N11 A/Vietnam/1194/2004
X
HA protein to 3’SLe was explained (28) by steric hindrance between Lys at position 222
and the fucose (Fig. 8A). This steric hindrance is maintained in H5N12.3.4 HA protein but is
lost after the K222Q substitution in H5N8 HA protein (Fig. 8B and C). The effects of the
amino acid 227 on binding of fucosylated sialosides may result from the possibility to form
a hydrogen bond between the 220-loop and the amino-terminal end of the 190-helix via
the side chains of R227 and N186, thereby influencing the flexibility of the RBS. At two
positions that differ between the H5N12.3.4 and the H5N8 HA proteins (S137A and S185P)
we observed changes in the potential to form hydrogen bonds between important
elements of the RBS as indicated in Fig. 8. Such changes may affect the interaction of HA
with the sialic acid-containing glycans and may explain the back-ground-dependent effect
of the residue at position 227.
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Binding of H5 proteins to avian tissues
We studied binding of the H5N12.3.4 and the H5N8 to avian tissues that differ in the
X
presence of fucosylated sialosides. An antibody to 3’SLe bound strongly to the epithelial
cells of chicken trachea, but not to duck intestinal tissue (Fig. 9A), in agreement with
previous findings (35). Removal of sialic acids by VCNA abolished binding. Tissue derived
Table 1. Amino acids in hemagglutinins from 2,562 highly pathogenic influenza A(H5N1) viruses isolated during
19962015 (excluding clade 2.3.4.4 viruses)
Position
and
amino acid
18K
49N
57K
76K
76R
86R
98T
99L
118T
119L
123R
127P

No.
occurrences
119
301
481
16
0
5
32
57
1
0
40
329

Position
and
amino acid
128N
131T
133L
137A
144A
145S
160A
166I
173R
187N
193N

No.
occurrences
276
49
1,029
545
4
1,873
1,467
160
67
117
4

Position
amino acid
196K
199D
202V
222Q
227R
244H
267T
273M
277H
494K
500I

and

No.
occurrences
183
0
75
2
23
316
1,805
10
1
0
0

X

from another Anseriformes species (Greylag/Canada goose) also did not display 3’SLe ,
while differential staining results were obtained for the intestinal tissues of different
Galliformes species (Table 1). The different H5 proteins efficiently bound chicken trachea
X
(Fig. 9B and C) and duck intestines that do not display 3’SLe -containing glycans. Staining
of duck tissues by the H5N12.3.4 HA protein was less intense than for the H5N8 HA protein.
X
We conclude that the presence of 3’SLe -containing sialosides may affect the binding of
H5N8 HA protein to avian tissues but is not essential.

DISCUSSION
Clade 2.3.4.4 H5Nx viruses have displayed an unprecedented worldwide spread. Notably,
gene reassortments with other IAV genotypes have generated a range of clade 2.3.4.4
viruses containing different NA subtypes, even though they harbour an H5 protein that
hitherto was almost exclusively associated with members of a monophyletic clade of N1
proteins descending from early HP H5N1 isolates. We now show that the emergence of
clade 2.3.4.4 H5Nx viruses is accompanied with a change in HA receptor-binding
specificity. Altered receptor-binding properties may affect the balance between HA and
NA, allow the virus to team up with different NA subtypes, and may result in altered host
range and thereby spreading.
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Figure 6. Binding of influenza A virus mutant H5N12.3.4 HA (A) and H5N8 HA (B) to fetuin. Binding was assayed
as described in the legend to Figure 1. Mutated residues are indicated. 160/222/227, 160/193/222/227, and
160/193/199/222/227
refer
to
T160A/K222Q/S227R,
T160A/K193N/K222Q/S227R
and
T160A/K193N/T199D/K222Q/S227R substitutions in H5N12.3.4 HA, respectively. Optical density at 450nm
(OD450) corresponds to binding of HA to glycoproteins. WT, wild-type; HA, hemagglutinin. H5N12.3.4, novel
H5N1 virus clade 2.3.4. Representative experiments performed in triplicate are graphed. Standard deviations
are shown. Curves were statistically compared by determining the EC50 values by non-linear regression
analysis using Graphpad Prism software. One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons test
showed these values to significantly differ between WT and K222Q (A; P<0.0001) and between WT and the
three mutant proteins shown in B (P<0.003).

Clade 2.3.4.4 HA from a European H5N8 virus efficiently binds fucosylated sialosides, in
contrast to an HA from the ancestral clade 2.3.4 (this study) and older HP H5N1 HAs (27,
36). We have shown that amino acid substitutions K222Q and S227R in the RBS of early
clade 2.3.4.4 HAs are required for this change in receptor-binding specificity. HA residues
K222 and S227 are extremely conserved among all clades of HP H5N1 viruses, the double
substitution K222Q/S227R only being introduced at the root of clade 2.3.4.4 (Fig. 5).
Structural analysis of a clade 1 HA indicates that the close proximity of the conserved
X
K222 side-chain and the fucose-moiety of 3’SLe most likely destabilizes their interaction
(28). Modelling indicates that such a clash is still present in H5N12.3.4, but absent in H5N8
HA proteins carrying Q222 and R227 residues (Fig. 8).
Surprisingly, introduction of K222Q into H5N12.3.4 HA, which removes the clash with the
fucose-moiety (28), in itself does not enable binding to fucosylated receptors (Fig. 7).
Additional introduction of an arginine at position 227 (double-substitution K222Q/S227R)
in H5N12.3.4 HA was, however, sufficient to obtain a glycan array-binding profile nearly
identical to that of H5N8 HA. Substitution S227R may result in the 220-loop interacting
with the conserved loop at the N-terminus of the 190-helix via two hydrogen bonds
between R227 and N186 (Fig. 8C). This interaction, potentially limiting mobility of the 220loop, may contribute to stabilize the RBS in a conformation that enables binding of
fucosylated receptors. Strikingly, R227 was required for binding of fucosylated sialosides
in the background of the H5N12.3.4, but not the H5N8 HA protein (Fig. 7). In agreement
herewith, HA proteins of the Taiwanese/North American branch of clade 2.3.4.4 viruses,
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Figure 7. Glycan array analysis of influenza A virus mutant H5 proteins. A) mutant H5N12.3.4 K222Q (QS); B)
mutant H5N12.3.4 S227R (KR); C) mutant H5N12.3.4 K222Q/S227R (QR); D) H5N8 Q222K (KR); E) R227S (QS); F)
Q227R/R227S (KS). Proteins were applied to the glycan array as detailed in the legend to Figure 2. Letters in
parentheses indicate amino acids at positions 222 and 227. Binding of hemagglutinins is indicated in relative
fluorescence units (RFU). Binding is shown to sialylated glycans present in the array in nonfucosylated (glycans
1–9; red bars) and fucosylated (glycans 11–19; blue bars) forms. Glycan numbers indicated on the x-axes
correspond to glycan structures shown in Figure 3. H5N12.3.4, novel H5N1 virus clade 2.3.4. Means of 6
independent replicates are graphed, standard errors of the means are indicated. Statistical analysis of the
fucosylated glycan-binding profiles normalized for binding to the corresponding nonfucosylated glycans using
Graphpad Prism software (One way ANOVA followed by Sidak’s multiple comparisons test) showed significant
differences (P<0.05) in the binding profiles between H5N12.3.4 and H5N8 (shown in Fig. 2) and between
H5N12.3.4 (Fig. 2A) and mutant H5N12.3.4 K222Q/S227R (Fig. 7C). In addition, significant differences in the
binding profiles were observed between H5N8 (Fig. 2B) and mutants thereof carrying the Q222K substitution
(Fig. 7D and F). Other mutations did not significantly affect the normalized fucosylated glycan-binding profile
when compared to their parental wild-type protein.
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which obtained reverse substitution R227S (Fig. 5), also efficiently bind fucosylated
receptors (22).
Analysis of all HA sequences available in Genbank of all avian genotypes shows that the
frequency of occurrence of Q222 and R227 is, depending on the genotype, zero or
extremely low. As an exception, Q222 is highly conserved in H7 and H10 genotypes and
R227 is the dominant amino acid in H6 and H13 genotypes. The combination Q222/R227
occurs in a single clade of low pathogenic (LP) H5N2 viruses represented by
A/chicken/Ibaraki/1/05 (H5N2) (37) which was shown to be able to bind to fucosylated
receptors, and for which residues 222 and 227 were shown to be important (38). The
contribution of the individual residues at these positions for receptor-binding was,
however, not evaluated. The Japanese isolates of this clade originate from Central
American H5N2 viruses (37). Intercontinental transfer of avian influenza viruses is a very
rare event, drawing a remarkable parallel between two viral clades (HP H5Nx and LP
H5N2), both of which have acquired the ability to bind fucosylated receptors and
managed to spread intercontinentally. Like HP H5Nx, LP H5N2 might be spread by wild
birds although the possibility could not be ruled out that a virus or vaccine was illegally
introduced into Japan from Central America (39).

Figure 8. Structural models of influenza A virus H5 proteins complexed with 3’SLeX. A) Clade 1 H5 (H5N11 of
A/Vietnam/1194/2004) complexed with 3’SLeX (PDB 3ZNM0 (29). B) H5N12.3.4 and C) H5N8 hemagglutinins
were modeled into the structure shown in panel A as detailed in Materials and Methods. Key amino acids are
indicated and shown in a stick representation. C (gray), O (red), and N (blue) in the side chains are colored. SIA,
Gal, GlcNAc, and Fuc moieties of 3’SLeX are shown in purple, yellow, blue, and red, respectively. Hydrogen
bonds are indicated by dotted lines. H5N12.3.4, novel H5N1 virus clade 2.3.4; H5N11, H5N1 virus clade 1.
X

The ability of some LP avian IAVs to bind to fucosylated receptors of the 3’SLe type has
been considered a poultry-specific adaptation (19, 35, 36, 38, 40) although extensive
studies on sufficient numbers of isolates across the complete range of HA genotypes are
X
lacking. Except for LP H7 viruses, that all efficiently bound 6S-3’SLe , irrespective of their
X
host species (41), duck viruses were suggested to bind poorly to 3’SLe type receptors (19,
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36, 38, 40, 42). However, adaptation to binding of 3’SLe type receptors has never been
reported in HP H5N1 viruses isolated from poultry, while a recent study showed poor
X
binding of HP H5 and HP7 viruses to 3’SLe (43). In another study, binding of a few avian
IAVs to fucosylated receptors correlated with their binding to α2-6-linked sialosides (40).
However, here we found only very weak binding of H5N8 HA to 2-6-specific transferrin
(Fig. 1B) and no measurable binding to α2-6-linked sialosides on the glycan array (data not
shown) or by biolayer interferometry (Fig. 4). Also HA proteins of the Taiwanese/North
American branch of clade 2.3.4.4 viruses did not bind α2-6-linked sialosides (22). These
results therefore do not support the hypothesis that increased binding to fucosylated
receptors enhances the propensity of avian IAVs to evolve into binding α2-6-linked
sialoside receptors.

Figure 9. Histochemical analysis of binding of influenza A virus H5 proteins to avian tissues. A) Duck intestine
and chicken trachea tissues stained with an antibody specific for 3’SLeX (anti-3’SLeX). Tissue sections treated
with Vibrio cholerae neuraminidase (VCNA) before immunostaining were used as controls. Scale bars indicate
200 µm in left panel and 50 µm in center and right panels. B, C) Duck intestine and chicken trachea tissues
incubated with H5 proteins H5N12.3.4 and H5N8 after precomplexing with horseradish peroxidase
(HRP)−conjugated antibodies. Scale bars indicate 200 µm in left panel and 50 µm in right panel. D) Chicken
trachea tissues incubated with HRPconjugated antibodies against H5N12.3.4 (no hemagglutinin [HA]) were used
as a negative control. H5N12.3.4, novel H5N1 virus clade 2.3.4. Scale bar indicates 50 µm.
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Clade 2.3.4.4 viruses are generally considered to have evolved in and being spread by wild
birds and ducks prior to introduction into poultry. Phylogenetic analyses based on HA
sequences (i.e. Fig.4) have shown the evolvement into several branches/subclades often
harbouring multiple H5Nx genotypes. Substitutions K222Q and S227R were present in the
earliest H5N5 isolates (A/duck/Guangdong/wy24/2008) and have been maintained in all
branches except the above mentioned Taiwanese/North American branch of clade 2.3.4.4
viruses, which obtained reverse substitution R227S. This strongly suggests that the
X
capacity to bind to 3’SLe -type receptors has arisen in wild birds. The potential role of
altered receptor specificity in extended host-range and the contribution to the rapid
X
world-wide spread is still unknown. The presence of 3’SLe type receptors on intestinal
epithelial cells varies between different avian species (Table 1)(35) and does not appear to
be required for infection of these birds, but their presence in other tissues and species
requires further investigation. Apart from determining host-range, altered receptor
specificity may also influence other factors involved in spreading like virus titers, shedding
and pathogenesis in infected birds.
Table 2. Detection of 3’SLeX in intestine of avian hosts of influenza A(H5Nx) virus clade 2.3.4.4 subtypes*
Order

Family

Galliformes
Galliformes
Galliformes
Galliformes
Galliformes
Galliformes
Anseriformes
Anseriformes
Anseriformes
Anseriformes
Columbiformes
Falconiformes
Gruiformes
Strigiformes
Acipitriformes

Phasianidae
Phasianidae
Phasianidae
Phasianidae
Phasianidae
Numididae
Anatidae
Anatidae
Anatidae
Anatidae
Columbidae
Falconidae
Gruidae
Strigidae
Accipitridae

Common name

3’SLeX staining
of intestinea
+
-+
+
+
N.T
N.T.
++
N.T.
N.T.
N.T.
N.T.

H5Nx infectionb

Chicken
H5N8/H5N6/H5N2
Turkey
H5N8/H5N6
Quail
H5N8
Pheasant
H5N2
Partridge
N.D.
Guinea fowl
H5N8
Mallard duck
H5N8/H5N6/H5N2
Teal
H5N8/H5N6
Swan
H5N8
Greylag/Canada goose
H5N8/H5N6
Pigeon
H5N6
Gyrfalcon
H5N8
Crane
H5N8
Snowy owl
H5N2
Cooper’s
hawk/Bald
H5N2/H5N8
eagle
*ND, not detected; NT, not tested; SLe, sialyl Lewis; –, no visible staining; -+, few cells weakly stained; +, intense staining
of cells; ++, intense staining of many cells.
†Subtypes identified in different bird species on the basis of data from GenBank and GISAID (http://platform.gisaid.org).

Outbreaks of clade 2.3.4.4 viruses in poultry may very well have contributed to enhanced
spreading (44-46) but adaptations in HA leading to the evolvement of poultry-specific
clades have not yet been detected in HA-based phylogenetic analyses. Reassortments of
the six internal gene segments are continuously associated with the further evolution of
H5Nx viruses but the potential contribution of the internal gene constellation to (poultryspecific) spreading remains to be determined. Of particular interest are the recent
outbreaks of H5N6 in poultry and ducks in South-East Asia that may have driven non-avian
infections including 13, mostly lethal, human cases (47). Although enhanced avidity of
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these H5N6 viruses for human-type receptors (carrying α2-6-linked sialosides) has been
reported (21), the amino acid combination Q222/R227, which also all H5N6 viruses
harbour in their HA, is unlikely to be responsible and other amino acid substitutions which
have been shown to contribute to binding of α2-6-linked sialosides by HP H5N1 viruses
have also not been detected in H5N6 (48, 49). Two clades of H5N6 viruses have been
revealed by phylogenetic analysis (50), one harbouring an NA protein with a truncated
stem and the other a full length stem. Truncation of the stem has been considered as a
poultry-specific NA adaptation. Both H5N6 clades appear to have acquired their N6
segment in independent events from H6N6 viruses (50), one of which already contained
the stem deletion. Also, both clades have caused infections in wild birds, poultry and
humans and evidence for species-specific adaptions in NA is lacking.
A longstanding paradigm in IAV biology is the requirement for an optimal balance
between HA binding and NA cleavage. HA binding displays a clear receptor fine-specificity
but substrate fine-specificity of NAs has hardly been investigated. A recent report showed
that all neuraminidase genotypes (only N4 was not tested) display relatively poor
digestion of fucosylated receptors (43). Possibly due to the tight binding of such receptors
by clade 2.3.4.4 viruses, the N1 neuraminidase of HP H5 viruses may have lost an
unknown advantage over other NA genotypes in creating an optimal HA/NA balance,
leading to the remarkable success of novel H5Nx reassortants within this clade.
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Influenza A viruses (IAVs) cause annual epidemics, periodic pandemics, and enzootic
infections of different hosts species. The impact on human and animal health continues to
be huge (1-3). New pandemic threats, for instance from H5Nx and H7N9 viruses (4-7),
remain on the lure and the economic losses are considerable. The continuous, and mostly
unpredictable, evolution of IAVs poses a major challenge to annual vaccine efficacy and
maintains a status where new pandemics or enzootic infections can appear out of the
blue.
In this thesis we have focused on IAV’s two viral envelope glycoproteins that play a key
role in establishing a new infection. Hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) are, on
the one hand, main players in viral immune evasion (2, 3, 8)and, on the other hand
determining factors in pandemic and enzootic potential (1-3). HA and NA interact with
sialic acids (SIA) receptors that are omni-present on animal cell surfaces (9-11). HA binds
to SIA by its receptor binding site (RBS), which ultimately results in endocytic uptake of
the virions (12). On the contrary, NA is a receptor destroying enzyme by cleaving sialic
acids (13, 14). Besides being used as a functional entry receptor on host cells, SIA
receptors are also abundantly present on proteins in the mucus layer that covers
epithelial cells (15). These function as decoy receptors, a feature that is counteracted by
viral NA activity.
Bio-layer interferometry (BLI) is a technique that allowed us to study the interactions
between IAV particles and its SIA receptor repertoire in real-time. Our aim was to develop
quantitative methods that can reveal insight into IAV receptor binding dynamics under
model conditions that, albeit simplified, represent the complex receptor landscape
encountered by IAV during in vivo infection. Here we discuss the relevance of our findings
in connection to in vivo IAV infection and evolution.

I. Respiratory epithelium: the in vivo landscape of IAV infection
In humans, IAVs infect epithelial cells of the respiratory tract (2, 3, 16). The major cell
types of the respiratory epithelium are ciliated and non-ciliated columnar cells, goblet
cells, and basal cells (17) (Figure 1). Basal cells serve as stem cells for renewal of the
epithelium. Goblet cells are specialized, non-ciliated columnar cells that secrete mucus
which forms a visco-elastic gel of about 2 to 20 μm thickness (18-20) that covers the
underlaying, much less viscous, periciliary layer (PCL) (21). Ciliary beating of ciliated cells,
sweeps the mucus out of the lungs, carrying with it the debris that has become stuck to it.
Cilia are 0.2 to 0.3 μm in diameter and range from 6 to 7 μm in length in the upper
airways, to 4 μm in the smaller airways (22, 23). The distance between two cilia is, on
average, around 200nm (Figure 2) (24).
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Figure 1A. Schematic representation of the epithelial cells. The respiratory epithelium contains three major
cell types, which are ciliated cells (green), goblet cells (blue), and basal cells (grey). The mucus secreted by the
goblet cells forms a viscoelastic blanket over the tops of the cilia.
Figure 1B. Respiratory epithelium with ciliated and non-ciliated cells.

The PCL and the mucus layer present a formidable barrier for IAV to transverse, because
of their extremely high content of densely sialylated mucins (25, 26). Soluble mucins
constitute ~1% (w/w) of the watery (~98%) mucus layer and 50 to 90% of their mass
consists of, mostly O-linked, carbohydrates (27, 28). This implies that the in vivo
concentration of soluble mucins by far exceeds the minimal concentrations required to
dissolve IAV-receptor complexes as shown in Chapter 3. Soluble mucins form, by
4
polymerization, large, elongated, assemblies (up to 2.10 kDa) giving the mucus layer a
mesh-like appearance with pore sizes up to 500nm in width (29). Membrane-spanning
mucins and tethered muco-polysaccharides covering the cilia protrude far into the narrow
(~200nm) space l between cilia, creating a microenvironment from which soluble mucins
as well as beads larger than 40 nm were shown to be excluded (30). As cilia can almost
certainly not be infected because of their internal tubulin structures, IAV particles
(~100nm diameter) first need to travel to the cell membrane at the base of the cilia. So
how do they achieve this? It has been shown that NA activity enables IAV to traverse the
mucus layer (31, 32), presumably by counteracting binding to mucin decoy receptors. We
consider NA activity-driven virus particle rolling (Chapter 2) as a mechanism that can
provide directionality and even traction to particle migration over elongated mucin tracks,
by following a receptor concentration gradient created by NA activity. Directional virus
movement on fetuin-coated glass slides has recently been observed using live microscopy
(33). Especially for traversing the PCL, traction is likely to be crucial to support migration
through the tight inter-ciliar mesh into which 40nm beads cannot penetrate by diffusion
(30). Despite this difficult access to the entry sites, human IAVs were shown to efficiently
infect ciliated cells as well as goblet cells (34-36), both expressing α2,6-linked SIAs and
small amounts of α2,3-linked SIAs (17, 37). Inaccessibility for soluble mucins, that
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otherwise will efficiently elute IAVs from a receptor-coated surface (Chapter 3), may very
well lend a major advantage to using the well-hidden entry sites at the ciliar base.
In the absence of mucin-driven virus elution, maturation of virus binding (discussed in
paragraph IIa below) will occur more readily and may promote the clustering of signaling
receptors that was shown to trigger downstream signaling events leading to endocytic
uptake (38-43). It is not yet clear, which cell surface glycoproteins function as functional
IAV uptake receptors that can initiate endocytosis. Possible candidates are proteins that
carry glycan assemblies that could support faster binding maturation, like a cluster of
short O-linked glycans (as observed for glycophorin A, Chapter 3) or N-glycans with
branched and extended LacNAc antennae (44). Glycomic analysis of the human
respiratory tract identified (45) heterogeneous mixtures of bi-, tri-, and tetra-antennary Nglycans with varying numbers of N-acetyllactosamine repeats as well as sialylated core-1
and core-2 O-glycans but they have not been mapped to specific proteins or cell types yet.
Classically, NA activity was primarily considered to be required for the release of nascent
virus particles. Clinical isolates of IAVs appear to bud from the plasma membrane into two
types of virus particles, spherical and filamentous. The long (up to 10 µm, (46))
filamentous particles, containing the genome segments in their extreme tips, appear very
fragile and are particularly observed when still attached to the infected cell (47). They may
therefore function to breach to mucus layer, which might be required for host-to-host
transmission or to facilitate cell-to-cell spread. Newly budded spherical particles on the
other hand, may move over their de-sialylated cell of origin to neighbouring cells by using
the overlaying sialylated mucus layer as a track that supports virus rolling.

II. IAV-receptor interaction: A delicately balanced and dynamic process
A paradigm in IAV biology and evolution is the maintenance of an optimal, but poorly
defined, functional balance between HA, NA and their receptors (48-50). In other words,
NA enzymatic activity and specificity need to match HA binding affinity and specificity.
This balance involves the establishment of a new infection but also needs to support
efficient release of virus particles at the end of the infection cycle. The essential player,
besides HA and NA, is the wide spectrum of sialoside receptors that are differentially
distributed of over decoy and functional receptors. These are bound and cleaved to a
variable extent by different HAs and NAs (51).
IAV-receptor interaction is a highly dynamic process by nature. The use of BLI, employing
a tailor-made glycoprotein receptor toolkit, allowed us to study the simultaneous
contribution of NA and HA to virus particle binding to specifically coated receptor surfaces,
in presence or absence of decoy receptors. It revealed novel mechanistic insights into a
tight, but highly dynamic interaction and enabled quantitative determination of virus
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binding rates (Chapter 2 and 3). The gained knowledge and resources were further
employed to study changes in IAV-receptor binding associated with antigenic evolution
(Chapter 4) or virus reassortment (Chapter 5 and 6).
IIa. A model for the dynamic interaction between IAV and its receptors
The highly dynamic interaction between IAV and its receptors is founded on two principles.
(I), a very low avidity of the individual HA-SIA interaction (KD in the low mM range) and (II),
the multivalent interaction between virus and receptor surface. The initial binding rate
(see IIb below) depends on virus and receptor concentration and on the KD of the
concerning individual HA-SIA interaction. The latter is, practically spoken, undeterminable
in most cases. We have found that the NA active site also contributes to the initial binding
rate, in a negative correlation with its catalytic activity (Chapter 2). Subsequent binding
events, leading to tight polyvalent binding, are independent of virus concentration but will
be affected by receptor density, diversity and distribution. The high KD of individual
interactions results in their rapid dissociation but, as this does not occur simultaneously,
the virus remains attached. However, the released binding site becomes available for
binding of soluble competitors (Chapter 3). This happens iteratively and leads to rapid
elution of virus by antibodies but also, at physiologically relevant concentrations, by
mucin decoy receptors. Obviously, receptor density on the decoy protein and the HA/NA
balance for the receptors involved will be a determining factor for elution efficiciency.
Unbound receptors are vulnerable to cleavage by NA, thereby reducing the SIA content of
the receptor surface. Importantly, this drives rolling of virus particles over receptorcoated surfaces (Chapter 2 and 3). Whether the dissociation of an individual interaction
leads to immediate cleavage by NA, thereby inducing rolling, remains to be determined. It
will require the translocation of a neighboring NA to the just-released SIA. Alternatively,
virus particles may be bound in a “wobbly” state. Dissociation of an interaction on one
side of the interaction surface may allow an association at the other side of the
interaction surface, thereby causing a small translocation of the particle. NA activity
logically will speed up this process by decreasing the number of available free SIAs in the
vicinity of the particle. The speed of rolling will depend on NA catalytic rate and the
association and dissociation rate constants (kon and koff) of individual HA-SIA interactions.
Receptor diversity (different kon, koff and NA susceptibility) and density on a cell surface
could influence the track that is followed. Virus particle morphology and flexibility may
also be an important factors for its translocation capacity. We speculate that the observed
reduction of virus motility in time, denoted as virus binding maturation, is caused by the
formation of multiple interactions with an HA trimer. In such a conFigureuration, at least
on interaction will be maintained most of the time leading to a much less “wobbly” state
of the virus particle. This in turn might promote the rapid accumulation of HA trimers
having multiple receptor interactions. Biologically important implications of rolling and
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maturation have been discussed above (I). Recently, directional IAV particle motion on
fetuin-coated glass slides was observed by using total internal reflection microscopy.
Particles moved at two different velocities, both requiring NA activity (33).
IIb. Quantification of virus binding: the relevance to in vivo binding
BLI has recently found its way into the lab for quantification of virus binding. For IAV,
attempts focused on determination of the virus-receptor dissociation constant (Kd) (5255). End-point (60 min) binding levels were used for plotting fractional virus binding
saturation (f) against receptor density. The Hill equation (describing cooperative binding)
was employed to derive an apparent Kd (Kd = ([virus](1-f))/f)) at every receptor density.
However, the Hill equation does not reflect a physically possible reaction scheme for
highly multivalent interactions (56) and variation of receptor density is not gradual but
dictated by the fixed grid of the high affinity binding probes on the particular BLI
biosensors (Chapter 2). In practice, virus dissociation was not observed, even at very low
receptor loading levels. Thus, low virus-binding levels do not result from equilibrium
binding, but rather from reduced maximal virus loading levels at low receptor densities. In
vivo, virus binding will rapidly be followed by the crucial step of infection: virus entry. We
obs
therefore consider the initial virus binding rate v as the most relevant parameter for
quantitative analysis of virus binding (Chapter 2).
IIc. Biotinylated glycoproteins: a tailor-made toolkit mimicking natural IAV receptors
Membrane-spanning glycoproteins are natural probes for studying virus-receptor
interactions in contrast to the often used synthetic glycans and the poorly glycosylated
serum proteins fetuin and transferin. Trans-membrane glycoproteins densely covered
with N-linked glycans (LAMP-1, ICAM-1) were used to mimic IAV cell surface receptors
whereas Glycophorin A (1 N-linked and 16 O-linked glycosylation sites on a fifty amino
acid stretch (57, 58)) was used to mimic mucin decoy receptors A major advantage of
building a biotinylated glycoprotein receptor expression toolkit is its versatility towards
further expansion (other proteins) and refinement of receptor specificity patterns in order
to provides us with a large receptor repertoire, closely mimicking the receptors found in
vivo. The latter we have started by genetic modification (removal of glycosylation sites),
expression in specific cell lines (e.g. CHO cells which exclusively attach α2,3-linked SIAs
(59)) or overexpression of sialyltransferases ST3GALI, ST3GALIV and ST6GALI resulting in
over-production of specific SIA linkage types on the expressed glycoproteins (60) (Chapter
2 and 3).
IId. The HA/NA balance: quantification by BLI
The importance of a functional HA/NA balance, though still poorly defined, has been
supported by a range of in vivo and in vitro experiments (48, 50, 61-72). However,
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conclusions were often drawn by correlating the individually determined properties of HA
and NA. BLI was recently used (73) to determine the binding curves of virus particles in
presence of NA activity in an attempt to directly quantify the HA/NA balance. We used a
similar assay, and developed an additional assay that specifically determines the NA
activity-driven self-elution rate of receptor-bound virus particles (Chapter 2). The latter
assay is essential for the analysis of viruses with a relatively high NA activity which in the
first-mentioned assay give only very limited binding. It provides approaches for
quantification of a receptor-specific HA/NA balance. Virus rolling and the observed NA
activity-driven changes in particle morphology (Chapter 2) are complicating kinetic factors
that are also expected to occur in the first assay. However, they are better recorded by
the self-elution assay and should not be ignored in a quantitative interpretation of the
results. Glycoprotein receptors like LAMP-1 are superior, to for instance synthetic glycans,
for the determination of the HA/NA balance as very little maturation is observed after
short binding times (Chapter 3). As a note of caution for interpreting results, we point to
our results in Chapter 2 that show how the HA/NA balance can be tuned by NA particle
incorporation levels, in addition to its intrinsic activity. Finally, like HA, NA protein affects
the HA/NA balance by displaying receptor fine specificity (74). In Chapter 2 we used BLI to
show that PR8 virus particles could bind (non-)fucosylated synthetic glycans to the same
extent, but strongly differed in the ability to cleave these receptors.
IIe. The difference between virus-receptor binding and HA protein-receptor binding
The receptor specificity of a particular virus strain is often inferred from studies using
recombinant HA proteins and methods like glycan array analysis. Such methods are very
sensitive for the detection of effects of single amino acid substitutions but may not
quantitatively reflect changes in binding rates for the corresponding viruses (75-79).
However, determination of receptor binding of virus particles by employing endpoint
assays has often been suggested to suffer from high aspecific binding levels. In Chapter 2
we showed that single amino acid substitution E190D in HA, reported to be responsible
for the acquirement of human receptor binding properties (80-83), resulted in an absolute
switch in binding preference from α2,3- to α2,6-linked SIAs when using recombinant
soluble HA proteins (Chapter 2). Binding rate analysis of the corresponding viruses by BLI,
showed this switch to be far from absolute. Apparently, the antibody-induced
complexation of HA proteins required for glycan array analysis (only multivalent binding is
strong enough to be detected) results in artificial assemblies that do not properly reflect
virus particles. BLI provides a background-free method for determination of genuine
binding rates.
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III. Virus evolution and antigenic drift: changing virus receptor interactions
IIIa. Antigenic drift and the role of receptor binding
IAVs are evolutionarily dynamic viruses (84, 85). Mutations that change amino acids in the
antigenic portions of the surface glycoproteins HA and NA may produce selective
advantages for viral strains by allowing them to evade (preexisting) immunity (1-3, 8). This
is the basis for the antigenic drift observed for human IAVs, which has been documented
in detail for H3N2 (86). Antigenic drift proceeds by clearly punctuated steps, called
antigenic cluster transitions, urging the regular vaccine updates. During 34 years of H3N2
evolution since 1968, they were caused by mutations at only seven positions adjacent to
the HA receptor binding site (the cluster transition mutations) (87). Other mutations may
compensate for potential negative effects of cluster transition mutations on virus binding.
In Chapter 4, we used BLI to show that 9 consecutive cluster transitions (HK68 until SY97
spanning 29 years) resulted in minor changes in receptor binding rate. Also, the individual
antigenic cluster transition mutations themselves only moderately increased or decreased
binding. In contrast, for a cluster transition that was investigated in more detail (cluster
transition SI87 to BE92 that occurred around 1992), three non-cluster transition mutations
(193NS, 190ED and 133SD) appeared to have caused a large negative effect on binding
rate. These mutations were introduced immediately prior to the cluster transition
mutation (156EK) but did not affect antigenicity. Cluster transition mutation 156EK was
further remarkable in a sense that viruses carrying this particular mutation had been
isolated regularly over the preceding 10 years. However, only its introduction into the
background of mutations 193NS, 190ED and 133SD has led to the establishment of a novel
antigenic cluster where all prior occurrences of this cluster transition mutation were
mapped to short dead-end branches of a phylogenetic tree, suggesting they possessed a
reduced viral fitness. In principle, an antigenic cluster transition mutation will be selected
in a background that sufficiently compensates for the potential negative effects on virus
fitness by the cluster transition mutation itself. However, in the face of increasing herd
immunity, the positive selective effect of antigenic change caused by the cluster transition
mutation will progressively lower the requirement for a strong compensatory effect of an
already existing background. In other words, there will be more time to acquire
compensatory mutations afterwards.
An alternative model for the evolutionary mechanism of IAV antigenic drift proposes that
modulation of receptor binding avidity is the primary driver of antigenic change (88). The
initial selection, in immune individuals, of mutations that increase binding avidity, would
provide an escape mechanism from antibodies that block receptor binding. These
mutations, as well as subsequent mutations selected in naïve individuals for restoring
binding avidity, will result in gradual antigenic change. Clearly, consecutive mutations
193NS, 190ED and 133SD do not support such a mechanism as none of them increases
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binding avidity. Further studies will be required to determine the selective advantages of
these mutations and their potential involvement in the generation of antigenic change. In
this perspective, it will be worthwhile to extensively investigate the effects of mutations
193NS, 190ED and 133SD, as well as mutations following upon the introduction of cluster
transition mutation 156EK, for their precise effect on HA/NA/receptor balance by using
our established set of BLI assays and glycoproteins representing the natural receptor
repertoire. This will require their analysis in the background of their cognate NA.
IIIb. Emergence of reassortant viruses in relation to receptor binding
Apart from causing or facilitating antigenic change, mutations in HA and NA can provide
other selective advantages due to their effect on the interactions with sialoside receptors.
For instance, viruses may acquire the capacity for better infection of, or improved fitness
in, an expanded avian host species range. Mutations in HA and NA may result in an
improved HA/NA balance for the novel host receptor repertoire. Besides mutations in HA
or NA, reassortment events resulting in the acquirement of novel HA and NA
combinations can be involved. A striking example is the recent emergence of a wide range
of reassortant IAVs that all carry an H5 segment that is a descendant from the highly
pathogenic (HP) H5N1 virus that first appeared in 1996 in Hong Kong (89-91). Since 2005,
a monophyletic clade (clade 2.3.4.4) of this HP H5 segment has been involved in an
unprecedented number of reassortments, giving rise to the so-called group of H5Nx
viruses because of the involvement of a number of different NA genotypes (92-100).
Members of this H5Nx group have spread around the world at a pace that was never seen
before. Their spread has been attributed to migrating wild birds from which source it
rapidly has spread further to poultry (101, 102). Only for H5N6 occasional infections of
humans have been reported (103). The remarkable “reassortment-prone” evolution of the
clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins and associated world-wide spread were reason to us for an
analysis of their binding properties.
In Chapter 5 and 6, we showed that emergence of HP clade 2.3.4.4 H5Nx viruses is
accompanied by a change in HA receptor-binding specificity. In comparison to the
ancestral 2.3.4 clade, the earliest H5 proteins (H5N5 from 2005) from clade 2.3.4.4 had
acquired two substitutions (K222Q and S227R) in the RBS that have not occurred before in
HP H5 proteins. These mutations resulted in increased binding to a fucosylated sialoside
X
X
structure that is better known as the Sialyl-LewisX (SLe ) antigen (104, 105). The SLe
antigen is characterized by fucosylation of the N-acetylglucosamine moiety of the terminal
X
lactosamine repeat. The ability of some low pathogenic avian IAVs to bind to SLe has
been considered a poultry-specific adaptation (105-108) although extensive studies on
sufficient numbers of isolates across the complete range of HA genotypes are lacking.
Phylogenetic analysis of H5Nx viruses (Chapter 5 and 6), however, indicates that the
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ability to bind SLe has arisen in wild birds. Binding profiles of parental clade 2.3.4 and
novel clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins to tissues of different avian species did not correlate with
the presence of fucosylated sialosides as determined by immunohistochemistry (Chapter
6). The selective advantage of clade 2.3.4.4 H5N1 viruses to obtain altered receptor
binding properties still remains to be established.
It might be argued that an altered binding avidity and specificity needs be accompanied by
compensatory changes in NA activity to prevent disturbance of the HA/NA balance.
X
Possibly, because of tight binding of SLe by clade 2.3.4.4 viruses, the N1 of highly
pathogenic H5 viruses might have lost a yet unknown advantage over other NA genotypes
in creating an optimal HA/NA balance. This may have led to the appearance of many novel
H5Nx viruses by reassortment which is normally very rare for HP H5 clades. Most NA
proteins appear relatively poor in cleavage of fucosylated receptors ((109) and Chapter 2)
but it has not yet been investigated whether this holds true for the specific NA proteins of
different genotypes that have recently reassorted to form the H5Nx group of IAVs. We
hypothesize that the altered receptor binding properties of the novel clade 2.3.4.4 H5
protein somehow has contributed to emergence of novel H5Nx subtype viruses and to the
unprecedented intercontinental spread of these novel viruses via wild birds (100). These
studies (Chapter 5 and 6) also indicate the importance of analyzing the receptor-binding
and cleavage fine specificity of newly emerging IAVs. As the receptor binding and cleavage
properties are not directly predictable from the primary HA and NA sequences, it is
advisable to additionally perform phenotypic analyses of the HA and NA proteins,
preferably using both recombinant proteins as well as (recombinant) virus particles.

IV. Future perspectives and applicability
The BLI based assays described in this thesis give insight into the real-time kinetics of IAVreceptor interactions. We can now quantify the HA/NA balance by descriptive parameters,
using a precisely tunable receptor repertoire. Mechanistic features like virus particle
rolling and binding maturation have been discovered. Still, many questions remain and
further development of assays is required. Ultimately, one would like to be able to
determine the individual kinetic rate and binding constants of an HA/NA pair for a
particular receptor, and use them to correctly predict the kinetics of virus-cell interaction
in relation to the specific HA/NA pair. Here we address a few other issues that need to be
explored in the near future.
IVa. Analysis of virus binding to membrane-embedded receptors
Like traditional extra-cellular cargo molecules destined for endocytic uptake, receptorbound viruses may float over the cell surface by lateral diffusion of the receptor in a fluidic
plasma membrane. It may lead to receptor clustering and signaling (38, 110, 111),
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resulting in endocytic uptake (112). Virus rolling and binding maturation may affect this
process. IAV particles were shown to become immobilized at the plasma membrane
followed by de novo formation of clathrin-coated pits and endocytosis (41). However,
prior Mmotility of IAVs on the cell surface is hard to measure.
Binding of IAV to static receptor surfaces ignores a potential role of receptor mobility and
clustering. This could be studied by coating sensors with receptor-harboring vesicles. Even
more useful, but challenging, will be the application of cell-based BLI assays using sensors
coated with fixed or living cells. Cell-based BLI assays which monitor signal transduction in
living cells induced by antibody binding to the epidermal growth factor receptor were
recently developed(113). Rearrangements in the cytoskeleton induced upon antibody
binding were readily detected. Virus binding to cells may result in considerable changes in
light reflection and could possibly be detected by BLI. This would mimic the natural
situation of virus binding to glycoproteins embedded in a fluid membrane. Additionally,
such assays may provide insight into signaling resulting in cytoskeletal rearrangements
induced upon virus binding (114).
IVb Application of BLI-based methods for antigenic cartography
Hemagglutination inhibition (HI) assays are routinely used to quantify antibodies (Ab) that
inhibit agglutination of red blood cells (RBCs) (115) and, for instance, to detect and
quantify antigenic change (87, 116-118). Hemagglutination titers are commonly used for
standardization of virus particle numbers in such assays [ref] as well as many virusreceptor binding assays. However, hemagglutination titers intrinsically depend on the
interaction of a particular HA with the SIAs present on a particular RBC. Such titers
therefore reflect, in addition to virus particle number, virus-receptor binding avidity and
specificity. Also, glycosylation and sialylation patterns of RBCs differ, to an unknown
extent, between species and individuals (119, 120) which will affect HI titers (121). BLI
provides, in high throughput, quantification of HA-specific Ab titers by elution of virus
particles that are pre-loaded to a standard level on selected receptors. BLI-based and HIbased antigenic maps should be compared for their correlation with functional
antigenicity as determined by the inhibition of infection by specific antisera.
IVc The role of mucus in IAV infection in relation to zoonotic transfer and COPD.
IAV requires NA activity in order to traverse the mucus layer overlaying epithelial cells
before infection can occur (31, 32). The inhibitory effects of mucus decoy receptors can be
quantified using BLI. Mucin glycosylation and sialylation patterns vary significantly
between species (122-124), and thus are likely to influence IAV host species specificity.
These differences may form an important part of the barrier that prevents zoonotic
transmission. Also, increased IAV infection has been associated with respiratory diseases
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like COPD, including asthma (125). Especially children with a respiratory disease have
more severe problems associated with IAV infection. Some studies showed that in these
patients, the severity of airway infection is related to glycosylation changes on mucins
(126, 127). BLI assays will allow comparative studies on the effects of mucus, from
patients or different species, on virus binding rates in relation to infection and zoonotic
transfer.
IVd Assessing the role of NA in virus binding
BLI allowed to dissect the highly intertwined functions of HA and NA. Whereas HAdependent virus-receptor surface interaction directs NA activity to that surface, NA itself
can also contribute to the initial binding rate. This may occur via the catalytic site, in case
nd
of NAs with a low cleavage rate (128, 129), or via the enigmatic 2 SIA-binding site (130133). BLI could identify the binding rate contribution via the NA active site, which occurs
in competition with active site-binding NA inhibitors (Chapter 2), and could be applied for
recent H3N2 viruses that display severely reduced HA binding avidity to the SIA receptors.
Their N2 acquired high binding avidity for SIA receptors and displayed reduced enzymatic
nd
activity (129, 134). The 2 SIA-binding site, which is only conserved in avian IAVs (131,
135), increases the activity of soluble NA tetramers (131), but its function in the context of
a virus particle remains unclear. BLI seems well suited to analyze and quantify the
nd
contribution of the 2 SIA-binding site to virus binding rate. However, the lack of
nd
competitors binding to the 2 SIA-binding site and the simultaneous contribution of HA to
virus binding requires novel approaches to be developed.
IVe Application of BLI for the analysis of antiviral drugs
The use of anti-viral, NA-inhibiting, drugs has led to the selection of drug resistant IAVs
with mutations in NA (136). The half-maximal inhibitory concentration is commonly
determined by using a soluble, monovalent, NA substrate (137). However, in vivo inhibitor
sensitivity is likely to be affected by the corresponding HA protein. For instance, NA
inhibitors displayed stronger effects on virus infectivity in the presence of decoy receptors
to which the HA protein could bind (31). Thus, to determine the inhibitor sensitivity of a
particular isolate, the functionality of HA and decoy receptors needs to be taken into
account. Infection assays are being employed to this purpose (138, 139) but do not allow
high throughput approaches and suffer from cell line specific issues. BLI allows
quantification of the inhibition of NA activity-driven self-elution of virus particles in the
presence of mucus. Preliminary results indicate that IC50s differ considerably between
viruses harboring the same NA (unpublished). The obtained IC50 values need to be
correlated to the inhibitory effects of the NA inhibitors during in vivo (experimental) virus
infections. In addition, BLI can be used for screening compounds that interfere with HAreceptor binding, similarly as we demonstrated for antibodies and mucus.
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Ultimately, virus particle phenotypes as determined by the different BLI assays, need to
be correlated to the characteristics of virus in vivo infections. For instance, we need to
determine the extent to which the balance between HA and NA reflects the abilities of a
virus to infect a certain host species. This will enable the screening of emerging IAVs and
may allow us to predict the danger that they pose to humans or other potential host
species. As an intermediate step, the infection of primary liquid-to-air epithelial cells,
harvested from different host species, and covered by a mucus layer may present a useful
model system.
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Influenza A viruses (IAVs) are pathogens of birds and mammals, including humans. They
cause a huge economic burden and major public health problems. IAV belongs to the
Orthomyxoviridae family. They are enveloped viruses containing negative-sense,
segmented RNA genomes. IAVs are classified further into different subtypes according to
the particular combination of hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) surface
glycoproteins that they contain. Sixteen HA (H1-16) and nine NA (N1-9) subtypes have
been identified, all of which are found in viruses from aquatic birds. IAVs from aquatic
birds may adapt to other host species, including domestic poultry and different mammals.
All IAVs recognize terminal sialic acids (SIAs) as receptor. HA is responsible for binding to
SIA receptors, whereas NA cleaves SIA receptors. The linkage type of SIA to the
penultimate residue is an important determinant of host specificity. Avian viruses prefer
to bind α2,3-linked SIA, whereas human viruses preferentially bind to α2,6-linked SIA.
Similarly, the NA specificity for α2,3 and α2,6-linked SIAs depends on IAV target hosts,
even though most NAs retained activity against α2,3-linked SIAs. In addition, the type and
number of internal monosaccharides and their linkages are important for HA and NA
receptor fine specificity.
HA binding, NA cleavage and the HA/NA balance are of great importance in IAV entry,
replication, release and transmission. In this thesis we aimed to develop real-time binding
analysis methodology for studying the dynamics of IAV-receptor interactions. The method
enabled us to study HA and NA activity independently as well as the balance between the
two and was applied to investigate the interactions between IAV and both functional and
decoy receptors. Furthermore, we aimed to analyze the correlation between antigenic
drift and virus-receptor binding and the extent to which the emergence of novel highly
pathogenic (HP) H5Nx viruses was accompanied with changes in virus receptor binding
properties.
In Chapter 2, we established kinetic and label-free methodology to study virus-receptor
interactions based on biolayer (BLI). To this end, BLI biosensors coated with synthetic
sialylated glycans or specifically engineered glycoproteins were used for studying binding
and release of a set of model IAVs. Viruses differing in their HA or NA were used to
systematically address the effect of changes in HA or NA activity and specificity on binding
obs
and release kinetics. We propose that the observed initial binding rate (v ) is the most
relevant virus binding parameter. In addition, we identified a contribution of NA to the
initial binding rate and showed that NA activity is dramatically dependent on substrate
binding by HA. In the absence of NA activity, viruses were dynamically, but irreversibly
attached to the receptor-coated sensors. Virus particles were rolling over the receptorcoated surface and appeared to undergo morphological changes driven by NA activity.
Based on these observations, we propose that the HA/NA balance is a crucial determinant
of viral fitness by enabling migration through mucus layers and over cell surfaces.
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In Chapter 3, we further studied how viruses interact with functional and decoy receptors
using BLI. To this end, we not only used synthetic glycans, but also developed a set of
biotinylated glycoprotein receptors differing in the number and type of their glycan side
chains. In addition, we analyzed the effects of mucus samples or antibodies on virusobs
receptor dynamics. Based on our results, we conclude that v depends on receptor
density on the biosensor and on glycoproteins. Self-elution of virus particles was shown to
depend on the number of virus particles attached to the sensor and on the receptor
density. Both antibodies and mucus decoy receptors were shown to interfere with the
virus-receptor interactions. Strikingly, virus self-elution and elution driven by mucus or
antibodies decreased upon increased virus-receptor binding times indicating virus binding
to become much tighter with time. We refer to this process as maturation of virus binding.
Maturation of virus binding is proposed to result from multiple HA protomers in the HA
trimer interacting with sialisodes, thereby reducing access of neuraminidase and
competitors to receptors and HA proteins.
Antigenic cluster transitions during H3N2 evolution are caused by mutations at only seven
positions adjacent to the HA receptor binding site (referred to as antigenic cluster
transition mutations). Other, accessory, mutations may compensate for potential negative
effects of cluster transition mutations on virus binding. In Chapter 4, we used BLI to show
that three cluster transitions resulted in only very limited changes in receptor binding. In
contrast, individual antigenic cluster transition mutations increased or decreased binding.
Potential compensatory effects on receptor binding were observed for some of the
accessory mutations, suggesting that accessory mutations may function in limiting the
changes in receptor binding properties during antigenic cluster transitions. The effects of
forward mutations, introduced in the old antigenic cluster, were not always opposite to
the effects of the corresponding backward mutations the new cluster. Thus, the effect of a
specific mutation is affected by the background in which it was made. Identification of the
order in which the mutations occurred by phylogenetic analysis revealed that some
accessory mutations that affected receptor binding preceded the cluster transition
mutation, suggesting that they may have driven or permitted the cluster transition.
In 2014 novel HP H5 viruses, containing different NA subtypes (referred to as H5Nx
viruses), emerged and displayed unprecedented intercontinental spread. In Chapter 5, we
determined the evolutionary history of the HA proteins of these novel HP subtypes and
showed that these H5 genes form a monophyletic group that evolved from a clade 2.3.4
H5N1 variant. In Chapter 6, we studied the extent to which unique substitutions observed
in these H5 proteins (designated clade 2.3.4.4 H5 proteins) affected receptor binding. The
novel viruses displayed altered binding characteristics in being able to bind fucosylated
receptors resulting from -for HP H5 unique- substitutions at positions 222 and 227 in the
RBS. We hypothesize that the altered receptor-binding specificity of clade 2.3.4.4 H5
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proteins has contributed to their ability to team up with different NA subtypes and their
unprecedented emergence and spread.
Finally, in Chapter 7, the main findings described in this thesis are discussed and placed in
a broader perspective.
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Influenza A virussen (IAV) zijn pathogenen voor vogels en zoogdieren, waaronder mensen.
Ze veroorzaken grote economische- en gezondheidsschade. IAV horen tot de familie
Orthomyxoviridae. Deze virussen bevatten een enveloppe en een gesegmenteerd RNA
genoom van negatieve polariteit. IAV worden onderverdeeld in verschillende subtypes
aan de hand van de specifieke combinatie van de hemagglutinine (HA) en neuraminidase
(NA) oppervlakte-eiwitten die ze bevatten. Er zijn zestien HA (H1-16) en negen NA (N1-9)
subtypes geïdentificeerd, die allemaal gevonden worden in virussen voorkomend in wilde
watervogels. IAV van watervogels kunnen zich aanpassen aan andere gastheerspecies,
waaronder pluimvee en verschillende zoogdieren.
Alle IAV herkennen terminale siaalzuursuikers (SIA) als receptor. HA zorgt voor de binding
aan SIA-receptoren, terwijl NA deze receptoren klieft. Het type binding van SIA aan het op
een na laatste suikerresidu bepaalt in hoge mate de gastheerspecificiteit van IAV.
Vogelvirussen prefereren binding aan α2,3-gekoppelde SIA, terwijl humane virussen bij
voorkeur binden aan α2,6-gekoppelde SIA. Ook de voorkeur van NA voor α2,3- en α2,6gekoppelde SIA hangt af van de gastheerspecificiteit van IAV, hoewel de meeste NA
eiwitten het vermogen om α2,3-gekoppelde SIA te klieven behouden hebben. Daarnaast
zijn ook het type en aantal van de interne suikers en hun koppelingen van belang voor de
exacte receptorspecificiteit van HA en NA.
Binding door HA, klieving door NA en de balans tussen HA en NA zijn belangrijk voor het
binnendringen van IAV in cellen, replicatie, vrijkomen van virusdeeltjes en transmissie. In
dit proefschrift hadden we tot doel om een bindingsmethode te ontwikkelen waarmee we
de dynamica van IAV-receptor interacties in real-time kunnen meten. Deze methode gaf
ons de mogelijkheid om de activiteit van HA en NA onafhankelijk van elkaar, alsmede de
balans tussen de twee, te onderzoeken. We hebben de methode gebruikt om zowel de
interacties van IAV met functionele als niet-functionele receptoren te onderzoeken.
Bovendien hadden we tot doel om de correlatie tussen antigene veranderingen in HA en
receptor binding te onderzoeken. Daarnaast hebben we onderzocht in hoeverre het
ontstaan van nieuwe hoog pathogene (HP) H5Nx virussen gepaard ging met
veranderingen in de receptor-bindende eigenschappen van het virus.
In Hoofdstuk 2 hebben we een kinetische, labelings-vrije, methode ontwikkeld om
interacties tussen virussen en receptoren te kunnen meten gebaseerd op “biolayer
interferometry” (BLI). Hiertoe werden BLI biosensoren gecoat met synthetische
gesialyleerde glycanen of met specifiek-gemanipuleerde glycoproteïnen en gebruikt om
binding aan, en vrijkomen van, een set modelvirussen te onderzoeken. Virussen die
verschillen in hun HA of NA werden gebruikt om systematisch te onderzoeken hoe
veranderingen in de specificiteit van HA of NA de kinetiek van binding en vrijkomen
obs
beïnvloeden. We stellen voor dat de gemeten initiële bindingssnelheid (v ) de meest
relevante parameter is voor virusbinding. Daarnaast vonden we een bijdrage van NA aan
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de initiële bindingssnelheid en lieten we zien dat klieving door NA in hoge mate
afhankelijk is van binding door HA aan de receptoren. In de afwezigheid van NA activiteit
waren virussen dynamisch, maar irreversibel, gebonden aan de receptor-bevattende
sensoren. De virusdeeltjes rolden over het receptor-bevattende oppervlak en leken een
morfologische verandering te ondergaan die gedreven werd door NA activiteit. Gebaseerd
op deze observaties, stellen we voor dat de balans tussen HA en NA van cruciaal belang is
voor de virale “fitness” door migratie door de mucus en over het celoppervlak mogelijk te
maken.
In Hoofdstuk 3 hebben we vervolgens bestudeerd hoe virussen interacteren met
functionele en niet-functionele receptoren door middel van BLI. Daartoe hebben we niet
alleen gebruik gemaakt van synthetische glycanen, maar hebben we ook een set
gebiotinyleerde glycoproteïnen gemaakt, die verschillen in het aantal en type van hun
suikerzijketens. Bovendien hebben we bestudeerd hoe mucus preparaten en antilichamen
de dynamica van virus-receptor interacties beïnvloeden. Gebaseerd op onze resultaten,
obs
concluderen we dat de v afhangt van de receptordichtheid op de biosensor en op de
glycoproteïnen. Zelf-elutie van viruspartikels was afhankelijk van het aantal virusdeeltjes
gebonden aan de sensor en van de receptordichtheid. Zowel antilichamen als nietfunctionele receptor bevattend mucus konden interfereren met de virus-receptor binding.
Opvallend genoeg, nam zowel de zelf-elutie als de elutie gedreven door mucus of
antilichamen af met toenemende virus-receptor bindingstijden, wat aangeeft dat de
bindingsterkte van het virus toeneemt in de tijd. We noemen dit proces rijping van
virusbinding. We stellen voor dat rijping van virusbinding ontstaat doordat meerdere HA
protomeren in de HA trimeer binden aan de SIA-bevattende receptoren, waardoor de
toegang van neuraminidase en moleculen die competeren met de binding van HA aan
receptoren ernstig gereduceerd wordt.
Overgang van H3N2 virus van het ene naar het andere antigeen cluster wordt veroorzaakt
door mutaties op slechts zeven posities dicht bij de receptorbindingsplaats (antigene
cluster overgangsmutaties genaamd). Andere accessoire mutaties kunnen mogelijk
compenseren voor de potentiele negatieve effecten van antigene cluster
overgangsmutaties op virus binding. In Hoofdstuk 4 hebben we BLI gebruikt om te laten
zien dat drie antigene cluster overgangen slechts een beperkt effect hadden op
receptorbinding. In tegenstelling hiermee, hadden de individuele cluster
overgangsmutaties een positief of negatief effect op binding. Sommige van de
bijbehorende accessoire mutaties hadden een compenserend effect op de
receptorbinding, wat mogelijk aangeeft dat deze mutaties de veranderingen in
receptorbinding tijdens antigene cluster overgangen kunnen beperken. Het effect van
voorwaartse mutaties in een “oud” antigeen cluster was niet altijd tegenovergesteld van
het effect van de tegenovergestelde mutaties in het nieuwe antigene cluster. Het effect
van een specifieke mutatie hangt dus af van de achtergrond waarin deze is gemaakt.
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Opheldering van de volgorde waarin de mutaties plaatsvonden door fylogenetische
analyse liet zien dat sommige accessoire mutaties, die receptorbinding beïnvloeden,
voorafgingen aan de cluster overgangsmutatie, wat suggereert dat deze mutaties de
cluster overgangen mogelijk maakten of deze zelfs induceerden.
In 2014 doken nieuwe HP H5 virussen op, die verschillende NA subtypes bevatten (H5Nx
virussen genaamd) en die een ongekende intercontinentale verspreiding vertoonden. In
Hoofdstuk 5 hebben we de evolutionaire geschiedenis van de HA eiwitten van deze
nieuwe HP subtypes bepaald en laten we zien dat de H5 genen afstammen van een monofylogenetische groep die evolueerde uit H5N1 groep 2.3.4. In Hoofdstuk 6 hebben we
onderzocht in hoeverre unieke veranderingen in deze H5 eiwitten (behorend tot H5 groep
2.3.4.4) van invloed waren op receptorbinding. De nieuwe virussen vertoonden
veranderde bindingseigenschappen doordat ze in staat waren om gefucosyleerde
receptoren te binden door -voor HP H5 unieke- mutaties op positie 222 en 227 in de
receptorbindingsplaats. We hypothetiseren dat de veranderde bindingspecificiteit van de
groep 2.3.4.4 H5 eiwitten heeft bijgedragen aan het vermogen van deze virussen om
samen te gaan met verschillende NA subtypes en aan hun ongekende opkomst en
verspreiding.
Uiteindelijk hebben we de belangrijkste bevindingen beschreven in dit proefschrift
bediscussieerd en in een breder perspectief geplaatst in Hoofdstuk 7.
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A 型流感病毒（Influenza A virus，IAV）是能感染鸟类和哺乳动物（包括人类）
的病原微生物。流感的流行会造成巨大的经济负担和严重的公共卫生问题。IAV 属于
正黏病毒科，包含着分节段的 RNA 基因组。病毒表面有血凝素（hemaggltuinin，HA）
和神经氨酸酶（neuraminidase，NA）根据这两种糖蛋白的不同亚型，可将 IAV 分为
不同类型。其中，在流感的天然宿主水生鸟类中分离鉴定出 16 种 HA（H1-16）和 9
种 NA（N1-9）。这些来自于水生鸟类的流感病毒可以适应新的宿主，如家禽和哺乳
动物等。
所有的流感病毒都识别唾液酸（sialic acids，SIAs）为受体。HA 主要负责与唾液
酸受体进行结合，而 NA 负责切割唾液酸受体。SIAs 唾液酸作为最末端的糖基，可与
次末端的糖基以不同形式的构象进行连接，从而决定病毒的宿主特异性。禽流感病
毒倾向于与 α2,3 构象的唾液酸结合，而人流感病毒倾向于 α2,6 构象的唾液酸结合。
虽然 NA 保留了其切割 α2,3 唾液酸的特性，但也有针对 α2,3/α2,6 构象唾液酸的宿主
特异性差异。另外，糖链中内部的寡糖结构和数量以及构象也对 HA 和 NA 与受体的
特异性结合产生影响。
HA 与受体的结合，NA 对受体的切割，以及 HA 与 NA 之间的平衡关系对 IAV 的
入侵、复制、释放和传播都有重要作用。在本论文中，我们建立了一种新型动力学
的实时监测方法来研究 HA 和 NA 独立的活性和两者间的平衡关系，并应用此方法进
一步对 IAV 与功能和非功能受体之间的动态相互作用进行分析。我们还深入分析阐
释了抗原漂移与病毒受体之间的关系，研究了新发的高致病性禽流感的受体结合改
变。
在第二章中，我们阐述了用新型动力学方法研究病毒受体的结合。该方法基于
生物膜干扰技术（biolayer interferometry，BLI），无需对分子或者病毒进行标记。
为了实现这一目标，我们将含有 SIAs 唾液酸的合成糖或者特异性修饰了的糖蛋白附
着在生物感应器上，以此建立一系列的流感病毒结合与释放的模型。将具有不同 HA
和 NA 的流感病毒进行系统化的研究，从而分析 HA 或者 NA 的活性和特异性影响病
obs

毒受体结合和释放的动态过程。我们设定病毒受体的初始结合律（v ）作为最具参
考价值的研究参数。这个技术也可以用来阐述 NA 对病毒与受体结合的影响，展示病
毒中 NA 的切割活性依赖于 HA 与受体的结合。当 NA 的活性被抑制的时候，病毒与
受体的结合为不可逆的反应。病毒可以在受体表面进行滚动，也可以发生形态变化，
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这种变化是通过 NA 的切割活性实现的。基于以上结果，我们认为：病毒穿过细胞表
面的黏液层从而到达细胞表面这一过程中，HA 和 NA 的平衡是重要决定因素。
在第三章中，我们进一步通过 BLI 技术研究了病毒与功能性和非功能性受体之
间的相互作用。我们不仅利用合成糖作为受体，而且还研制了一系列新型的生物素
化的糖蛋白作为受体。这些糖蛋白具有不同数量和类型的糖基侧链。我们分析了粘
液样品以及抗体对病毒受体之间动态相互作用的影响。基于已获得的结果，我们认
为 v

obs

依赖于受体的类型，以及在生物探针表面的密度。具体地说，病毒从受体表

面的解离通过 NA 进行，这一过程依赖于病毒颗粒在受体表面的数量以及受体在生物
探针的密度。抗体和粘液非功能性受体都能干扰病毒和受体相互作用。当病毒与受
体的结合时间增长，病毒 NA 介导的自我解离和粘液/抗体介导的解离作用会降低。
这一现象说明当结合时间增长之后，病毒与受体的结合会更加紧密。我们将这一现
象定义为病毒与受体结合成熟。病毒结合的成熟是由于多个 HA 的原聚体与含有唾液
酸的糖进行结合，从而限制了 NA 与受体的集合，也限制了结合抑制物对 HA 与受体
的结合。
在 H3N2 流感病毒的进化过程中，抗原群体簇的改变是由靠近 HA 受体结合位
点的 7 个氨基酸的突变引起的。其他突变可能补充辅助这 7 个氨基酸突变引起的对
病毒结合的负面影响。在第四章中，我们应用 BLI 来研究三个抗原簇突变对病毒结合
的影响。这些潜在的、在受体结合方面的影响也在非抗原簇突变中发现。这一结果
说明非抗原簇的决定性突变可能对受体结合特性的改变有限制作用。这些进化方向
一致的突变并不总能具有相应反向突变的负面作用。因此，一个特定突变的作用是
受到背景基因组影响的。根据系统进化的影响，我们排列出突变出现的顺序，并根
据这些突变的顺序进行研究。研究发现有一例非簇转化突变出现在簇转化突变之前，
这说明这个突变能够引发或者允许抗原簇改变。
2014 年，新型的高致病性 H5 禽流感病毒出现，并展示出了空前的跨洲际传播
的特性。这类病毒具有不同的 NA 亚型，可以叫做 H5Nx 病毒。在第五章中，我们研
究了这类 H5 病毒 HA 蛋白的进化历史，结果显示这类病毒是从分支 2.3.4 H5 的病毒
变异株进化来的。在第六章中，我们研究了特异性的氨基酸突变多大程度上可以影
响 H5 蛋白的受体结合活性。这些新发病毒确实显现出已改变的病毒结合特性，它们
可以结合岩藻糖化的糖受体。这一改变是由 HA 蛋白上 222 和 227 位点的改变导致
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的。我们推断这种分支 2.3.4.4 的 H5 病毒改变了的受体结合特异性有助于该病毒与
其他不同 NA 亚型进行结合，这是引起史无前例的跨洲际出现和传播的原因。
在第七章中，我们从更广泛的视角对主要研究方向进行了讨论。
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